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1.  

Wayne Schnitzer just now 

Yes, today is the day

2.  

Victor Chang 1 minute ago 

We are going to make it, thanks to NPH and the incredible efforts of everyone 
involved. Incredible. You guys are the best.

3.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 minute ago 

@Eric: Kicktraq says there currently more than 500 comments a day, so 
11000 comments should be well within reach.

4.  
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Wayne Schnitzer 1 minute ago 

I'm still on a high from yesterday

5.  

Steven Jacks 2 minutes ago 

Come chat about this on irc free! 

Mibbit.com 
Server - afternet 
channel - #obduction

6.  

Bob Lishman 2 minutes ago 

We are SO close it hurts. Just one tweet from a REALLY (world) famous 
Cyan fan would make it a certainty. Please, everyone, Tweet your favourite 
personality asking them to RT. 
I haven't been this excited since waiting to link to Minkata for the first time.

7.  

Wayne Schnitzer 2 minutes ago 

Morning Nila

8.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 minutes ago 

good morning us of a! :)

9.  
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Helena 3 minutes ago 

@ Clark: better be careful though, if we lose our jobs there'll be no money to 
give to Kickstarter. ;-)

10.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 3 minutes ago 

@ Jim, thank you I will look into that too.

11.  

Seba 3 minutes ago 

Morning other-side-of-the-globers. 
Amazed yet? ;)

12.  

Wayne Schnitzer 3 minutes ago 

@ bas de sole: I did get a few hours sleep

13.  

Wayne Schnitzer 4 minutes ago 

Morning Sean

14.  

Clark Davis 4 minutes ago 

@ Helena. True.Story.
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15.  

Tai'lahr 4 minutes ago 

Is there a direct link to the #obduction irc? (technofeeb here)

16.  

Nichelle Hammer 4 minutes ago 

I really should go pack my kid's lunch for school... *edges slowly away from 
computer*

17.  

bas de soie 5 minutes ago 

Wayne, I saw you on here last night, are you doing a 24/7 marathon? LOL

18.  

ChrisD 5 minutes ago 

The #obduction on afternet is packed!

19.  

Sean Reynolds 5 minutes ago 

@Carol. Tell her to phone bank, if you explain you are only a little late and 
are not happy with the change and feel you are being victimised and intend 
to take the matter further they will probably refund her. I've done that a 
couple of times.

On another note, wow still coming down from the high of last night, 
unbelievable!
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20.  

Tony Iorfino 5 minutes ago 

Morning Tai.

21.  

Helena 6 minutes ago 

@ Clark: never mind the next few hours; this has been screwing with my 
productivity for the past month.

22.  

Rachel Williams 6 minutes ago 

Morning Tai'lahr :-) Welcome to the final stretch (We hope)

23.  

Caroline McElhenny 6 minutes ago 

I'll be checking this all day...

24.  

Steven Jacks 6 minutes ago 

use mibbit.com to access irc easier!

25.  
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Steven Jacks 7 minutes ago 

irc - afternet - #obduction

26.  

Wayne Schnitzer 7 minutes ago 

Morning Tai'lahr

27.  

Clark Davis 7 minutes ago 

I mentioned it a few hours ago, but I wonder, seriously, how much global 
productivity will go down in the next 71 hours :D

28.  

ericfromabeno 7 minutes ago 

That's ok, we'll just have to aim for 11K comments, 18K backers, then! We're 
a talkative bunch, I bet we can do that ;)

29.  

Tai'lahr 8 minutes ago 

Good morning, Obductees!

30.  

Daniel 8 minutes ago 

Their experimental projection cone is a little more useful IMO
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31.  

bas de soie 8 minutes ago 

I can tell I'm not going to get any work done at the office until the goal is 
reached :-P

32.  

ericfromabeno 8 minutes ago 

Chris, yeah, pretty much ^_^

33.  

Jose Cardoso 8 minutes ago 

@Carol No problem. And yes, that all sounds very familiar for Lloyds. Glad 
she's leaving them. :)

34.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill 9 minutes ago 

Awesome, Steven! (now i have to go find meself an irc client lol)

35.  

Clark Davis 9 minutes ago 

I was trying to time it . . . :)

36.  
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Chris Cooley 9 minutes ago 

I was going to declare KickTraq as somewhat questionable in their "trending". 
To be fair, having such a large money goal does "smooth out the curve" 
compared to other projects. But now I notice they keep upping the "trending" 
like every 10 minutes. So it doesn't so much magically predict the future, as 
accurately map the present. (IMHO 1.18M)

37.  

ChrisD less than a minute ago 

nearly lol

38.  

ericfromabeno less than a minute ago 

heh, Clark, stacking the deck ;)

39.  

Mark Scheiffley less than a minute ago 

I think Clark got it.

40.  

Steven Jacks 1 minute ago 

10,000th comment!

41.  

ericfromabeno 1 minute ago 

aaaah, 10K comments was easier to reach than 18k backers or 1,070,000...
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42.  

Clark Davis 1 minute ago 

bam!

43.  

Clark Davis 1 minute ago 

bam!

44.  

Steven Jacks 1 minute ago 

Irc channel is up! 

afternet - #obduction :) See you there!

45.  

Sharon Guerrette 1 minute ago 

I must be psychic, all my predictions (hopes) came true!

46.  

George 1 minute ago 

10,000th comment!

47.  
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Jim Higgitt 1 minute ago 

@Carol The Financial Ombudsman Service are a good place to go if you are 
having trouble with your bank.

48.  

ericfromabeno 2 minutes ago 

heh...

49.  

Daniel 2 minutes ago 

Man I turn around for 5 minutes and theres 30-40 new comments I have to 
work back through. You guys are awesome!

50.  

Mac_Fife 2 minutes ago 

@realXCV, @Jim -There won't be enough exclamation points to go around if 
Dimitrios is online when the $1.1M mark is reached ;)

51.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill less than a minute ago 

Some theme music for this last few days! http://www.youtube.com/watch…

52.  

ChrisD 1 minute ago 

Well a huge chunk of it gets scooped up by the taxman XD
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53.  

Helena 1 minute ago 

We've already made almost as much today as the entire amount raised on 
Monday. :-D

54.  

Jim Higgitt 1 minute ago 

71 hours!!

55.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 1 minute ago 

@ Hose, I certainly will, had enough of them now. My daughter just got 
walloped with £78 charges because she forgot to transfer her money from 
her savings account to her current. She is leaving too. 
Sorry if I seem to be taking a long time, sooo many comments I can't keep 
up. Bless you.

56.  

Jim Higgitt 2 minutes ago 

@Rob I imagine that the bulk of the 200k is probably going to be needed for 
Localisation as I'm sure that Cyan have had OR in mind for a while.

57.  

Zeanith 2 minutes ago 

we're down to the hour counter now! This is it!!! The final stretch!
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58.  

ericfromabeno 2 minutes ago 

oooh, exciting!! ^_^

59.  

ChrisD 2 minutes ago 

here we go

60.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill 2 minutes ago 

lol we need an irc server for all of us. hehe!

61.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 minutes ago 

it just switched from x days to 71 hours to go...!

62.  

ericfromabeno 3 minutes ago 

10K comments, 18K backers, and $1,070,000 will coincide, do you think? 
that would be cool ^_^

63.  
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Debra Johnson 4 minutes ago 

True - I missed the $1 million mark, so I'm not going to miss the fully funded 
moment!

64.  

realXCV 4 minutes ago 

@Jim 
YAYAYAYAYAYOMFGWEWILLMAKEITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

65.  

Rob Mills 4 minutes ago 

@James Hear, hear! We can get that $1.3m. Plus many projects continue to 
receive some cash flow post-Kickstarter success and since another 
developer has already kindly offered to help with the Oculus Rift support 
(Agharta Studios iirc), costs may even end up lower than $200k for OR 
support.

66.  

Jim Higgitt 4 minutes ago 

Stretch that waistband Horatio!

67.  

Clark Davis 4 minutes ago 

Everyone, if you'll excuse me, I have some SERIOUS happy dancing to 
practice before the big moment. Don't want to screw this up . . .

68.  
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Salvo Ludus (JayGee) 4 minutes ago 

Hi all. Just a reminder that I'm maintaining the Obduction Community twitter 
list that can be found here: https://twitter.com/SalvoLudus/lists/obduction-
community There are 19 members so far made up of kickstarter supporters 
and Cyan employees. Feel free to follow the list. If you want to be a list 
member, just tweet me @SalvoLudus on Twitter. Please don't message me 
here in the comments, at this rate I can't really read them all because there 
are so many...

...which is AWESOME!!

69.  

ericfromabeno 5 minutes ago 

Debra, I wouldn't, you'll miss the goal moment!

70.  

Jim Higgitt 5 minutes ago 

@Griffin Well put sir. It's sort of getting in the way of my actual full-time 
job... :)

71.  

Horatio 5 minutes ago 

Thanks, Jim! I think I may take it easy on the lunches today, and resume in 
earnest for the stretch goals!

72.  

Debra Johnson 6 minutes ago 

@Clark My thoughts exactly - $26,000 while I slept! Perhaps I should go 
back to bed???
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73.  

Jim Higgitt 6 minutes ago 

Ha, there will be around 1000 comments all within 2 minutes of each other, 
based on the theme of 
YAYAYAYAYAYOMFGWEMADEITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!! when we finally hit the mighty 1.1m.

Even more !s if Dimitrios makes it in time.

Good morning Horatio, I think that you can probably take a well deserved 
break from your permalunch to watch the magic unfold.

74.  

Mark de Haan 7 minutes ago 

I am mentally pushing that number....ngghhhhh.....go to 1.1...gooo goo...and 
there is another obducted...I hope we hit the mark by the end of today! I will 
keep refreshing until Kickstarter is looping a Groundhogday and goes to 2mil 
tomorrow ;)

75.  

Rachel Williams 7 minutes ago 

I love how this has turned into a message board. If the proper Obduction 
forums are going to be half as awesome and friendly as this, I'm looking 
forward to them!

76.  

Clark Davis 7 minutes ago 

When I went to bed last night, oh, 19 hours ago, we were at $977,000. Looks 
like we'll be well past $100k for a 24/hr period. Sah-weeeet!
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77.  

ericfromabeno 7 minutes ago 

32K!

78.  

Horatio 8 minutes ago 

Just did a quick look at Kicktraq, and I see an average of $3,333 per hour 
over the last 10 hours. Awesome!

79.  

Griffin 8 minutes ago 

@Jim no worries, keeping up with the comments is like a full-time job now 
(and it's going to get even worse soon!) Besides the more we mention 
thankyoucyan.com the better, right?

80.  

Clark Davis 9 minutes ago 

For those just waking up, we've had quite a few newbies pledge and jump in 
the comments. Been pretty exciting.

81.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 10 minutes ago 

Needed per hour to reach stretch goal: $3226 
Past hour: $4696 
:)
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82.  

Stephen Bell 10 minutes ago 

@Mark - thanks hadn't seen that. :)

83.  

ericfromabeno 10 minutes ago 

lots of nice round numbers almost here... comments, backers, and pledge 
totals look to be converging on some nice triple zeroes ^_^

84.  

Wayne Schnitzer 10 minutes ago 

Morning Castine

85.  

James Adams 11 minutes ago 

Rift or bust!!! Let's get Rift support guys!!!

86.  

Jose Cardoso 11 minutes ago 

@Carol Lloyds - That tells me everything. I hate them with a passion. Try Co-
op or Metro. I'm with Co-op. Very friendly and ethical in their investments. :)

87.  
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Wayne Schnitzer 11 minutes ago 

@Clark: No, just going to put a pot on .......... HeHe

88.  

Horatio 11 minutes ago 

Oh, and good morning, all! *urp*

89.  

Mark Scheiffley 11 minutes ago 

@Stephen. The moments right before $1M were pretty exciting! 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2vbf58xivnmvlyl/Photo%20Nov%2012%2C
%207%2006%2014%20PM.png

90.  

Jim Higgitt 11 minutes ago 

Whoops, sorry @Griffin, I see you beat me to it!

91.  

Castine 12 minutes ago 

Good morning Wayne :) nice to have you back

92.  

Clark Davis 12 minutes ago 

@Wayne. Save any coffee for this morning? :)
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93.  

Stephen Bell 12 minutes ago 

I did that, @Jim. :-)

94.  

Rachel Williams 12 minutes ago 

Someone took a screenshot of the moment we hit 1 million, before the 
shouting started in the comments! Hopefully someone will do the same once 
we're funded.

95.  

ericfromabeno 13 minutes ago 

Horatio, i know, right?? ^_^ crazy good times!

96.  

Jim Higgitt 13 minutes ago 

@Trey If you haven't already seen it, check out thankyoucyan.com. It's a 
place where you can share your story for how Myst impacted you.

97.  

Jose Cardoso 13 minutes ago 

@Reba Yes, that's very true. One of those things a person has to weigh up 
when making a decision between a bank and a union. Personally I stuck with 
a bank for the flexibility but just made sure it was a bank with ethical 
principles enshrined in their makeup.
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98.  

Wayne Schnitzer 13 minutes ago 

Good Morning

99.  

Stephen Bell 14 minutes ago 

The comments at the $1,100.000 point will be worth saving! :-P

100.  

Horatio 14 minutes ago 

WHAT THE NUTS?!?! I wake up expecting $10,000+ overnight and see 
almost $30,000! Way to go rest-of-the-world!

101.  

ericfromabeno 18 minutes ago 

700 dollars in 17 minutes! wow!

102.  

Clark Davis 18 minutes ago 

@ eric. I'm willing to bet that the push will start looooong before $200 out. I'll 
be things start to get quick at $1000 out and will just get increasingly faster 
and faster and faster, so to actually be the one to launch it over, you would 
probably have to show 1,099,500 on your screen when you click the button. 
Haha.
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103.  

Nichelle Hammer 21 minutes ago 

Good morning everyone! We're getting so close! Makes me glad I have off 
from work today so I can keep watch. :-p

104.  

ericfromabeno 21 minutes ago 

Clark, I'm already at my theoretical max, but I might just add a few more 
bucks for fun ^^ ... but the possibility that the amount i'm able to add will BE 
the amount needed, before the goal is actually reached, I dunno 0_0 I can 
imagine it getting to like 200 dollars to goal, then BAM! ... in which case, my 
extra 20 or so is not going to be the deciding 20... 0_0 Still, I would LOVE to 
see everyone push it over the goal all at once! that would be so cool!

105.  

Clark Davis 21 minutes ago 

@ Daniel. I'm sure Cyan would be able to figure out which pledge exactly will 
do it, but I don't think they'd publish that. I think it would detract from where 
the focus should be, but I could be wrong.

106.  

Stephen Bell 21 minutes ago 

Kicktraq now says trending toward $1,176,913 - going up! (Can't stop 
watching both sites. :-) 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

107.  
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Ovidiu Munteanu 21 minutes ago 

@ Helena: You can't be going to bed that early, it's Wednesday, almost the 
weekend! :)

108.  

Daniel 23 minutes ago 

@Clark Maybe there will be a search to find which fund put us over the 
top? :-D

109.  

Clark Davis 23 minutes ago 

@ Daniel. Fortunately I recently returned from work, but whether I'll be 
getting restful sleep tonight, whole other ball game. :) And it would be the 
best restless sleep ev-er.

110.  

Helena 23 minutes ago 

@ Ovidiu: I'm just worried that it's going to happen while I'm asleep in bed 
tonight. :-P

111.  

Clark Davis 24 minutes ago 

*surge, not search. Yay me.

112.  

Daniel 24 minutes ago 

I am officially not getting any work done today, as I will be sitting here 
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watching this for the next 7 hours.

113.  

Clark Davis 25 minutes ago 

It was mentioned before, but how many people will be on the edge of their 
seats, eyes fixed, mouse ready, finger in instant-clicking position, to be the 
one who launches it over the goal? I'm betting there will be a HUGE search 
right at the fund mark. Going to be awesome!

114.  

Ovidiu Munteanu 25 minutes ago 

@Helena: I may do some overtime today, just to make sure it doesn't happen 
while I'm on the train. :)

115.  

Mark Scheiffley 25 minutes ago 

Myst definately changed my life. I was a freshman in college, had a brand 
new Tandy 486 DX2 with a dual speed CDROM, and Myst was awesome! So 
awesome I didn't really go to class that much... I did flunk out (because I was 
young and lazy, really), but thanks to the inspiration of games like Myst, I 
refocused my life, pursued a career in computers, and now nearly 20 years 
later, I am doing very well for myself. So, thanks Cyan for helping flunk out of 
school!!! ;)

116.  

Michael Ozark 26 minutes ago 

lets see how far we can go!!

117.  
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Griffin 27 minutes ago 

@Trey that's awesome! Hey, that reminds me, everybody new, especially if 
you have a great story like that to share, should check out 
thankyoucyan.com, started by a backer so we could collect all the stories of 
how Myst etc made our lives better.

118.  

Rob Mills 27 minutes ago 

I mean a real spiritual heir to Myst.

119.  

Tiago Regueiras 27 minutes ago 

And for the rest of the Europe, €820.320 are almost in the bag!

120.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 27 minutes ago 

i wanted the quote only to be around "funded," bah! (i just woke up)

121.  

Rob Mills 28 minutes ago 

The only problem I have with this is that it made me did out my old Myst 
games and I just can't get the first game to run on Win 7...

But I know that a few years from now I'm going to get to play a real spiritual 
heir to this and maybe, just maybe, after long time since I last saw games like 
the Myst series or the last two Zork games, I'll get to see a great renewed 
interest in this style of adventure game. With the Oculus Rift too as well as all 
the other new tech in the past years, there's fertile new ground for this genre.
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122.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 28 minutes ago 

The sooner we get this funded the sooner we get to watch Cyan's awesome 
'funded video' update!

123.  

Ovidiu Munteanu 29 minutes ago 

It'd be good if it was £1.1m though. :D

124.  

Trey Turner 29 minutes ago 

Glad to be on board! Myst changed my life. It truly did. I saw it in 1995 at an 
Electronics Boutique in the Pittsburgh Airport as I was on my way to 
Tallahassee and the box art looked so cool and mysterious I had to check it 
out. I haven't stopped playing adventure games since, and every game in the 
Myst series hasn't been uninstalled from my PC since the day i installed 
them. Hearing that Obduction was being planned (at the last minute!) 
knocked me breathless. I am so excited for this you have no idea...

125.  

Ovidiu Munteanu 29 minutes ago 

Damn, sorry about that... :D You know, compulsion and all... :D

126.  

Mark Scheiffley 29 minutes ago 

For our friends across the pond: We've almost made our goal of £689569!!!!!
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127.  

Helena 29 minutes ago 

@ Ovidiu: Hmm... I'm also at work in the UK, and I'll get home in about 4 1/2 
hours. Ambitious, but you never know...

128.  

Tiago Regueiras 30 minutes ago 

@Griffin I'm with you! In fact, I'm with them! Fresh coffee pot! *snif* Oh... 
Nice...

129.  

ericfromabeno 31 minutes ago 

not pounds though... I thought pounds were worth 2 dollars

130.  

Mark Scheiffley 31 minutes ago 

@Ovidiu. It is $s not £'s, thank goodness. that would be so much more!

131.  

Ovidiu Munteanu 31 minutes ago 

Hi there! I'm in the UK, at work, and it looks like the £1.1m mark is going to 
be hit before I go home tonight! Nice one! :)

132.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) 33 minutes ago 

@ Paolo,0_0 cool.

133.  

Griffin 34 minutes ago 

@Natalie it's like 5:45 AM in Spokane; but I bet a predawn pre-coffee thank 
you video production would be hilarious ;-)

134.  

ericfromabeno 34 minutes ago 

I think Stewart was right to set his alarm for one hour.... 0_0 at this rate, he 
may still miss the moment!!

135.  

Rachel Williams 34 minutes ago 

Wouldn't it be lovely if we could get this funded before Cyan wake up and get 
online to check? C'mon America, wake up and get backing!

136.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 35 minutes ago 

@ Clark, you are right there, I haven't had this much fun/motivation in years.

137.  

Clark Davis 35 minutes ago 

@ Natalie. I would be flabbergasted if they weren't preparing a video, 
between all the miniature happy dances that I'm sure are eeking out. :)
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138.  

ericfromabeno 35 minutes ago 

33K left.... *^_^*

139.  

Clark Davis 36 minutes ago 

Almost 18k backers, almost 10k comments. Keep it comin' people. Keep it 
comin'.

140.  

Natalie Manahan 36 minutes ago 

I hope that they're preparing a video for reaching the 1.1 Million goal right 
now! Because it isn't going to be too long till we reach it!

141.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 36 minutes ago 

@ Reba, so possibly best to run it alongside a regular account at a better 
bank than Lloyds.

142.  

Paolo C. 36 minutes ago 

oh 4K in the last 40 minutes, way to go!

143.  
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Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 36 minutes ago 

Oh man guys, it's so close. If this thing hits 1.1 before I get home tonight 
(fingers double crossed it does) I'll have to refocus my article to deal with the 
Oculus Rift. As long as real life does'nt get in the way, like it has the last 2 
nights. If I miss it when I am at work, here's a cheers to hitting that $1.1 mark!

144.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill 36 minutes ago 

@Carol And don't totally dismiss the idea of a credit union. They might be just 
what you need for your particular situation! Oceans apart, things can be very 
different.

145.  

Sharon Guerrette 37 minutes ago 

WOW! 30K overnight that is fantastic and still rising faster than I can type !!

146.  

Clark Davis 37 minutes ago 

@ Carol. I don't know . . . the ride has been pretty wild so far :) But about to 
get insanely better? Of course!

147.  

Tiago Regueiras 37 minutes ago 

Someone is having lunch! And I know who!!!

148.  
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Rob Mills 37 minutes ago 

Come on $1.3 mil. I really think we could push for that. It's picking up a lot of 
speed now.

149.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 38 minutes ago 

@ Trey, you got here just in time for the best ride of your life.

150.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill 38 minutes ago 

@Jose yeah, I think there is some regulation, but at the same time each 
credit union has a few of their own rules. Plus I hate how they are NOT 
connected... For instance, I can go into any branch in all of Canada for my 
current bank and get immediate service, but if I was still with the Credit 
Union? Nope. I would have to visit a branch that actually belongs to that 
union (very frustrating while travelling)

151.  

Clark Davis 38 minutes ago 

@Trey. Welcome! And thank you. Spread the word, we're gunning for stretch 
goals :)

152.  

Jim Higgitt 39 minutes ago 

I think the US is waking up!

Where is Dimitrios when you need him?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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153.  

Jim Higgitt 39 minutes ago 

I think the US is waking up!

Where is Dimitrios when you need him?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

154.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 39 minutes ago 

@ Reba, Shall be careful now, better in hindsight. 
@ Swordswinger, no problem I tried to whet his appetite with keywords. 
Cyan, Obduction, None Violent Games and the link to here of course.

155.  

Griffin 39 minutes ago 

Welcome to the party Trey, and all our terrific new backers! Stick around, 
we're going to (almost certainly) make our funding goal tonight, and that is 
going to be a blast!

156.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 40 minutes ago 

It was a wonderful night for Double Disc backers (and to backing in general)! 
Awesome stuff, everyone.

157.  

ericfromabeno 40 minutes ago 

Trey, cool ^_^ welcome aboard!
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158.  

Trey Turner 41 minutes ago 

Just backed for the boxed game! Come on guys...this can be done in 2.5 
days!! Go Team Cyan!

159.  

Stewart Bradford 42 minutes ago 

Wasn't the egg, it's been at 30 backers for a while

160.  

Jose Cardoso 42 minutes ago 

@Reba Not sure if it's the same in Canada but here the credit unions are 
reasonably regulated. That's not to say the system is perfect but given that 
our banks here are regulated by an organisation made up of ex-bankers you 
can just imagine the quality of their "regulation".

161.  

swordswinger710 42 minutes ago 

@Carol Thanks for tweeting Matt Damon, here's hoping he gets it! :)

162.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 42 minutes ago 

Wow 1066 the Battle of Hastings.
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163.  

ericfromabeno 43 minutes ago 

someone bought an easter egg, i think :)

164.  

Stewart Bradford 44 minutes ago 

The total just jumped by about $2000 in the last 15 mins

165.  

ericfromabeno 44 minutes ago 

wow! +1K in less than a minute... 0_0

166.  

Reba "Rhee" McNeill about 1 hour ago 

Personally, I have had a variety of bad experiences with credit unions, but 
they can't all be bad... Just the local one that I used for several years was 
really asinine... They were great when they were just one building, but then 
they started amalgamating with other local unions and it just went downhill. 
Took four years to dig out from under the tiny debt I had there (a $2000 
student loan) and that was only because I finally switched to a bank and 
asked if they would consolidate me (I had a car loan with this new bank), 
which they did. 

The bank I'm with in Canada I find awesome... reasonable service charges 
IMO and typically ready to work with me when I do need to borrow money 
(I'm a mom with no income and a husband who doesn't make much so that's 
pretty awesome)
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Jim Higgitt about 1 hour ago 

@eric I think so. Maybe a new highbudget backer?

168.  

Stewart Bradford about 1 hour ago 

@Eric - 9-10 hours..... oh yeah of little faith. I shall set my alarm for an hour, 
lol. Good morning America. Push this thing to the stars! :-)

169.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

... did the total just jump like 800 dollars??

170.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Laura, I always say, if you can make yourself understood, your English is fine 
;)

171.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

at this rate, by the time we get to 18K backers, the total will be around 
$1,070,000

172.  

Laura Windisch about 1 hour ago 

@Carol Woodward, thank you very much :) Sometimes you lost your 
confidence if you had to much English lessons at school ^^"
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173.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

cool, a $120 backer! ^_^

174.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

oooh, 35K left!! ^_^

175.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Carol An excellent place to start looking if you are considering the idea: 
http://www.findyourcreditunion.co.uk/

176.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

@ Stewart, probably 9-10 hours to goal unless something amazing occurs...

177.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Laura, your English is excellent.

178.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Stewart, now it's getting up time in the USA, it won't take long, sleep well. 
@ Griffin, I will look into that, great idea.

179.  

Laura Windisch about 1 hour ago 

(Sorry, my English isn't so good :/) 
Well, after four day's I finally managed it to donate money. I'm so glad that I 
did this and I really think that we can manage it to reach the 1,100,000 goal. 
I'm looking forward to playing this game one of these days. It was really a 
fluke that I googled Cyan Worlds and that I encounter Obduction. I only know 
few games like the ones from Cyan Worlds. It's really tragic that there are so 
few games like this. Let us hope that this will be an amazing game like we 
know it from Cyan Worlds :)

180.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Carol. Not a problem. I know the pain and hate seeing the banks win.

181.  

Marein Könings about 1 hour ago 

@Nila: I didn't catch that, awesome!

182.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Griffin Credit Union. Even better suggestion. Just find a local one that 
supports Direct Debit and a debit card in the UK and its unlikely you can tell 
the difference between a bank (apart from the presence of a soul and a far 
better approach to customer service).
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183.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Jose, it is unfair, I would not have taken it on if there were charges, other 
than interest which one expects, I will definitely change and thank you all for 
caring,

184.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

page 110 @Marein

185.  

Griffin about 1 hour ago 

@Carol Sad to hear that the US banks are not the only jerks in the finance 
world. We divorced our banks several years ago back when that was a thing 
in the US and moved all our money to a credit union. I hope you have some 
alternatives once you dig out again!

186.  

BJ Homer about 1 hour ago 

We just got another big tweet, this one from John Hodgman. 934K followers.

https://twitter.com/hodgman/status/400608404688760832

187.  
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Stewart Bradford about 1 hour ago 

11:00pm here in Australia and pretty much my bed time. I'm gonna have to 
set an alarm to try and catch us crossing the "finish" line! :-) Anyone wish to 
hazard a guess how long until we get the last 35K?

188.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Carol That sounds very unfair. An agreed overdraft should incur nothing 
more than an interest charge and/or a charge for the initial setup. Any UK 
bank that feels the need to charge a "usage" charge is quite frankly taking 
the piss. If I were you, take advantage of the new 7 bank switching scheme. 
I'm sure a better bank will gladly take your custom.

189.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

right karl!

190.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Helena, thank you for that, I had gotten ahead once but have bailed 
someone else out in the meantime and slipped back over again. I just need it 
to stop raining so I can do a car boot sale.

191.  

Seba about 1 hour ago 

I think Nila was talking about the one connected with Karl who moved away, 
right Nila?
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ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

I think we're going to do it, we're going to make goal with 3 days still on the 
clock! ^_^

193.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Jose, I am still digging, I will get there eventually, it's the usage charge 
they have started to apply to my pre-agreed overdraft that is annoying me 
most, I never agreed to that, but try talking to a smug, stuffed shirt at the 
bank.

194.  

Marein Könings about 1 hour ago 

@Nila: I can't find it... Could you post a link?

195.  

Helena about 1 hour ago 

@ Carol: The same thing happened to my friend. There are debt 
management companies that can help.

196.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

:( Carol, sorry to hear that... I intentionally live a very simple life, so I have no 
debt right now.. but also not married, no kids, which is somewhat sad, i 
think... but also a reason I'm not in debt, I guess 0_0 ... Ah, but i don't own 
my own home... i rent... easier, but it means I'm throwing money away.. debt 
in the form of a home loan might be preferable....
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Tiago Regueiras about 1 hour ago 

@Nila Pics or it didn't hapen.

198.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Salvo, good morning, hope you slept some.

199.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Carol That was also my situation a few years ago. I just slowly dug myself 
out of that hole then switched banks in anger/protest. I refuse to bank with 
any of the 4 main UK banks.

200.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

there's a new major 'spoiler' over at the cyan forums... they cracked one of 
the rand-video-nuts...

201.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 1 hour ago 

Good morning everyone! It's 8:15 am here on the east coast of the US which 
means most of the US should be awake within the next 3 or 4 hours. Today is 
going to be an exciting day!

202.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ ericromabeno, in the UK too we have many people trapped in debt 
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because of Bank charges, and they don't care. I am one of those trapped.

203.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

I got 2 lots of charges on my account for ordering from the USA, it was 
something I couldn't get from anywhere else though so I had no choice.

204.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@ericfromabeno UK too. ;)

205.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Caroline.. wow, I wish America had rules like that... we might have fewer 
people in horrendous debt, then -_-

206.  

Rachel Williams about 1 hour ago 

@Helena You can use a debit card on Amazon, because that's what I'm 
using! But some people might not want/be able to pledge here, so having 
Paypal is always useful. Besides, I don't think the Paypal donations will stop 
this from being funded somehow...

207.  

Caroline Van Borm about 1 hour ago 

Also, some people may not have a credit card. Here in Europe (at least some 
countries) you can usually only get it if you have a paid job (so a lot of 
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students can't have one). Then, Paypal is more convenient as it can be 
coupled also to a bank account without credit card.

208.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

Now that I recall, I also got denied trying to buy CD's from Switzerland.

209.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

the Cyantists are going to be up in a couple hours I think... wonder how much 
higher the total will be by then....

210.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

I can tell you from experience. I tried to buy a special deck of tarot cards from 
France, and my bank denied it. I had to call them and say "AUTHORIZE 
THIS. I WANT THIS." And they allowed it afterwards.

211.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Jarrah, I know that my scratchcards are winners, until the moment 'I' 
scratch them off.

212.  

Helena about 1 hour ago 

Some people may not be able to pledge through Kickstarter (I believe you 
need a credit card for Amazon Payments).
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213.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Criswell, interesting point, I hadn't considered a banking restriction 
possibility.... hmm...

214.  

Rachel Williams about 1 hour ago 

@Jarrah Don't worry, we'll all stay here and keep an eye on it for you.

215.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Griffin, I'm betting within the next 12 hours or so, yeah! ^_^

216.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Criswell Interesting. That never actually occurred to me. Here's hoping my 
credit card company isn't going to mind the hit it's about to take. :)

217.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

@ Criswell, good point there.

218.  
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ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Jarrah, just do what I do. turn the volume to 0, leave the pc on, and wear an 
eyemask to block the light... ;)

219.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

Jose, it is possible that some people have some KickStarter restrictions, 
possibly imposed by their banks, likely also imposed by international banking 
treaties.

220.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Helena A good thing too. One can only imagine the grief PayPal disputes 
would cause successfully funded Kickstarter campaigns if misused. :S

221.  

Griffin about 1 hour ago 

@eric Oh I know, I'm not saying none of those people are pledging a dollar, 
just that probably not all of them are. Anyway hopefully tonight or tomorrow 
morning at the latest we can stop fretting about people not donating here first 
instead of Paypal, eh?

222.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 1 hour ago 

I just took a few seconds to convince myself that turning off my computer to 
go to bed will not stop the money going up.

223.  
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Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

Good point ericfrombeno. Total is total pledges, not just tier levels.

224.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

37K to go!

225.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

yup yup, you got it now, Jose

226.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

Ahh, understood now. So these are actually direct PayPal donations to Cyan 
that, as you point out, could have been pledged on Kickstarter directly. I was 
getting very confused. :)

227.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Griffing, but the money total is the ACTUAL money, not the pledge money.. so 
if you "pledge" the 1$ tier, but give 50$ so you can get an add-on, the money 
total will go up 50 dollars, not 1.

228.  

Helena about 1 hour ago 

@ Jose: You can't use Paypal on Kickstarter; that's why the Paypal pledges 
aren't included in the total on this page. I believe Paypal takes the money 
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immediately rather than waiting until the funding goal is reached.

229.  

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago 

@ericfromabeno - Voice, schmoice. BUMP IT UP!!!! LOL ;)

230.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

The Garden Ages of the proud are beautiful, but they are built on the backs of 
the Least. The Least are returning. This shadow came over them, this 
shadow of light, for it was in their enlightenment that they considered 
themselves better; better than the Least.

231.  

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago 

Helena, nice summation :) Jose, I actually wish paypal were not being 
mentioned, but I understand that some people are not aware of kickstarter, 
but understand paypal. so i guess it can't be helped... every dollar there is 
one dollar that could have gone here, but oh well. Once we're 100% funded 
here, those paypal dollars will help the team do extra things like add 
localization, add extra content, etc...

232.  

Griffin about 1 hour ago 

Actually you can pledge any amount and still choose the $1 tier. A bunch of 
those people may, for example, be getting the $50 box add-on and nothing 
else (which Cyan said was fine, and that we should use the add-ons however 
we wanted)
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233.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago 

Ok I have tweeted Matt Damon, don't know if it will reach him though.

234.  

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago 

Rachel - I'm actually seeing the amount pledged increasing by one dollar. So 
yeah, there are some more than that, but there definitely are $1 pledges 
coming in.

235.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

@Helena I see but how are they different to normal pledges? I don't use 
PayPal on Kickstarter hence the questions/curiosity.

236.  

Helena about 1 hour ago 

@ Jose: it counts towards stretch goals.

237.  

Rachel Williams about 1 hour ago 

Don't forget that they're not always $1, they're just less than the $25 to get 
the game. But hopefully our passion and enthusiasm will encourage them to 
bump it up to $25 and get a copy of the game!
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238.  

Jose Cardoso about 1 hour ago 

Could someone quickly explain the interest in the PayPal total?

239.  

Helena about 1 hour ago 

The paypal total hasn't been mentioned for a couple of weeks; it's probably 
higher now.

240.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 1 hour ago 

If all we get is another 40,000 $1 pledges, DAYEINU. But, rest assured, we 
will do much better than this. If we are at $1,099,999 then do not disparage 
that last $1 pledger, for he/she is the most important of all.

241.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hours ago 

@ Nila, No sign of Dimitrius, I bet he is sleeping like a baby.

242.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

Joan, a 1$ pledge allows you to comment here, which gives people a voice, 
which keeps them enthused, which may lead to them raising their pledge in 
the future ^_^ I'm all for the 1$ pledges! ;)

Steve, I THINK that someone mentioned that the paypal donations are only 
up to 7K, which is actually good, because that 7K would be BETTER used 
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here, getting us to our goal... AFTER the goal is reached, and the kickstarter 
is closed, THEN people should start adding via paypal! ^_^

243.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago 

When we were at about $700,000 Rand said PayPal was in the $7,000 
range. So, even in the last days push, I would suspect about 11k, but PayPal 
will remain open, likely for another 30 days, maybe even 60, and that is how 
we will make the second stretch goal.

244.  

Jose Cardoso about 2 hours ago 

@yonathan You and me both. Riven still brings back the strongest of 
memories for me. Not that Myst was bad. :)

245.  

yonathan touati about 2 hours ago 

First project I back on Kickstarter (I missed project Eternity and Torment). 
Hell I'm so exited, I can still remember the countless hours spent on Riven 
trying to understand what the hell did those weird symbols mean (you now 
the ones in the cavern all around you)

Go Cyan!!

246.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

Awesome Kostas! Athen finally answered... :D (Dimitrius still missing!)

247.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago 

@ Steven, oh you got here before me then, I was struggling to find the 
money 2x overdrafts, my lovely daughter saw my anguish and has pledged 
for me, in lieu of 2 years worth of Birthday/Mother's day and Christmas gifts. 
Bless her, she knows how passionate Cyan fans are.

248.  

Kostas Antonatos about 2 hours ago 

Just joined the bandwagon. good luck!

249.  

swordswinger710 about 2 hours ago 

Does anyone know how to contact Matt Damon? He refused to do the voice 
for a Bourne video game because they turned it into a shooter and not a 
Myst-like game as he would have preferred. I think he would be thrilled to find 
out about Obduction, but I'm having trouble figuring out how to let him know.

250.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 2 hours ago 

Wow. Go out to work and come back to an extra $40000. If I just went and 
did one more shift we might well be done.

251.  

Marein Könings about 2 hours ago 

@Joan: For sure!

252.  
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Stephen Bell about 2 hours ago 

I was onboard for the boxed version on Day 1 @Carol. :)

253.  

Joan Zalot about 2 hours ago 

People are still pledging $1. I guess every little bit helps...

254.  

Stephen Bell about 2 hours ago 

@thomas - LOL!

255.  

Stephen Bell about 2 hours ago 

@Eric - I wish we knew how much is sitting in that PalPal account! Have we 
been given any clues? I'd buy a Rift just to play this on! :)

256.  

thomas greenaway short about 2 hours ago 

Think I'm going to have to commission someone to build me a lever. So 
excited!

257.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

39K to go! *^_^*
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258.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago 

@ Stephen, good to have you onboard, this is an amazing experience.

259.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

@Stephen, the closer it gets us to oculus support, the happier I'll be... if we 
can get to the kicktraq figure you quoted, that might be enough including 
paypal donations for them to be able to go ahead with it! ^_^

260.  

Stephen Bell about 2 hours ago 

I'm so pleased to be a part of this. Watching the figures creep up. Kicktraq 
says trending toward $1,173,824 - 106% of goal. I bet it does batter than that, 
but it's good to see! 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

261.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

Still can't get over Rand showing us parts of the secret Cyan basement floor. 
And he looked so incredible hooked + über-amazed. So cool!

Calling Athen again.. Anyone listening? ;)

262.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

@Mark, I tried to spread the word too. Thanks for putting the word out! ^_^
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263.  

Mark de Haan about 2 hours ago 

Well....this is the first project I back. I really try to help and get anyone I can 
reach to help. I post on FB, G+...will see where else (have been posting on 
G+ for the last week now). This one must succeed. Rand deserves it...we 
deserve it as real D'nians.

264.  

Rachel Williams about 2 hours ago 

@Helena They probably will update the stretch goals once they wake up. 
With a bit of luck, we'll be almost funded by then! Would be a nice surprise 
for the folks at Cyan to wake up to!

265.  

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 2 hours ago 

4:20am in Spokane…. I wonder if Rand got any sleep last night… I'll bet not

266.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

heh ^_^ and after we spent a whole week or two hashing the numbers in 
anxiety ;)

267.  

Helena about 2 hours ago 

It really is time they updated the stretch goals, IMO. It should be obvious by 
now that we're going to make the main goal easily.
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268.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

eric, ya, thought about multi-platform, too... luckily i'm not interested in that 
one at all. still would like to see that one for the guys interested + for cyan to 
make more money out of obduction on the console market (and reinvesting it 
into LATUS) ;)

269.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

Nila, looks loke the "additional worlds" is a 1.5M stretch goal... which would 
make the one after probably 1.7M... and I'd guess it was maybe multi-
platform development

270.  

Jim Higgitt about 2 hours ago 

As Helena mentions, on our previous solid week we were normally only 
around 5-7k by now, so we're at least 3x better than usual. Just imagine 
what'll happen when the US wakes up!

Hopefully there were about 5m NPH followers who missed the tweet 
yesterday (went out in the evening US time right?)

Even if not, should be another 70k+ for sure. Hopfully more like 100k+!

271.  

David Glass about 2 hours ago 

It was great to see the project through the $1m barrier today, and even better 
to see it powering away as it is. A fantastic achievement!!! I've also enjoyed 
reading the comments very much over the last few days, so I couldn't lurk 
any longer! I loved all of the Myst games (but especially the views in 
Amateria!), so I'm looking forward to new worlds to roam in!!!
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272.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

Joseph, wow, if you're right about that, then that would mean that when we 
hit 1,099,900 or so, we're in for a huge FLOOD of pledges!

273.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

kinda big letters...?

274.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

@eric: just did the same w/ eyes closed 5/6...

275.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

Heh! I JUST noticed that you can kind of see the next stretch goals 
coalescing under the 1.3M stretch goal... the one after rift/localization is the 
previously discussed additional worlds... still trying to make out the stretch 
goal below that...

276.  

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 2 hours ago 

I wonder how many people are waiting to up their pledge to be the one who 
breaks the funding goal?
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277.  

Marein Könings about 2 hours ago 

By now, the base goal is certain to be reached, absolutely. We need to get 
pushing for stretch goals!

278.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

Helena, that would be awesome! ^_^

279.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

@BigD, yeah, right? We got 20K per day easily, throughout the past month, 
so with 3 days and change still to go, even without the expected huge 
upswing of support at the end we're looking at maybe 1.15M ... WITH the 
boost that we expect, 1.3 is quite likely! ^_^

280.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago 

Athen? Is there anyone listening? Hello Athen?

281.  

Steve Sebban about 2 hours ago 

I guess it's now time to unveil new stretch goals, don't you think?
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282.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 2 hours ago 

@BigD: We'll be waaaaaay past funded by the time the notices go out. Could 
work in our favour: might be a lot of on-the-fence Oculus Rift fans waiting to 
see if that goal is within reach. And by then it will definitely be.

283.  

Helena about 2 hours ago 

Another advantage of hitting the goal early is that other gaming sites will 
probably report it, spreading the word and bringing in more backers.

284.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago 

@ Tiago, good morning, well that woke me up.

285.  

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago 

We might see 21K backers, by the very end ^_^ and it's entirely possible we 
will achieve our stretch goal before the end, as well... though even if we don't 
they will keep a paypal account for those who still wish to support further 
development ^_^ I'm seriously looking forward to some 3D gameplay! Also 
localizatio is always a good thing ;)

286.  

Tiago Regueiras about 3 hours ago 

GOOOOOOOOOOD MOOOOOOOOOOOOOORNIIIIIIIIIING 
OOOOOOOOBDUUUUUUUUUCTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEES!!! LET'S GO 
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FOR THE MAIN HALL!!! AND PUNCH THROUGH THE STRETCHES!!!!

287.  

BigD-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 3 hours ago 

The 48 hour notices haven't gone out yet and less than 40K to go. That is a 
relief!

288.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@Rachel. 20k backers very probable, but not likely till the end, imo.

289.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

BAM!!!

290.  

Stephen Nasrat about 3 hours ago 

Less than $40k to go!!!!

291.  

Gryf Ketcherside about 3 hours ago 

And it shouldn't be too long before we hit 10,000 comments.

292.  
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Rachel Williams about 3 hours ago 

So... Do we think we'll hit 20,000 backers? And if so, how long?

293.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 3 hours ago 

@Helena: So true: Waiting to see the speed-up at 1700 CET. If it happens 
like it normally does, this is going to be huge. And we're still more than three 
full days out!

294.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

$2 more.....

295.  

Helena about 3 hours ago 

$25k today already! And this is normally a 'slow' time of day...

296.  

Inga Schut about 3 hours ago 

Pizza party sounds good! Though I might end up eating pizza at a very weird 
time in the day Cyan being in the US and me in the Netherlands :p

297.  

Gryf Ketcherside about 3 hours ago 

And D'nitos.
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298.  

Seba about 3 hours ago 

Pizza and doughnuts. Don't forget the doughnuts my friend.

299.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@ Nicole. Welcome! Thank you! Spread the word! Stretch goals here we 
come! :)

300.  

James Kinnear about 3 hours ago 

Wow, the pledges are coming in fast!!

301.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago 

@ Nicole, welcome and thanks to you and all our new backers. 
@ Nila, hope I get to try an Oculus Rift, it looks so much fun.

302.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 3 hours ago 

Okay, I'm going to try for some sleep. I intend to be back in three hours. Don't 
cross the base goal finish line without me.
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Nicole C about 3 hours ago 

I am finally a backer! Have been pining away at this for days now and I finally 
did it! 2015 seems promising already with this going to happen :B

304.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

C'mon $60k!

305.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

this must be celebrated in a way with and for all of us!

306.  

Jason Chau about 3 hours ago 

This is why traditional media cannot beat the speed of social media. I just 
saw this article published TODAY, but dated 6th November > 
http://www.einnews.com/pr_news/175970049/myst-creator-cyan-announces-
strata-3d-obduction-kickstarter-level

@Jenny Sue Hane: Not surprised about Bungie, but great to hear they 
tweeted too, always helps. As you can see I'm a bit of their fan too… (-_-)

307.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

since most of the money would vanish immediately, if cyan would throw a 
pizza-party for all of us backers... why not collect a few $ when this is all over 
and throw one for them!? i think they really deserve one, after this ride. would 
suggest a google hang out pizza party, so we can attend w/ our own 
pizza... :) what you guys think?
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308.  

NomadMolly about 3 hours ago 

still working...lol

309.  

Kyle Norton about 3 hours ago 

Nice... OK time for sleep. I have programming work to do before my next 
class.

310.  

Stewart Bradford about 3 hours ago 

@Kyle - I believe there is also a party planned in mo:ul to coincide with the 
occasion. :-)

311.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

and now this, SO funny!!! :)) http://youtu.be/INDKNA7kXoo (swearing in 
there, though.)

312.  

Goossens Kathleen about 3 hours ago 

@Maarten: Slaap lekker, zoete dromen:)

313.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago 

@ Nila, wow on the video, mind blown.

314.  

Mark Scheiffley about 3 hours ago 

Good morning! 50k+ while I was sleeping! And a thousand comments to 
catch up on. Hope you met your deadline Molly!

315.  

David Boucher about 3 hours ago 

This is going to be amazing... hope the folks at Cyan have their jaws on the 
floor!

316.  

Kyle Norton about 3 hours ago 

No that's news to me. Awesome idea... 

On a side note, I have found this little Android app as a welcome reprieve 
from hitting the refresh button. Maybe some of y'all might like it as well... 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details…

317.  

Jim Higgitt about 3 hours ago 

The daily charts over at Kicktraq have gone bananas! I love it. Come on you 
stretch goals!!!
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Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago 

Rachel, there's can be no doubt, we will hit the first stretch goal.

319.  

Stewart Bradford about 3 hours ago 

@Kyle - have you heard about the planned "simultaneous" up-pledge 
planned for between 9 and 10 PST Wednesday night?

320.  

Rachel Williams about 3 hours ago 

I think we should be fine, it's stretch goals I'm thinking about now. With the 
final 48 hour surge, hopefully we can hit at least the first stretch goal! A bit of 
optimism never hurt anyone...

321.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago 

Needed per hour to reach stretch goal: $3221 
Past hour: $3370 
:)

322.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

even better: 'layered material' on UE4 
http://youtu.be/PjSFbPv3SLc
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Marie-Andree Poisson about 3 hours ago 

@Kyle No need to! The 2 days deadline should create a big bump in 
pledging. But of course, nothing keep people from doing what you propose 
also!

324.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

It might be a horrible night's sleep, but I might have to set a number of alarms 
tonight to keep tabs. Do NOT want to miss reaching the goal.

325.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

'Inside Unreal - Character Aesthetics' (UnrealEngine4) 
Can't wait to see what CYAN will do with this kind of sweets!

http://youtu.be/R7WNcUotwSQ

326.  

David Boucher about 3 hours ago 

Can't... stop... refreshing... page...!

327.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

And you too, Criswell :)

328.  
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Kyle Norton about 3 hours ago 

So close! If only 22% of the $25 backers would commit $20 more to the next 
level this would be funded...

329.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@ Rachel. Yeah, it shows my time zone, but I was wondering about 
Spokane. But now I realize it's a 12 hour difference. Easy. Thanks for trying 
to help, though :) Numbers confuse me.

330.  

Rachel Williams about 3 hours ago 

@Maarten Good night! Hopefully we will have good news for you in the 
morning.

@Clark If you set your timezone on your profile, it will display the end time in 
your timezone.

331.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago 

Clark Davis, if you set your profile to local time, it will tell you.

332.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago 

@ Andrea, destiny has brought a lot of people here, welcome.

333.  
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Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

pst.. 6am maybe?? I think spokane is 3 hours ahead but a day behind me in 
NZ

334.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

Night

335.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

well folks, time for bed. i hope to wake up in 6 or 7 hours and see us at 1.1 or 
close to it :) good night!

336.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@ Maatern. haha. 

What time is it supposed to end PST? All this time-zone converting is giving 
me a headache.

337.  

Andrea Annecchino about 3 hours ago 

Yeah don't worry, i'm spreding words... and i have already brought here a 
close friend of mine as backer... anyway i suoppose i have found this project 
just for luck without any hint... or maybe it's destiny ? ;)
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago 

@ Rachel, 2pm for me too.

339.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago 

Maarten, it may end OFFICIALLY at that time, but the ending is not yet 
written. There will still be PayPal.

340.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

gonna be a big party. i think they'll be doing a live cast as well of the final 
hours

341.  

Rachel Williams about 3 hours ago 

It finishes at 2pm for me, so I'll be able to be there for the final countdown :-)

342.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

6pm? that's a looooooong sleep in;)

343.  

Caroline Van Borm about 3 hours ago 

Oh my Bod, what an awesome number to wake up to! Nearly there! :D
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344.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

@Clark i'm thinking i'll try to be awake, or wake up, just to see the end. I may 
need to do it on my phone over 3G, unless the motel I'm staying at has wifi..

345.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

Scratch that. 6pm. I need help.

346.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

yup yup!

347.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@ Maarten. It ends 6am Sat. for me. Usually a precious sleep-in day. Ha.

348.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

ha! maarten, we're almost on synch! :)
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Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

that's awesome rachel!

350.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

Awesome Rachel!!

351.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

I'm still gutted that this kickstarter ends my time sunday 3am. I won't even be 
at home :/

352.  

Rachel Williams about 3 hours ago 

@Andrea This is my first Kickstarter as well. I've tried to avoid it, being a poor 
student, as I know that I would want to back loads of projects and not afford 
to, but I splashed out on the Digital Collector tier as I loved Myst and Riven 
so much.

353.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago 

All the best for you John! We'll keep yr place warm until you return!

354.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 3 hours ago 

I think Oculus consumer version will be next year 'some time'. Can't wait to 
get one! Obduction is out a year later, so it's all good :)
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355.  

Clark Davis about 3 hours ago 

@ Andrea. Welcome! Thanks for your support! Great to see new backers. 
Spread the word where you can. Funding will soon be behind us and we'll be 
trekking toward stretch goals!

356.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

@john i hope it is nothing serious, and goes well

357.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ Andrea welcome to the fold and thank you.

358.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

welcome Andrea :) and thank you

359.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago 

@Clark: Don't know for sure but in comparrission w/ the developer kits, that 
are out there, it's WAY better... (FullHD etc.) :)

@Andrea: Welcome and many thanks! Make sure to share w/ yr friends! :) 
Where have you heared from us?
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360.  

Inga Schut about 4 hours ago 

Don't think we've heard from him Nila ...so I guess we should have indeed 
called an ambulance like someone suggested ;)

361.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago 

Has Dimitrios survived yesterday's boost? ;-)

362.  

Andrea Annecchino about 4 hours ago 

It's my first time as a backer on Kickstarter, i think you deserve this. Good 
luck :D

363.  

Clark Davis about 4 hours ago 

Any idea when Oculus Rift goes into mass production?

364.  

John Cosgrove about 4 hours ago 

@carol thanks mate - good point! @stewart I'll ask him to tap the updates out 
in morse while he's poking around inside, shall I?

...wait, can they? Just askin'
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365.  

Clark Davis about 4 hours ago 

That's long after wake-up time in the States, so I think you'll be okay to 
witness it.

366.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ John, hope all goes well, and we will be funded well before then thanks to 
these amazing people.

367.  

Stewart Bradford about 4 hours ago 

@John - just get the surgeon to keep an eye on it for you and give you 
regular updates, lol

368.  

John Cosgrove about 4 hours ago 

Thanks Kathleen :-) oh and thanks to all new posters at 
www.thankyoucyan.com - will get them uploaded once the GA wears off... -_-

369.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 4 hours ago 

This isn't a life-threatening sort of emergency, is it? Hope it works out okay.
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370.  

Goossens Kathleen about 4 hours ago 

@John: :-) Succes with surgery!

371.  

John Cosgrove about 4 hours ago 

Damn it #obduction! I command you to FUND! Now I say!

WORST TIMING EVER: I have to go into emergency surgery in about 10hrs 
time. Lol! I might miss the freakin funding goal!!!!

LIFT damn you! LIFT!

The power of F5 compels you!

372.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

We may need to think outside the box and target other groups, like family 
groups, play up the non-violence angle. Church groups, Big Buddy, scouts? I 
dunno.. there have to be other angles out there we can try

373.  

Stewart Bradford about 4 hours ago 

What's got me miffed is that Greg Dean of real life comics 
(www.reallifecomics.com) hasn't made a comic regarding Obduction yet. He 
was always a big Myst fan, made plenty of comics about it, and he was even 
one of the winning entrants in the Gahreesehn stained glass window contest. 
I tried emailing him, no response. I tried posting on the forums there but I 
think my post may have been considered spam cause it never appeared (I've 
been reading the comic for years but that was too be my first ever post on the 
forums).

Anyone have any contact there?
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374.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 4 hours ago 

Has anyone tried to tweet Valve or important people involved in developing 
Valve games (especially Portal, it being a puzzle game and therefore slightly 
akin to Myst).

375.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

@neilhimself has been tweeted.. fingers crossed. And yeah psuedonyms 
would be pointless - we're effectively asking people to endorse the Obduction 
product. 
If everybody here started tweeting to the twitterverse for the next couple days 
it will be more likely to get noticed. A concerted effort won't hurt. be sure to 
use @Cyanworlds #Obduction and http://bit.ly/cyan-game if you do :) thanks!

376.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ Stewart, oh now I understand, like I said before, this is not my time, I was 
born a very long time ago, when gossip was the equivalent of twitter.

377.  

Rachel Williams about 4 hours ago 

I do think we need to be careful about spamming people, but maybe a big co-
ordinated social media push for the last few days is what we need to get 
funded and push towards stretch goals. I think I saw someone further down 
the comments saying that if all of us bring in another backer or two, we 
should be ok.
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Jenny Sue Hane about 4 hours ago 

Re: support from other game developers, I forgot Bungie! They tweeted us 
and it seemed to bring in a nice money surge.

I'll go ahead and add this list to the doc, then.

379.  

Marein Könings about 4 hours ago 

@Jenny: Yeah, I think the grassroots doc is a great place for such a list 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit

380.  

Stewart Bradford about 4 hours ago 

@Carol - I think the point is if start tweeting about a particular Kickstarter 
then everyone trying to promote their Kickstarter will "spam" them.

381.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 4 hours ago 

If they used a pseudonym, wouldn't that defeat the whole purpose? Unless 
they just wanted to back the project themselves and didn't care about 
influencing anyone else. What we really want is for them to get the word out.

382.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ Maarten, I understand completely but what is stopping them from using a 
pseudonym?

383.  
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Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

Neil Gaiman's a good idea. He's quite into Kickstarters. I'll add him to the 
list :)

384.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 4 hours ago 

@Rachel: tried w/ John Cusack, had a feeling... but no luck.

385.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

Many celebs and personalities just choose not to get involved, as it might 
make them a spam target for any other kickstarter out there, and I can't 
blame them.

386.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ Acorn, good morning, I am just making sure that I get my next 20 years of 
gaming, but I know that many Cyan fans are yet to be reached.

387.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 4 hours ago 

We might need to start curating a list of all the other games/developers that 
have promoted us, especially the ones with active Kickstarters. This 
Kickstarter of ours will be over in just a few days, and then we might consider 
helping them out, in the spirit of adventure/retro gamers all hanging together.

I know that Seventh Guest and Bolt Riley gave us shout-outs, and both have 
active Kickstarters. Cloudhead Games backed Obduction and maybe did 
some other promotion. Their KS successfully funded, but they are doing 
ongoing fundraising for stretch goals on their own web site for "The Gallery: 
Six Elements."

Other supporters include The Dream Machine, Jonathan Blow (Braid and The 
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Witness), and Mat "Cubase" (Tex Murphy: The Tesla Effect). I don't know if 
any of these are actively raising money right now.

Whom have I forgotten? Also, I'm going to hang onto this list for my own 
purposes, but do you think we can/should get it curated in the public 
repository where the PR documents are being kept? I'm asking because 
notes about who has supported Obduction are scattered all through this giant 
comment thread, and it would be nice to have them collected for people who 
might want to reciprocate.

388.  

Rachel Williams about 4 hours ago 

@Galvanic Yeah, he tweeted and within the hour we had broken 1 million. I 
don't know the exact surge numbers, but I'm sure you can find out 
somewhere. 

@Maarten I'm not sure, maybe Neil Gaiman as he's usually good with 
Kickstarters, and who knows, he might be a fan of Myst. Other than that, I'm 
a little stuck for ideas!

389.  

Stewart Bradford about 4 hours ago 

Morning Rachael - many people have been asking the same question 
throughout these comments. A lot of have been trying various avenues, but 
I'm not sure much success had been had. Need to avoid spaming people too. 
I know I at least tweeted Adam Savage of Mythbusters fame because he is 
the one who made the giant Riven dagger you see in Cyan's foyer. I also 
tweeted Matt Mira from the nerdist podcast. Neither of which I think have got 
any traction :-\

390.  

Goossens Kathleen about 4 hours ago 

@Nick Gordon: What a great idea, the champagne!! :-)

391.  
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GalvanicSpiral about 4 hours ago 

@Michael: Sounds like we have a couple things in common, there. 

@ Rachael: NPH tweeted about this last night? Wow. That's star power at 
work right there. Maybe Oprah could grab the family-friendly set?

392.  

Goossens Kathleen about 4 hours ago 

@ Frank den Blaauwen... Lol!! With pleasure:) today I ll do anything in a 
faster way, just to check the amount on a regular basis:)

393.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

Hi Rachel, any suggestions? I've been tweeting for weeks and am running 
out of ideas! :)

394.  

Acorn about 4 hours ago 

you're doing wonderful work, Carol!

395.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

Michael, John is right - please head over to www.thankyoucyan.com and 
copy/paste that :) it's helping spread the word about the kickstarter
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

I still think there are a lot of people yet to come, I am still beavering away in 
the UK, trying to reach more Myst fans. It is so hard, we are gagged on social 
media sites so I am trying to contact people one by one.

397.  

Rachel Williams about 4 hours ago 

Morning everyone, when I went to bed last night we were just over 1 million, 
so to wake up to that total is brilliant! 

On a drumming up support/getting it out there note, can we think of anyone 
big on Twitter that we can try and get involved? Seeing as the surge from 
Neil Patrick Harris tweeting about it last night got us well over 1 million, it 
might be a good idea. Thoughts?

398.  

Stewart Bradford about 4 hours ago 

@Criswell - I don't think RSF was asking anyone to up their pledge as such. 
He DID say "just a fun fact". I don't think anyone realistically believes that 
everyone will up there pledge even $5, but seeing how small those numbers 
are getting them perhaps SOME people will :-)

399.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago 

@ Michael, powerful words there and I think you speak for all of us here.

400.  

John Cosgrove about 4 hours ago 

@michael that was awesome! You need to post that at 
www.thankyoucyan.com - it needs to be shared!
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401.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago 

Welcome abourd Michael! Thanks for sharing :) Many of us feel the same, 
and it all began up to 20 years ago! Many backers are going back to the cave 
at the moment, so you may want to drop in again sometime. 
You've chosen wisely when it comes to your first Kickstarter. Be careful, 
backing can be addictive. choose with care, check out the people running the 
project etc. Cyan you can trust at least! :)

402.  

Michael Turgeon about 5 hours ago 

As a broke college student, my money means a lot to me. This is the first 
kickstarter I've ever backed, and I'm so proud to officially be a part of 
Obduction. The whole Myst universe was such a huge part of my childhood; 
between all the struggles (from the piano in the spaceship in myst to that 
darn fruit throwing puzzle in myst iv), the triumphs (from linking to Tay to 
finally freeing the Bahro) and all the absolute wonder, awe, and curiosity 
instilled in my soul, I can say that these games and the noble company that 
made them were really a positive influence in my life and on my young mind. 
Cyan, you folks are awesome. I still occasionally wander around the cavern 
in Uru and have often thought that you guys were done. And yet, once again, 
it seems as if the ending has not yet been written. Can't wait for what's to 
come!

403.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Oh, nice! Just saw the number jump, and I didn't even have to refresh! Save 
your F5 key, friends. KickStarter has your back.

404.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Repost for Jason Chau - RSF, I appreciate your intent, but again, I ask that 
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you be realistic. Some, in fact I would say many, of us are already over 
budget and tapped out. If everyone brought one in, then we would certainly 
be in the pool for the extra world, even if it takes an extra month and has to 
be done with PayPal, we WILL get our extra world.

405.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

tobr, In the past it has been necessary for us to upgrade our hardware just to 
run a new MYST game. You might need to invest in an external drive, but I 
think, considering your pledging, they would accommodate.

406.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Dawn, thank you, it will be done some day.

407.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

@nick - good guess ;) born and raised in Holland, Leiderdorp near Leiden 
near Den Haag to be precise.

408.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

tobr, I believe it's a disc, but I think it does also include the $25 tier for a 
digital download?
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David Boucher about 5 hours ago 

Forgot one... https://www.youtube.com/watch…

410.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

Oh dear Carol, Good luck hun :D

411.  

tobr about 5 hours ago 

Does anyone know what media the Box will contain? I'm considering upping 
my pledge, but if it's a DVD I won't be able to use it with my MacBook Air... is 
it a USB memory stick? I asked Cyan a while back but did not get an answer.

412.  

David Boucher about 5 hours ago 

https://www.youtube.com/watch…

https://www.youtube.com/watch…

Oh, god, memories....!!!

413.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Dawn, I will search that out and take a look, my garden is a pile of rubble 
atm, my neighbour had a huge extension built, and I let them dump the 
boulders. That's my good deed anyway.

414.  
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swordswinger710 about 5 hours ago 

This is so exciting!!! Remember to check out the following links if you 
need/desire all the Myst games or a professional logo design! Half of all the 
proceeds will be put towards Obduction! :D

$300 Professional Logo Design - www.lionsongdesign.com or 
http://r.ebay.com/uumV7d 
$200 Myst: The Collection (Brand New) - http://r.ebay.com/iZAh7a 
$100 Myst: The Collection (Used) - http://r.ebay.com/R3T7Zv

We'll be funded today!!! :D

415.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 5 hours ago 

I wonder what the goal is for the Another world extension (if I read the stretch 
goal chart correctly), I hope its 1,4 million. I think (hope) we can reach that. :-)

416.  

Nick Gordon about 5 hours ago 

@Maarten, your name somehow could give someone the impression have 
been in this part of the world before :-)

417.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

Thanks Carol. I've posted a picture on Cyan's page on FB of it in our 
garden :)

418.  

Christian McClelland about 5 hours ago 

Just went up to the Double Disk tier from the Art Collector tier, which is the 
most I reasonably can do. Let's get to the additional world my friends! If the 
donation curve keeps going up like it has for the past few days, I think we can 
get there.
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419.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Dawn, :0 that's so pretty, want one.

420.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Trond; it all comes down to how you mention it. There have been some 
people in here who have only mentioned other kickstarters, without taking 
part in the discussion etc and are basically advertising. That is specifically 
mentioned by Kickstarter themselves as "not a cool thing to do'

421.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Nice one criswell. the word is getting out there :)

422.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Today is World Kindness Day. Pledge to do something kind to someone 
today. On second thought, pledge to do something kind to someone EVERY 
day.

423.  

Jason Chau about 5 hours ago 

Woo, nearly there! If everybody who reads this pledges just an extra $5, we 
will get there!
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424.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Hallo Nick van Utrecht. I had friends went to university there :)

425.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Just got an email from Wild Divine, "Do you like MYST as much as we do?" 
promoting OBduction. For those who do not know, Wild Divine is a 
biofeedback "game" featuring braintraining events, and recently launched 
Wild Divine Online featuring group meditations. Even someone from the 
International Space Station has logged in from there.

426.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

@ Carol This is the one :D http://www.wayfair.com/Henri-Studio-Cast-Stone-
Ring-of-Diamonds-Fountain-5002F5-HNS1258.html

427.  

Nick Gordon about 5 hours ago 

To remember this moment I'll buy a bottle of champagne and open it in two 
years, the moment the download is complete! Cheers to you all from Utrecht, 
Netherlands.

428.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

@criswell - seconded. I'm already spending more than I ever have on a 
kickstarter, and more than I've paid for a game in many many years. If 
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instead we can all bring in one more backer that would make more money 
and help spread the word ever further. Seriously - post to you Facebook, 
Tweet it, spread it wherever you can. Work, school, clubs.. The more the 
merrier!

429.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Dawn, I would love to see a photo of that, I am so envious.

430.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 5 hours ago 

@ Maarten & NomadMolly:

Thanks alot :-), I was a bit worried posting this; but seeing how this campaign 
progress I took the chance. It makes me really happy seeing game 
developers from when I was young, still alive, and I do whatever I can to help 
them. :-)

431.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Anthony, I want that lever too.

432.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

We have a Myst inspired water feature in our garden :D

433.  
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Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

Hi Anthony :D Look forward to my champagne!!

434.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

RSF, I appreciate your intent, but again, I ask that you be realistic. Some, in 
fact I would say many, of us are already over budget and tapped out. If 
everyone brought one in, then we would certainly be in the pool for the extra 
world, even if it takes an extra month and has to be done with PayPal, we 
WILL get our extra world.

435.  

Anthony Johns about 5 hours ago 

Fantastic everyone and bore da from Wales - I'd send you all a glass of 
champagne, but I think it might spill in the mail ;) Nice video emailed from 
Cyan this morning. Particularly liked the handle that started the waterfall. 
Must get one for my garden!

436.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

Haha Well done Maarten :D

437.  

Tom van der Spek about 5 hours ago 

@ Maarten - It could not be different that very good, isn't it?

And to be honest, I prefer that extra world above the Oculus Rift. Or better... 
do them both!

And now I must go back to work!
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438.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Good morning Dawn (hah - see what I did there) ain't it great!?

439.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

hehe ok

440.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Hi Trond, thanks for your support! And I think your recommendation is a nice 
one, and not just trying to shove it down our throats, so to speak. Once we're 
done with this one we can maybe check it out! :)

441.  

Dawn Lewanewsky about 5 hours ago 

This is fantastic to wake up to - over a million!! YAY!!! :D

442.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Nomad Molly, do not "think," "maybe," or "lucky." Replace with words like 
"know" and "will."

443.  
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NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

@Trond, we have had some wonderful support from other game developers, 
so I don't think people will get too upset with you promoting another one here 
at this time.

444.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

I reckon Oculus Rift and Localisations are within reach. People will then want 
to push HARD for the extra world, articularly if it's down to something like $5 
or $10 more per person. 
The one after that I think must be a big one, like a big deal, and they'll leave 
that one secret for now

445.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 5 hours ago 

Hi people, I cant wait for this game to become reality. I have already pledged 
much in this game and it makes me happy to see that its gonna be funded 
today and that it also will most certainly meet some of its stretch goals. 
Riven and the first Myst game has to be some of my favourite games of all 
time, and I still play them.

Now I know that many of you dont like people promoting other projects in 
here, but I think that Retro-Game developers from the early nineties have to 
stick together. 
There is another great retro-game developer from the nineties trying to revive 
their franchise on Kickstarter, and many of you probably have heard quite a 
lot about them; Cinemaware. 
Their game Wings Remastered edition will stay true to their 90's smash hit.

now seeing that this campaign will be more than successful, and if you still 
have a few dollars to spend, I would be glad if you could go and help them 
aswell.

Thanks alot people. :-)

446.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Goeie morgen Tom en Frank, hoe gaat het? :)
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447.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

I think OR and localization are within are reach and who knows, maybe we 
get lucky and get that extra world.

448.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 5 hours ago 

@Goossens Kathleen 
"Woehaaa, the time of brushing my teeth and combing my hair gives us 
about +$400:-)"

Maybe you can explain to my daughter how to do that that fast! :-)

449.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

@Tom, the folks in the US are going to be very pleased when they wake up 
to see this. This is still a phenomenal performance.

450.  

Paul Rundle about 5 hours ago 

Still hoping for $1.5M and that extra world.

451.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

@Filip, I agree with Carol, Ithere are things I like about all the games, 
although I do think Riven is very special. There were some things I really 
loved in Exile.
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452.  

Tom van der Spek about 5 hours ago 

Yesterday around this time hardly any money was flowing in, now during the 
last four hours $14,000!! Amazing stuff. This is not a final surge, this is a 
tsunami....

453.  

Lawrence Bishop about 5 hours ago 

I quadrupled my pledge, we can't allow for this to fail. 

You made 150k in 24 hours, 50k remaining for 3 days? Easy.

454.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago 

@ Filip, I love every game for different reasons, I think if you take each one 
as an individual you will enjoy, and just wait till you reach Uru. Beautiful.

455.  

Nicky Godwin about 5 hours ago 

@Maarten...hahaha...I'll forgive that you're half Dutch!! LOL 
Like you, Riven is my fave followed by Myst...bought and downloaded 
RealMyst last night, thoroughly enjoying it...again! First time with RealMyst 
though :)

456.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago 

@Filip A matter of opinion. I happen to think that Exile (3) was stunning. 
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However, if you look for a consensus among the fans, you probably will find 
that Myst and Riven get the most devotion ... at least that's my impression.

457.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  about 5 hours ago 

Gotta run off, but a fun fact... if we all throw in $14.52 more we'll reach the 
Oculus Rift & Localization stretch goal. :D Oh and yeah, just for 
completeness, it's just $2.65 more each till funding. ;-)

458.  

Acorn about 5 hours ago 

yes, Tom, they'll hear Europe cheering and yelling from across the pond! That 
should wake them up!

459.  

Tom van der Spek about 5 hours ago 

Cyantists, go to sleep peacfully and quietly... we will wake you as soon the 
$1,1M line is crossed :)).

460.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Hey RAWA, how's the team feeling right now - gotta be pretty good, right?

461.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

@Filip, Riven is my #1, followed by Myst just for its impact. 3 and 4 aren't 
bad, but they're not by Cyan. I can't speak for 5
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462.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson (Cyantist) about 5 hours ago 

"Sleep is overrated. Pizza is not." 
-RAWA in CyanChat a zillion years ago

463.  

Filip Duyck about 5 hours ago 

I only played Myst and Riven. I was told the others are "not as good". 
True/false?

464.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Man, I love seeing that total of backers and pledges just ticking over.. so cool!

465.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

OK Rawa. I'll just tell you're mom you sleep-type. I think you can get help for 
that ;)

466.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

@kathleen - I have to confess I never played that back in the day, just Myst, 
Riven, Myst 3 and 4..
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467.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson (Cyantist) about 5 hours ago 

Nope. We're all asleep. :)

468.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

molly - you gotta let 'em get SOME sleep sometime ;)

469.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 5 hours ago 

Hello Nicky in Auckland. I don't mind you're an ozzie. I'm only half kiwi ;)

470.  

Karel Steutelings about 5 hours ago 

A morale backer from Belgium. You'll make it for sure. Enjoy the ride, dear 
Cyan!

471.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

hmmm usually one of the Cyantists is prowling the comments, but I haven't 
seen any posts from any of them for a while now.

472.  
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NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

@Paskarl right you are

473.  

Paskarl about 5 hours ago 

Game will be funded by today! 
Time to reveal at least two more stretch goals NOW! 
Pls make an update with showing stretch goals and give us some more 
information about them. 
People need some chow for the final spurt!!!!!!!!!!!!

474.  

Seba about 5 hours ago 

Oh please, they're having their naps plenty, nobody looks that good without 
any sleep! ;)

475.  

Stephen Nasrat about 5 hours ago 

I highly doubt it.

476.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago 

I wonder if our Cyantists are getting any sleep.

477.  

Stephen Nasrat about 5 hours ago 

I am here also. :)
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478.  

Filip Duyck about 5 hours ago 

Oh hi Kathleen :-)

479.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago 

Nope, still two! I just stepped away to take a shower.

480.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

night Ryan, and then there was one.

481.  

Ryan S. Davis about 6 hours ago 

Ok, I'm done for the night!

482.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

*critical

483.  
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NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

@Jandai! so good to see you. Well, I got carried away with things here earlier 
and didn't get some work done. And I actually have 3 deadlines that are critial 
in the am, so...here I am. working and commenting.

484.  

Filip Duyck about 6 hours ago 

I just hope they don't wreck the game with too much Kickstarter concessions, 
like I've seen happen to some other Kickstarter-funded games (LSL anyone?)

485.  

Ryan S. Davis about 6 hours ago 

Molly, believe it or not, I used to be a Curler too!

486.  

Mac_Fife about 6 hours ago 

@Em - Talking to people in Uru Online via the KI is easy: Getting your KI in 
the first place can be tricky if you're new since the game starts a bit differently 
to the offline Uru, but there's plenty help available on the mystonline.com 
forums ;)

487.  

Helena about 6 hours ago 

Good grief. I go to sleep for a few hours, and wake up to find the total has 
jumped by nearly $50k! I know that's partly due to the NPH and Jonathan 
Blow tweets, but if today's total is anything like as good, we should be funded 
by the end of the day - and before the 48h reminder goes out!

Regarding the pledges that briefly disappear and then come back: I think that 
sometimes happens when people change their pledge, not sure why.
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488.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

@Ryan, so after all of that talk about disc golf I google my local area and 
found that we do have a disc golf club with about 30 members. What is funny 
about that is that we have more members in the Curling club and I am in 
Tennessee. No wonder I didn't know what it was...hahaha

489.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Yay, The Dream Machine also retweeted my tweet to them - hope it helps!

490.  

Stewart Bradford about 6 hours ago 

Hi Filip - if we have another blow out day like today we might even reach a 
stretch goal :-)

491.  

RaPhil/Jandai about 6 hours ago 

Molly - do you ever sleep? :-)

492.  

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago 

Hi Filip! Another Belgian here:)
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493.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Thanks Carol :)

494.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

it is very exciting isn't it!

495.  

Filip Duyck about 6 hours ago 

Hello from Belgium. Happy to see it looks like we might reach our goal today!

496.  

Stewart Bradford about 6 hours ago 

Speaking of Rivenwanderer have you checked out her deviantArt? Amazing 
work and soon to be released Myst/Riven/Uru brass pendants? 
http://rivenwanderer.deviantart.com/

497.  

Ryan S. Davis about 6 hours ago 

Still here Molly. And still excited for the golf disc! :)
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Marcello Noto about 6 hours ago 

Wow, haven't been able to keep my eyes of running figure for days. Although 
we have been moving ahead ok, I still feel excited. Amazing to see we are 
really going to make it!!

499.  

STARWATCHER about 6 hours ago 

Thank you everyone to make it happen... 
I still can't believe it. 
When i saw few monthes ago what the unreal engine was capable of, i 
thought it would be perfect for a Myst-Riven sequel, thank you CYAN for that 
wise choice.

500.  

Stewart Bradford about 6 hours ago 

Yeah it was Christine aka Rivenwanderer who made the flyer.

501.  

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago 

Woehaaa, the time of brushing my teeth and combing my hair gives us about 
+$400:-)

502.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

@ Ben, thank you, and good to see so many new names.

503.  
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Nicky Godwin about 6 hours ago 

Hi NomadMolly! Off to bed soon (early start for work)...am really hoping to 
wake up to 1.1m+ in the morning...adventure gaming soooo needs this game 
:)

504.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago 

@Molly: no, I just used that one.. Check one of the last updates, I think its 
mentioned there... Christine?

505.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

way to go Ben!

506.  

Ben about 6 hours ago 

OK, doubled the pledge....totally doable ! Good luck CYAN

507.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

Nila, I can't remember who made the nice "remember Myst" flyer with the tear 
outs. Was that you?

508.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

we have seen some odd things happening with levels opening up and then 
closing. We thought we lost a 10 K backer earlier only to have them re-
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appear

509.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

Hi Nicky in Auckland

510.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago 

free artist slot is gone again...

511.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

hmm not sure if they get one. I know everyone that checked "remind me" 
does. But maybe it is all the backers plus remind me. That one I'm not certain 
about.

512.  

Nicky Godwin about 6 hours ago 

I'm an Aussie in Auckland NZ :)

513.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

Ryan you still there...we have to hold down the US fort here btw...it is still 
your golf disc. The only way it won't be is if they offer some strange lower tier 
that I really want but isn't included in the double disc tier.
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514.  

Clark Davis about 6 hours ago 

Is there a reminder that goes out to the $1 pledgers? If they put in at least 
that, I'm thinking they would definitely chip in another $10 or so at the end.

515.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

goodnight, don't let the rock biters bite (see what I did there)

516.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

ni ni!

517.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

Gnight Evan.

518.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

night Evan, sleep well

519.  
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Evan Smith about 6 hours ago 

Cyan is amazing for bringing so many people together. As for me I think I got 
to gets some sleep. See you on the other side of 100% :)

520.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

sigh one more e-mail and then I can get to the other task I have to work on 
tonight. Good thing i have this to keep me entertained.

521.  

Clark Davis about 6 hours ago 

Any speculation on what the next stretch goal (beyond the "Another World") 
might be?

522.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

It is good to see people here from so many parts of the world, how small it 
really is.

523.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

I'm going to attempt URU Online and see if I can figure out how to talk to 
people with my KI :)

524.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

@Acorn - ah is ok, I wondered if I knew you - the world has proven to be that 
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small before, for me :)

525.  

Seba about 6 hours ago 

Amazed yet? ;)

526.  

Alahmnat about 6 hours ago 

@GalvanicSpiral Ditto!

527.  

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago 

@Maarten: Hi! You live al long way from home i see... That is probably why 
we never met. When i was playing Uru we lived in The Netherlands, and we 
organised on a regular basis meetings with all Uru players in The 
Netherlands:) I have the greatest memories of that period:) Friendly regards!

528.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago 

one artist slot is FREE!!!

529.  

Evan Smith about 6 hours ago 

Its getting close to 1.1 but I'm sleepy. Tho I could wake up and be surprised
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530.  

Acorn about 6 hours ago 

nope, Em, sorry!

531.  

GalvanicSpiral about 6 hours ago 

I've got to go to bed, but I can't. I have to be there when it reaches $1.1 
million. :-D

Woop, another just came in!

532.  

Mac_Fife about 6 hours ago 

@Maarten - $1.3M is achievable - the 48hr reminders have yet to go out. But 
reaching $1.2M looks to be pretty solid - in which case do we draw lots to 
decide whether OR or localization gets preference? ;)

533.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

@Acorn, your name wouldn't be Angela would it?

534.  

Ryan S. Davis about 6 hours ago 

Well, anyone who is looking for a fun casual game on iPad, try out solforge 
and look me up! My name there is 
Ryansdavis 
It's nothing like Myst though :)
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535.  

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago 

Hi all, i will keep the iPad very very close to me today, to be witness 'first row' 
when we hit the 1100000:) I am Belgian but live in France, Paris for the 
moment:) Good morning to all of you on this special day:)

536.  

Acorn about 6 hours ago 

yay for Belgium, I used to live there a while back

537.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

actually I welcome all insomniacs - thank god for you guys otherwise online 
communities would be deadly quiet for me

538.  

Clark Davis about 6 hours ago 

@ Ryan. Solforge you say? [runs to app store]

539.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

I want to go to bed, but I have a morning work deadline and I will not be 
going to bed at all, I don't think.
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540.  

Evan Smith about 6 hours ago 

Us here :) I'm a collage student I live in the night

541.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

Guten morgen Germany! We have a late afternoon storm happening here in 
Melbourne right now too!

542.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Hi em! Gotta love Aussie!

543.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Belgie is such a grat country. I have fond memories of Brussel!

544.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

California - GO TO BED! ;)

545.  
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Em about 6 hours ago 

Wales :D yayy

546.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago 

Germany - And it's the morning after the storm! :)

547.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

Hello the shaky isles - NZ, we LOVE YOU

548.  

Ryan S. Davis about 6 hours ago 

Midnight in California! Anyone with an iPad play solforge? It's free!

549.  

Anthony Johns about 6 hours ago 

And Wales too! :)

550.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

Salut Belgium :D

551.  
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Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago 

what a ride...

552.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

Hello England :D

553.  

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago 

Belgium:)

554.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

A Dutchman in Auckland, New Zealand here

555.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

Ooo Denmark nice

556.  

Acorn about 6 hours ago 

England too, Em

557.  
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Em about 6 hours ago 

Hello Scotland and - US?? Sweetie GO TO BED

558.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago 

I remember someone pointing out that Steve Zissou (fictional character from 
The Life Aquatic) also tweeted about us. He kinda got forgotten in the 
excitement over the NPH tweet, but was probably somewhat important.

Night owl American here.

559.  

Morten Agerbæk about 6 hours ago 

Denmark :)

560.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

@mac_fife - we reeeeeaaaaally want to make that $1.3 for Oculus Rift 
support and Localisation..

561.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

:D fantastic! Hello

562.  

Stephen Nasrat about 6 hours ago 

Scotland
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563.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

I might be the only one from the US still up and EST too, so it is 3:00 am for 
me

564.  

Clark Davis about 6 hours ago 

United Arab Emirates

565.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

so what countries have we got on this forum now? Australia reporting in, 
anyone else?

566.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

hehe yep no one predict the effect of a tweet from Neil Patrick Harris

567.  

Mac_Fife about 6 hours ago 

So close! My updated chart is almost irrelevant at this point, but here it is 
anyway ;) - http://forums.openuru.org/viewtopic.php…

568.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

@ Morten, wow perfect power track fro the perfect moment.

569.  

Evan Smith about 6 hours ago 

@Morten I was waiting for that reference :) "Its the final Countdown"

570.  

Morten Agerbæk about 6 hours ago 

http://www.youtube.com/watch… Since everyone is talking about a 
countdown, I think this is in order! :D

571.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

@ Everyone, welcome to all the new people, so many messages to scroll 
through. 
@ Maarten, you are a diamond.

572.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

The money's coming in so quickly now, incredible.. not long to go now!

573.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

@eric yeah! and I tweeted at them earlier, so maybe (hopefully) I helped 
make that happen :) 
I've been working through a list of people to tweet at, and Johnathan Blow 
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was on it. He was two people further down on the list when he tweeted, so 
I'm a tad bummed that it wasn't me but hey, at least he did so that's 
awesome! 
I never would have thought to tweet NPH, so whoever made that happen did 
a great job :D

574.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 6 hours ago 

@ Evan, yay and then we can start the count up.

575.  

NomadMolly about 6 hours ago 

woot

576.  

Evan Smith about 6 hours ago 

50K to go, START the countdown!

577.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

RSF, and then the stretch goal home stretch ;)

578.  

Em about 6 hours ago 

@Wayne I cannot believe you are still awake. I have just taken 1 1/2 hours to 
drive home, open a beer & my mail, deal with pet-related house catastrophes 
and you're still here. I think your adrenaline levels must be topped out. I think 
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you need a warm cup of milk and some soothing ambient sounds.

579.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  about 6 hours ago 

Yeeha!! Home stretch now - just $50k left!! :D

580.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

Maarten, cool! That is also a neat game!

581.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago 

Here it is! 50K to go!

582.  

Stephen Nasrat about 6 hours ago 

Just about $50k left. I think it will be today!

583.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Nice! The guys who made/are making "The Dream Machine" game just put a 
shout-out on their Facebook. yay!

584.  
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Morten Agerbæk about 6 hours ago 

Sometime tonight EU time i bet we will get to our goal :)

585.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

Morning Acorn! Today WILL be the day. And that video with Rand is just the 
coolest :)

586.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 6 hours ago 

@Eric more backers is the best bet, rather than us all pledging a bit more. I'm 
already spending more than I have on any other KS, and I'm prepared to help 
reach 1.3 for Oculus Rift support, but if another 2500 people come in with a 
minumum $25 each, that's what.. $62500 right there :)

587.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

Acorn, yeah, I was like, "Pull you other lever, Rand!" :P

588.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

mix, I've upped and upped and upped again, but to reach fully funded and 
beyond, I'll up my pledge again as needed, (and as able) $3 huh? heh... 
maybe I'll up $30 just in case only a tenth of the backers show up for the final 
push. Not that I believe the showing will be that poor ;)
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 7 hours ago 

@ Cyan, Thank you Rand for update 21, lovely to see you guys, we are all 
with you around the world.

590.  

Acorn about 7 hours ago 

Good morning! Last night was such fun - getting to £1m. Now I wake up to a 
crazy video update from Rand. 

Today may be the day!

591.  

Evan Smith about 7 hours ago 

I've been around everyone in a while on the comments, but I think I'll keep a 
close eye these last few days :D

592.  

mix irving about 7 hours ago 

$51,000/ 17,642 = $2.8 more each. 
I am definitely prepared to pay that to make this happen...

593.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago 

Folks who are leaving, that is, I'll still be here.

594.  
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Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago 

Good night folks!

595.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Maarten. Very true :)

596.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

night Wayne wish I was saying the same but it is not to be. But at least this is 
keeping me from getting bored with the work I brought home.

597.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 7 hours ago 

@ wayne & Tako, sleep well, you have earned it.

598.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

we lost $1000, oh well, good night anyway

599.  

Evan Smith about 7 hours ago 

Night Wayne
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600.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

gnite Wayne!

601.  

Peggy Youell about 7 hours ago 

Goodnight, Wayne! See you at the stretch goals!

602.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

@clark but we the backers still get the WHOLE game. They are just selling 
the 1st half to the public to help fund the remainder

603.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

Welcome Dmitry!

604.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Well, time has come for me to say Good Night all

605.  
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Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Maarten. Agreed. I've been following the documentaries, and it's been 
great to see. But half of the game? Yeah, a tad disappointed in that. But I'm 
sure they'll pull through with a good final product.

606.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

oh.. oops I'm put by $1000 haha

607.  

Dmitry Korolev about 7 hours ago 

Oh how I love Myst series! So glad that I came across Obduction campaign 
before it ended!

608.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

ah that sounds so lovely...sun rise over the alps

609.  

Evan Smith about 7 hours ago 

@Maarten I like your countdown :)

610.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

$65..!
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611.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

Ain't it awesome Alexandre?? :)

612.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

$285..

613.  

Alexandre Meier about 7 hours ago 

Oh wow this just made my day. The sun is rising over the alps as I am typing 
this. This day all of a sudden has sooo much positive energy

614.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts about 7 hours ago 

Hi Maarten! This is very cool. :) The most amazing community ever. 

I can't speak for Cyan, but based on what I've heard, they're being 
conservative with their plans. They want to release a full game for what they 
get but not exceed the budget.

615.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Night Tako
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616.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

g'nite Tako ;)

617.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

@clark - I really doubt that would happen. Cyan knows what it's doing, they 
have a stretch goal for another world, so it's all in spec.

618.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 7 hours ago 

I'm going to sleep now, I swear....

619.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

$345 to go..

620.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Stewart. Agreed. But if Cyan has to release half of Obduction to pay for 
the 2nd half, I will NOT be happy. But I don't think they'd ever do that. :)

621.  
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Ron Gillot about 7 hours ago 

Woke up this morning and what did I see? WOW! 1M + and counting! Happy!

622.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

Hi Lauren! Ain't this cool? :)

623.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

@stewart - snap! hard to type fast with a baby on your shoulder!

624.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 7 hours ago 

@ Maarten, wow that's amazing and bound to happen when I'm not around. I 
tried to get messages to celebrities over her but they ignore messages from 
plebs like me. I would love to have go Brian Blessed on board, his voice 
alone would have drawn in millions. Well done everyone.

625.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

well this is really looking good. If we can stay at our current rate of $5K per 
hour, we will bring in an additional $392,500.

626.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts about 7 hours ago 

Have I ever mentioned how much I love popping in here and seeing you guys 
chatting? It reminds me of the good old days of Uru Live 10 years ago. :)
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627.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

@clark I backed DF Adventure too. i think Tim Shafer just over specced when 
they got so much more than they asked for. They are making a much bigger 
game than originally planned, and it will be across so many more platforms

628.  

Evan Smith about 7 hours ago 

This has been amazing, Best birthday (Oct 17) gift EVER!!!!! Cant wait to 
reach 100% and beyond!

629.  

Stewart Bradford about 7 hours ago 

@Clark - I think the thing with double fine was just that they didn't expect 
such an amazing response, once they started creating more for the game 
they couldn't stop. I hope Cyan doesn't go over budget but I DO certainly 
hope they get so much above their base funding that they can go crazy 
designing more then they expected :-)

630.  

Ian G G Smith about 7 hours ago 

Zub!Zub! Zub! zuummmm............... 
Here again.................oh so close, so close having just woken from a fitful 
sleep I once again link to the forum only to see the goal within sight. So it is 
with renewed enthusiasm and a good feeling that soon we will be there and 
once again on the path to a new adventure. For now it is to work and back to 
the real world!!! Good bye for now folks!!! 
Zub! zUB ZUB! ZZZuummmmmmm.....................
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631.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

Carol - We had Neil Patrick Harris (actor - Dougie Howser MD, and How I 
Met Your Mother) and Johnathan Blow (he made a game called Braid) both 
tweet, so that reached a lot of people. 
The one by NPH brought in something crazy like $1000 every two minutes 
for a while :)

632.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 7 hours ago 

@ Maarten, it sure looks like you have been flogging yourselves while I slept. 
Goodnight guys from other time zones.

633.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Night Nick

634.  

Stewart Bradford about 7 hours ago 

@Clark - I'm getting two boxes, you should do the same :-)

635.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

And here's hoping that Cyan doesn't pull a Double-Fine and need $6 million 
on top of the $3 million they made on top of the $300,000 they were asking 
for. Love Double-Fine and was a backer from the beginning but sheesh!
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636.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

gnite Nick

637.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

Morning Carol! It's been an amazing day!

638.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 7 hours ago 

See you all tomorrow (or later today, or whatever) . . . and hoping to wake up 
to $1,100,000 or more!

Also, I will be in the Cavern tomorrow (for the first time in well over a year).

639.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 7 hours ago 

0_0 Good morning and what a lovely sight to wake up to. Thank you and 
welcome to all who have joined us overnight (For me anyway).

640.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

@stewart - it sure will! :)
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641.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

I'm never opening that box. Nev-Er.

642.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

$690 and I'll go to bed

643.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

I'm fading fast though

644.  

Stewart Bradford about 7 hours ago 

3pm Thursday for me. I'm all but tapped outonmy pledge already but even 
$5-$10 on top, especially if a heap of its do it at once, will make a huge jump 
towards those stretch goals (yes I'm considering the base funding already 
compete lol)

645.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

hahaha you seem to be commenting every other message.. doing well for 
sleep typing!
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646.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

I'm not awake .......... HaHa

647.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

Which would be Thursday morning for me. Doable.

648.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago 

Tell me Wayne, how much coffee have you been drinking to stay that awake? 
;)

649.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Yes ( to 10 PST

650.  

Paskarl about 7 hours ago 

# O N E # M I L L I O N # !!! # A W E S O M E # 
# N E X T # S T O P # : # S T R E T C H G O A L S #
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Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

I think Wednesday at 5 to 7 PST

652.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 7 hours ago 

Hopefully tomorrow comes with an update built in.

653.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

I think it was 9:00 PST, which makes it midnight for me in EST.

654.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago 

@Clark Tomorrow night. I think it was going to be 9 PM in one of the US time 
zones? Something like that?

655.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

@ Greg: nice everything helps

656.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

When was that "pledgers-upping-their-pledges" event I saw, oh, 2000 
comments ago?
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657.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Ebay has onr for $100,000

658.  

Greg Szemiot about 7 hours ago 

Increased my pledge... sadly could only go up to $45... damn bills

659.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Jonathan. Thank you! Spread the word! We're almost there.

@ Wayne. Whichever one I need less. :)

660.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

OK Jonathan

661.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

Welcome Jonathan, and thanks

662.  
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Jonathan B Moses about 7 hours ago 

I signed up just so I could back this. Good luck guys!

663.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

please do, I'm working an all nighter in the US because of a morning 
deadline. If we make it and I finish, I can have a nice snooze

664.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Not sure, right or left?

665.  

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago 

Too good being here since he beginning :-) 
from: Kickstarter no-reply@kickstarter.com 
date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 08:27:55 +0000 
subject: Thanks for becoming a backer of Obduction by Cyan, Inc..

666.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

Man I want that art book . . . How much are kidneys going for these days?

667.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

America says that too
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668.  

Stewart Bradford about 7 hours ago 

I say we make the goal before most of America wakes up in the morning! :-)

669.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

and we are still going pretty strong, we made over $5 K in the hour I started 
watche at 15 past the hour

670.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

@ Ryan: our pleasure

671.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 7 hours ago 

Thank you all for a great day. I look forward to tomorrow.

672.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

neil patrick harris tweeted his fans, and the fans showed up here

673.  
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Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago 

Given how nuts everyone went when we passed 1 million, imagine what this 
comment section is going to be like tomorrow.

674.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

at one point we were bringing in about $1K every 2 minutes

675.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

Hi Frank, Yes had a huge day

676.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

hey Frank, pretty amazing huh?

677.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 7 hours ago 

Good-something everyone. I really can't just leave you alone for a few hours! 
Instead of the anticipated 10 or 15k increase there is almost 60k pledged in 
just 8 hours!!!! :-)))

Let me shout this for this one time: CONGRATULATIONS. 

We're almost there!!!

678.  
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NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

we just passed 95% funding

679.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

$2,790 till $1.05 million. tee-hee-hee

680.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 7 hours ago 

We seem to running real good now

681.  

Alex Rich about 7 hours ago 

@NomadMolly: Checked out Armikrog - Backing that one too :) (PP)

682.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 7 hours ago 

Needed per hour to reach stretch goal: $3206 
Last hour: $4633 
:)

683.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Paolo :)
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684.  

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago 

@Clark Italian mothertongue. And THAT'S why I needed help with my english 
:-D

685.  

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago 

another great Kickstarter project (Armikrog). We have been using the 
statistics from that project to motivate everyone here.

686.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 7 hours ago 

Gone though a little name change on Kickstarter here. Decided to take off 
Armikrog.Army$4.96, and added my "other name" the Ranting Thespian

687.  

Clark Davis about 7 hours ago 

@ Paolo. And THAT'S why I needed help with my math (English teacher so, 
y'know). Thanks :)

The kickstarter lists the end time here for me in Gulf Standard Time which is 
my location, so I was working backward with my calculations for PST. 
Aaaaand I just realized I got the wrong AM/PM. Ha. I'm sticking with English.

688.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

@Alex, I try not to think about the Paypal. whatever is there can be gravy on 
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top of our big meal here. Who knows, maybe we will get a nice surprise.

689.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago 

Kickspy predicts $1,312,381.

690.  

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

@Clark Kicktraq says 003 days :07 hours :27 
So we still have 31 hours before the 48h notice 
I think when the notice will be sent the counter will be around 1.150K

691.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

*Sounds*

692.  

Alex Rich about 8 hours ago 

NomadMolly: Last I heard, they had raised around $7K via Paypal, but that 
was a bit ago. I'd be surprised if that number was double, triple, or quadruple 
that now.

693.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Souds like a plan Clark
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694.  

Clark Davis about 8 hours ago 

@ Wayne. You take the conservative route, I'll dive into the opposite end so 
we have all our bases covered :). In honor of Dimitrios: $2 million here. WE. 
COME !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

695.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

No worries

696.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

hehe Alex..that is the spirit!

697.  

Alex Rich about 8 hours ago 

$250 via Paypal + $75 via KS (once I figured out I already HAD an account, 
dur) - $325 is the most I've ever thrown at a game. More is coming! Shut up 
and take my money, Cyan! Ok, so, don't shut up. Give me clues and ...stuff.

If I ever win the lottery, I'm moving to Spokane, and paying Cyan to work *for* 
them. I don't need this money, I need Cyan worlds!

698.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

@ Clark: yes looks very good for those stretch goals
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699.  

Stephen Bell about 8 hours ago 

Yea! Just looked and we made the million! First thing I did on waking this 
morning. (In England) was to look. Surely this must hit one hundred percent 
now!

700.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

yes Clark I think we will meet the main goal before the 48 notice goes out, so 
we have a nice shot at the stretch goals.

701.  

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago 

@Wayne and Nomad

That's a shame, but we're most likely going to make it in time anyways. So no 
worries.

702.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

well we just did $2K in a half hour. That is still a very nice rate.

703.  

Clark Davis about 8 hours ago 

Somebody help me with my math if I'm off, but 48 hour notice will go out 
Wed. night @ 6:06 pm which is in another, oh, 20 hours? So most likely the 
48 hour blast will all be towards stretch goals, and that's not including Paypal. 
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Man, I think I see another stretch goal materializing beyond the "Another 
World" one. A-may-zing.

704.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

ah Pepsi, I didn't know her but have heard wonderful things about her. How 
lovely to have a dedication to her.

705.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

@Natalie: Yes, but it does not count towards the 1.1 million. We need to get 
to that here first.

706.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

@Shawn. Thank you for doing that

707.  

Stewart Bradford about 8 hours ago 

@sheri - as far as I'm aware when the final surveys are sent out after the 
Kickstarter has ended successfully there is usually a question "how would 
you like your name to appear in the credits?" You can enter your dedication 
to Pepsi (as she went by before "the man" made her change it no?) Then.

708.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

@Natalie, yes the number could be higher, but those figures won't count 
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towards the Kickstart goals and are likely much lower.

709.  

Shawn Henshaw about 8 hours ago 

I made an account to pledge for this! Just in time to be part of the push. 
Currently spamming star citizen chat....

710.  

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

@Wayne 9/10 hours imo

711.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

btw..a hearty WELCOME to all our new backers

712.  

Natalie Manahan about 8 hours ago 

Hey wait a minute. I just remembered that CYAN is using PAYPAL too, right? 
Is this total taking that into account? I mean, could that mean this number is 
actually higher? *SHOCK*

713.  

John Cosgrove about 8 hours ago 

So, this is BEFORE the 48hr mail out...
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714.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

@Clark: I relly think it will happen before 12 hours, but I just want to be 
conservative on the estimate

715.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

@Jenny, played every one of those.

716.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

we had a delay with Kickstarter, it just couldn't keep up

717.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago 

I've played a number of "Myst clones" ... Lighthouse, Amber, Schizm: 
Mysterious Journey, Riddle of the Sphinx. Some of them were good stuff, but 
nothing ever quite grabbed me the way the Myst games did. Often imitated, 
never equaled!

718.  

Darryl Barnhart about 8 hours ago 

Now that it's close to making it, my spendey sense is tingling, but it's worth it. 
Risk capital FTW!
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719.  

Clark Davis about 8 hours ago 

10:34 AM for me. $1.1 million in another 12 hours when I usually go to bed? 
Yes, I do believe that will happen, and then some.

720.  

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

Hope KS has good Amazon S3 servers because 48hour alert will be 
devastating for their computing :-D

721.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Right

722.  

MfGlisson about 8 hours ago 

All we need is 6 more 10,000 dollar backers to sign up right now and then I 
can sleep.

...no problem, right guys?

723.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

me too, but I'm not up just for the comments..I have a real work deadline in 
the am
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724.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

I just keep drinking coffee, ........HaHa

725.  

Chris about 8 hours ago 

Fien: I'll just say this before hop out of here for the night. Myst and Riven 
were so special, and so unique, that despite the simple formula for this type 
of adventure game, I honestly believe that very few games have ever come 
close to the beautiful design, mixed with the complex, yet logical puzzles 
seen in these titles. I can truly say that The Last Express is one of those 
games that has the formula nailed perfectly (with its own special game 
mechanics). :)

726.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

I know, I wouldn't want to miss it either

727.  

MfGlisson about 8 hours ago 

Wow. I dont want to sleep for fear I would miss it.

728.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Night Tony
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729.  

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago 

Alright, I'm done! I can't watch this any more! I'm going to bed. With any luck 
when I wake up it'll be over $1.1M. Good night all. Keep at it anyone who's 
just getting up.

730.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

I tried to focus on how well other projects have done in the last few days and 
convince myself the same would happen for us. So relieved to see it actually 
happening.

731.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

I think we will make the goal in less than 12 Hours

732.  

Greg Lampton about 8 hours ago 

Was worried, but nice to see it going strong. Wish I could add more. This is 
going to be awesome.

733.  

Scott Duchow about 8 hours ago 

What a fantastic opportunity to be part of the next act of a great company! 
Especially exciting since they are a mile from my house. Can't wait to wake 
up to see GOAL!!!
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734.  

Mattias Thorelli about 8 hours ago 

This is so amazing. What a bump! My jaw dropped. I'm so glad to be part of 
this.

735.  

Rob Patterson about 8 hours ago 

Just wanted to say how excited I am by this game!! Playing both Myst and 
Riven with my dad as a kid is still one of my favorite gaming memories. Best 
of luck to you guys!!

736.  

RAWA's mama about 8 hours ago 

@Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 - Yes I am RAWA's proud mother !!! 
and I am obsessed with this campaign!! I am also soooo proud of all you 
amazing fans!

737.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 8 hours ago 

@Sheri- Ryan Werzecha (sp?) has been roaming around the comments 
section, and he'd know who to ask.

738.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago 

Yes, Riven and Myst are both special to me. Myst was a revelation, so 
original, new, creative. Being dropped on an island, not knowing what, where 
and why, was different from anything I'd played before. And Riven is the most 
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beautiful and immersive game ever.

739.  

sheri pate about 8 hours ago 

I wanted to ask who I needed to talk to in order to get my pledge marked "In 
memory of Janet 'Pehpsee' Burress". I ran 27 laps of her D'ni Games 
Marathon course to get more people to pledge because I know in my heart 
she'd be with us right now fighting hard to help Cyan.

740.  

Michael R. about 8 hours ago 

Just woke up and saw the number on the right side and was thinking "oh, still 
sleeping with a nice dream..."

Wow, that's much more than I expected. A big thank you for all that people 
that made this huge jump possible. To all the new pledgers and those who 
increased their pledge. Thank you!

741.  

RAWA's mama about 8 hours ago 

@Dana "Mystdee" Brightman - Good night

742.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago 

@NomadMolly haha nice! The only reason why I am doing an all-nighter is 
because my body clock still hasn't changed over! Glad to have the company!

743.  
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Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Night RAWA's mama

744.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 8 hours ago 

@ RAWA's mama 
Are you really his mom?

745.  

RAWA's mama about 8 hours ago 

@Nichelle Hammer _have a good night

I don't want to leave, But I think I will go to bed now also. Nite everyone :)

746.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

To our Aussie friends, it is pretty clear I will be working an all nighter here in 
the US, so I will be with you in this venture here for as long as I can stay 
awake.

747.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 8 hours ago 

Thank you, RAWA's mama! I had a short night, only 4 houres, since I could 
just not go to sleep, when the blast kicked in between 12- and 1a.m. here 
(Berlin). Amazing what you all did within these 4 houres...

748.  
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Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 8 hours ago 

Well, it's bee such an exciting day, But time for sleep! See y'all tomorrow. . . .I 
hope the goal is met before I come back!!

749.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago 

Last hour: $3480 
Needed per hour to reach stretch goals: $3223 
:)

750.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago 

@Em Where abouts in Aus? I'm originally from Sydney, now living in Utah.

751.  

Em about 8 hours ago 

@Tyrium hey hi hey!

752.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

HaHa, but I can't sleep

753.  

RAWA's mama about 8 hours ago 

@Solvo Ludus - Good Night
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754.  

Nichelle Hammer about 8 hours ago 

Here's hoping when I come back we've reached our goal! G'night 
everyone. :)

755.  

Em about 8 hours ago 

@Wayne GO TO BED

756.  

Chris about 8 hours ago 

Fien, I'd back a sequel to The Last Express too. :) If it ever happened, you 
can bet that I'd be here to do that too. ;) I'll tell you though, Cyan just has a 
special place with me that I will never let go. I'm so excited to see this.

757.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Night again Kristen

758.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 8 hours ago 

Yes, I'd love to wake up to find I'd "missed" the goal :D

759.  
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Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

3.5k in the last hour accordling to kicktraq. And already over 7k from the new 
day reset

760.  

Tyrium about 8 hours ago 

@em yay another Aussie :)

761.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 8 hours ago 

I would love to wake up to it weeeeell past $1.1M ;) (Ok, really.. I am going 
this time. lol)

762.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

Night Salvo

763.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 8 hours ago 

Thanks RAWA's MAMA. And goodnight everyone! If you would all be so kind 
as to stop pledging, I'd really appreciate it. I don't want to sleep through the 
$1.1 million mark. Thanks ;)

764.  

Chet Bramble about 8 hours ago 

This is happening!
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765.  

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

Just bumped mine too as much as I can afford :-)

766.  

Chris about 8 hours ago 

I had to bump up my pledge before we hit 1.1M. There's something symbolic 
about being part of the group that made it to that goal. No. It wasn't a lot 
more, but I'm expecting to see my very own boxed copy in a couple years. :)

767.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago 

Chris, you don't want to know what I'd do to back a sequel to the Last 
Express by the one and only Jordan Mechner. Sell a kidney, rob a bank... but 
it will never happen.

768.  

Jack Breeding about 8 hours ago 

@Paolo All thanks to Neil Patrick Harris tweeting about this thing.

769.  

RAWA's mama about 8 hours ago 

@Salvo Ludus (JayGee) --Since RAWA works from home I don't see the 
other employees,but I can imagine them just as you described. I do know that 
they are dedicated to making this project as amazing as they can for us :)
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770.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 8 hours ago 

It was really fun to be here

771.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago 

@Em Yes, its also so good to see people opting to man the fort around the 
globe and around the clock!

772.  

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago 

For a while there we were getting $1 K every 2 minutes. That was really 
something.

773.  

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago 

@jack I left 6 hours ago and it has done 46k!!!! 
So we got 8k/hour and 48 hour warning is not gone out yet

I WANT RAND NAKED DANCING AROUND THE MYST LEVER :-) 
ahahahah

774.  

Em about 9 hours ago 

Don't be surprised the amount is still going up at this point - here in Australia 
it's 4:40pm; people are just finishing work and going home to check in on 
their social networks etc.
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775.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Most backers can't believe it when they come back in and see what has 
happened. Those who need reminders will be no different

776.  

Chris about 9 hours ago 

Fien, I see. The Last Express is definitely in my top ten, Myst, and Riven are 
there. It's really fun to be able to pick that kind of stuff out of an avatar. Glad 
you said something! :) -- I'm going to have to come up with a personal top-ten 
list at some time. I hope that in 2015/16, Obduction will join that list. :)

777.  

Paolo C. about 9 hours ago 

Well, seems that my forecast yesterday this time was conservative: 
Tomorrow this time 1.020.000 Thursday this time 1.085.000 Friday this time 
1.195.000 Saturday this time 1.320.000

Better this way :-) 
With this kickboost we can really go over 1.3/1.4

778.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

Imagine what happens when the 48 hour warning goes out...

779.  
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Jack Breeding about 9 hours ago 

I can't believe we're getting +$2-3K per hour at this time. This is a sign of 
good things to come. I'm looking forward to seeing that we've reached it 
when I wake up. I hope.

780.  

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago 

@Salvo: They're making more movie updates. They barely got the last one 
"in the can" before we hit $1M. I think it caught them a little by surprise.

781.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Night Kristen

782.  

Allan Børgesen about 9 hours ago 

AND Obduction is no.1 at the kicktraqlist :-)

783.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 9 hours ago 

Good night all. Look forward to seeing where this thing is in the morning.

784.  

Cat about 9 hours ago 

Pretty exciting...aint it :D
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785.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago 

@RAWA's MAMA Do you have any insight about what's going on now at 
Cyan? I mean, I know they're all excited but I just picture all of them huddled 
in front of a computer screen in the dark with a big blanket over all of them, 
biting their fingernails, screaming "No! It's MY turn to refresh!"

786.  

Allan Børgesen about 9 hours ago 

OMG...+$70,000 and i was asleep...

787.  

John Cosgrove about 9 hours ago 

Edging closer to 100 thank you notes at the WALL of thanks that 
www.thankyoucyan.com has become! It's routing people to here as well - so 
you get to say thanks to Cyan AND help the kickstarter!

If you haven't shared your story, now's the BEST time! The last 48hrs will be 
NUTS!

788.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@annachibi: we all are keeping the pressure on right to the end.

789.  

annachibi about 9 hours ago 

So close!! I've been making some posts on tumblr trying to get the word out 
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to gamers beyond just the Myst fans. Hopefully that will make like a little dent 
lol

790.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 9 hours ago 

Chris, I've been using this avatar for many years on adventure game forums. 
The Last Express is my number one game. But Riven is not far behind.

791.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Rob van Oostveen - Good Morning - As you can see - we've been busy !!!

792.  

Nicky Godwin about 9 hours ago 

Wow...can't believe how well it's gone today!! I've just upped my pledge by 
$5...not much, but all I can do for the time being...now, if I will lotto 
tonight...hmmm, may just be able to raise some extra! :)

793.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

It's been like a blast off these last few hours, it really was nice to be here and 
watch it.

794.  

Rob van Oostveen about 9 hours ago 

Good morning everyone, just woke up here in the Netherlands and saw Rand 
thanking us that we passed 1 million, I can smell 1,1 million. Let's make it 
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happen!

795.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Nila Mu'Hari -good morning to you...It's been amazing here today as you 
can imagine

796.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

And we've passed 17,500 backers

797.  

CURTROCK 8 about 9 hours ago 

What a great community, here. I have an OCULUS RIFT, and I can confirm 
that if this game supports the RIFT, it could be a transcendental experience. 
Fingers crossed :)

798.  

Vincent Mars about 9 hours ago 

Posting again, stop on by to see our live stream of Riven supporting 
Obduction. Tweet it out if you wish to bring people by and talk about 
Obduction (Twitch is a gaming stream if youo aren't familiar) 
http://www.twitch.tv/jeremiahburrows

799.  

Chris about 9 hours ago 

Yes! I'd recognize that rotoscoping and color just about anywhere Fien! :) A 
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wonderful game, in the same vein as Myst.

800.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Patricia Fetner _ have a safe flight and have a great time!!

801.  

Paolo C. about 9 hours ago 

Omg! 50k in the last few hours??? 
Amazing people amazing!!!!

802.  

Trevor Vipond about 9 hours ago 

I'm happy to have contributed to the makers of Myst. So many years ago I set 
foot onto the island of Myst and it changed my life and view of games forever. 
I cannot wait to see what they do with new graphics and a new system. Not 
only that, but I have to BELIEVE that no matter what amount you get 
(assuming it gets backed) you will add Rift support. The chance to create a 
Cyan Inc. game with the immersion of the rift will both blow my mind and 
create a whole new level of immersion I (and many people) have not felt 
since those first days on the islands and worlds of Myst. Even if you dont, 
keep up the good work Cyan. I feel content knowing I can contribute to your 
newest project and make it a reality.

803.  

Sherrie Shelton about 9 hours ago 

Thanks for the music. Enjoyed it.

804.  
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Nila Mu'Hari about 9 hours ago 

Wow! Good morning all!

805.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

/me smiles and bows

806.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 9 hours ago 

Yes, Chris!

807.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

/me miles and bows

808.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@ Hal, thank you

809.  

Chris about 9 hours ago 

@Fien: The Last Express?

810.  
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RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@David Fielder - Good Night

811.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 9 hours ago 

Thanks for all the music :)

812.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Night Patricia

813.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

Signing off - Will see you all hopefully at the celebration party this Friday at 
5PM eastern! 
Thanks to you all!

814.  

Patricia Fetner about 9 hours ago 

Headed to the airport. Wish mightily that I could be here tomorrow watching 
the total soar beyond $1.1million, but I'll just have to check when making a 
connection. Wherever we are, hitting the goal will be special! And, there's 2 
more days to work toward the stretch goals!! 
Good night, all!

815.  
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RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@William Satiated. Back To The Stone -Hello. It really is hard to keep up 
today. But that is a good thing. It means we are soaring FAST FAST FAST !

816.  

Stewart Bradford about 9 hours ago 

Holy cow people, I'm too busy to check on Kickstarter for the whole day and 
the pave goes mental! :-) woot for breaking the 1 Million mark. So close to 
the goal now. So damn excited. I'm going to have to try to read back through 
the comments now..... And almost DOUBLE the amount of comments as 
yesterday lol

817.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

I'm hoping to hit $1,050 before I have to sleep.

818.  

William C. Strohm about 9 hours ago 

Chris, you bet! Not giving that up, ever. Too clever and too true.

819.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 9 hours ago 

Tako, we only need $14.86 per backer to reach the stretch goal. :)

820.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 9 hours ago 

1000 backers to go, and we have this. go tell a friend, buy a copy for xmas 
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2015 to a loved one.. it won't take much now :)

821.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

Plus we're almost at 17,500 backers!

822.  

Kevin MacFarland about 9 hours ago 

Only $60k to Funding. I am so looking forward to this game!

823.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

We now need the equivalent of $3.44 per backer to reach the goal.

824.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Horatio - Have a good night's sleep

825.  

Tyrium about 9 hours ago 

Anybody here post on 9gag? That could help?

826.  
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Chris about 9 hours ago 

@William: You're still using my dorky avatar. :D Cheers!

827.  

Tai'lahr about 9 hours ago 

Sweet dreams, Horatio.

828.  

Em about 9 hours ago 

Good night Northern hemisphere people :) GO TO BED and rest your weary 
heads. You have done Great Things this day! Well done, well done. We in the 
Southern hemisphere have totally got your backs now for the next 12 hours.

829.  

David Fielder about 9 hours ago 

Good night all - until tomorrow........

830.  

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago 

night Horatio

831.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

The crystal ball says "maybe"
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832.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

If tomorrow is anything like today, we'll be past the goal before I get back 
here...

833.  

Horatio about 9 hours ago 

Night all! Thanks for a very special and rewarding day!

834.  

Lynne Mangold about 9 hours ago 

has anyone got on to any of the australian game sites/forums about 
obduction as when you guys are sleeping we could keep the money flowing

835.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

today's not days and for not foe OPS

836.  

William C. Strohm about 9 hours ago 

1,017 more backers needed at $59.47 each...

837.  
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Tai'lahr about 9 hours ago 

Sweet dreams, Lorna.

838.  

David Fielder about 9 hours ago 

Will tomorrow be the day of achieving the BIG Goal?

839.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Night to those who can't stay up with us

840.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna Hartman - I KNOW .... There are no words to express the excitement 
of day's events !! I did hear about the two wonderful tweets and saw what 
that did foe our project !!!! :)

841.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

Good night @Horatio and @Ryan. A great day. I'm taking off now too. See 
you all in the morning.

842.  

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago 

@RAWA's MAMA: Hello RAWA MAMA! Didn't mean to ignore you when I 
popped in. Soooooo many here, it is really hard to...take in whom all are in 
the room! :)
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843.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Need to, but are you going too

844.  

Ryan Clarke about 9 hours ago 

See you all tomorrow....

Oh, and the key to the crypto from before was Obduction ;)

845.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

Horatio- dream about lunch for us!

846.  

Horatio about 9 hours ago 

<=== Need To Go To Sleep

847.  

christine about 9 hours ago 

from Kaaja 
::Fast Forward to the $1,100,000 goal reached:: 
Congratulations on a stunning success with your KICKSTARTER, Rand and 
crew!! We all have great faith in your team and anticipation for what you will 
do with this game. Now go forth and make it happen!! Don't forget the little 
avvies 
in the cavern now!! Remember to keep the lights on for us!!
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Best Wishes!! 
Kaaja X

848.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

@Wayne--and I'm on the one that's left.

849.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 9 hours ago 

<=== Ranting Thespian

850.  

David Fielder about 9 hours ago 

I concur - an excellent few last hours. Well on target for the next 72 hours!

851.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna: yes I'm on the right Coast

852.  

laughingpineapple about 9 hours ago 

http://media.tumblr.com/41a7e92ce00b01d20afbb7e51f75fd38/tumblr_inline_
mw6ro95iYV1qhu9cd.png Nice tweets related to Jonathan Blow's shout out :
3
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853.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

Hello @RAWA's mama--can you BELIEVE the day we've just had? We're so 
excited and thrilled. Did you hear about our tweets from Neil Patrick Harris 
and Jonathan Blow?

854.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

@Wayne, let's see: Pacific, Mountain, Central, Eastern. There you are.

855.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Salvo Ludus - Hello to you - What an amazing day :)

856.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna: yes, East Coast

857.  

Chris about 9 hours ago 

Wow. This has been an amazing last few hours. :) Haven't been in the 
comments here in a while. Over at the Cyan forums. This is remarkable--
Absolutely remarkable.
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858.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna: seems I was wrong

859.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

Oh, you must be two time zones to the east of me. It's 9:11 here.

860.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna: in fact it's morning, 12:11 here

861.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

We'll run for 15 more min or so - then pick up tomorrow afternoon 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

862.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

@Wayne--for my own personal convenience I'm going by my local times--oh 
wait, it's night here too. Well, it didn't seem appropriate to say "what a 
night." :D
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863.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@Lorna: It's night here ................. hehe

864.  

Vincent Mars about 9 hours ago 

A fellow backer is broadcasting a Riven play through to support Obduction 
knowledge. Stop on by and/or tweet it out. 

http://www.twitch.tv/jeremiahburrows

865.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 9 hours ago 

Hi RAWA's MAMA!

866.  

Michael Engard about 9 hours ago 

That's what economists call an externality. :)

867.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

We are at 94% of goal. 

What a day!!!!!!!!!
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868.  

Zeanith about 9 hours ago 

Just goes to show that kicktraq could never have predicted the NPH effect

869.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Castine - Good Night

870.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

And even Kicktraq's most pessimistic outlook puts us over the goal.

871.  

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago 

OK, so KT has 11-12-13 ending at $74,179 and we're already $4,202 into 11-
13-13!

872.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Night Castine

873.  
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Castine about 9 hours ago 

Good night everyone here and in the cavern *waves goodbye*

874.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 9 hours ago 

Day's final tally: $74179 and 1158 new backers.

875.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 9 hours ago 

@ all the new backers, Don't forget to "like" Cyan's page on Facebook if you 
are FBers! 
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames

876.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 9 hours ago 

Needed per hour to make the stretch goal: $3226 
Past hour: $4282 
:)

877.  

Perfiasc about 9 hours ago 

AUUUGHHHH, less than $100,000 to go! C'MON, INTERNET, YOU CAN DO 
EET!

878.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 9 hours ago 

Thanks Jonathan Blow!
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879.  

Handyman Henry about 9 hours ago 

Yes Tai..it was...lol

880.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

My slow boat to China system buffers as much as it broadcasts. I'll try again 
later though.

881.  

RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr _ hello right back to you :)

882.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

883.  

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

I know I'm a little late coming in on that. It's still exciting.

884.  
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Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago 

Thanks for the link @Hal.

Just got Jonathan Blow's tweet about Obduction!

885.  

Tai'lahr about 9 hours ago 

Yeah, that was a great line, wasn't it, Handyman?

886.  

Handyman Henry about 9 hours ago 

can I use that in a song JWPlatt? The vibe of inevitability...hmm

887.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

@ William: haha, well maybe they could hire the right team

888.  

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago 

Well, except for Bill Gates, those guys. They could do it by themselves. 
That's a given. :D

889.  

Ryan Clarke about 9 hours ago 

Just tweeted out on secondary account. Only has 2k followers, but every little 
bit helps :)
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890.  

ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago 

maybe we should behave as though the last two tiers don't exist... it will 
effectively "lower" our total, but if they all suddenly vanish, we won't be 
shocked

891.  

JWPlatt about 9 hours ago 

I like the vibe of inevitability catching on...

892.  

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago 

Exactly Ryan! I mean, and WOW. Look at who has thrown backing and 
reputation behind this. Fellow adventure gamers. NPH! I mean, yowsers! 
That's a nice hand to hold. Royal flush! 

@Wayne. Right! Everyone is wanted and needed! But there are only so 
many spots on the bridge for Captains, Pilots, etc. Captains, big backers, are 
needed. Absolutely. But no Captain, no matter how good he is, can bring a 
liner in this large, by himself. He is supported by hands, that are the one, who 
get the job, done. :)

893.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

I had a good feeling about this KS from the beginning, and I know it will make 
the goal, thanks to all the backers for their strong support. I want to play 
Obducted.

894.  
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Tahg about 9 hours ago 

@Ryan There's still time for that to happen somewhere in the world.

895.  

Tai'lahr about 9 hours ago 

@William: Nice post. 
@JWPlatt: Yeah, that would have been cool. 
@RAWA's mama: Shorah!

896.  

Matthew Bint about 9 hours ago 

Haha I'm definitely starting to go crazy. I just want onto the BBC's homepage, 
and read the headline: "Abducted US sailors freed in Nigeria", and thought 
"Hey, that's unlike the Beeb, they've spelt 'Obducted' wrong".

897.  

Handyman Henry about 9 hours ago 

that would have been monumental Ryan Clarke

898.  

Ryan Clarke about 9 hours ago 

We should have hit the goal on 11.12.13 ;)

899.  

Handyman Henry about 9 hours ago 

just saw another boxed versioned out the door in 10/2015
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900.  

JWPlatt about 9 hours ago 

The webpage should play an audio of a little "Ding!" like on PBS for every 
donation. Or a seed should fall from the top of the page. ;)

901.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 9 hours ago 

could be a Different 10K Backer?

902.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 9 hours ago 

Right Kristen

903.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 9 hours ago 

Cautious Optimism!

904.  

Hal C about 9 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

905.  
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RAWA's mama about 9 hours ago 

@NomadMolly - Please don't let your work suffer. I know how hard it is to not 
be able to follow every second of this "FUN". You've done amazing things for 
this campaign and we truely thank you for all that !!!!

THANK YOU NPH !!! You are obviously a great fan as are we. We REALLY 
appreciate your backing :)

906.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 9 hours ago 

I'm just thankful for all the support... man this is awesome!

907.  

Joe Villa about 10 hours ago 

I'm with @Alahmnat, might have hit something wrong. I did it once on 
another KS, accidently pledged £1,800 (I was looking around on my phone), 
but quickly changed it back to my original amount after I got the email saying 
thanks for it lol

908.  

Blake Muxo about 10 hours ago 

They should put it on the AMEX. Just because we are going platinum here 
*rimshot* :p

909.  

Handyman Henry about 10 hours ago 

thank you Ryan

910.  
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Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

@Niki thanks for your kind words. I agree, it's so exciting and such a big help 
to have the support of someone so visible! I did know about the NPH tweet, 
but another comment sounded like he'd gone back and done something 
besides that too. I guess not, but I wanted to make sure and find out! So 
excited!!

@Handyman, agreed. The competition's messing with us! :)

@William, good call. Nobody knows who or why and let's just move on. 
Although our $10K backer is back now, so all the wondering's for nothing. :)

@Ryan: Yes. Thanks. You're a good guy.

911.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@William Satiated: we will get it done, like you said, but we need everyone 
too

912.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 10 hours ago 

I tend not to speculate about funding.

913.  

Daniel Furst about 10 hours ago 

Just a guess, but perhaps the 10G person needed to use a different credit 
card or something. *shrug*

914.  

Michael Engard about 10 hours ago 

If this pace keeps up, we may well hit the goal tomorrow afternoon or 
evening. I'll be keeping this tab pinned for sure.
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915.  

Blake Muxo about 10 hours ago 

same.

916.  

Broc Davies about 10 hours ago 

I'll be doubling my pledge if there's less than one day left and we still haven't 
hit the goal.

917.  

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago 

Don't know why I am ending my slumber to pop back in here to state the 
obvious. 

The loss of the 10k backer is a shock, yes. And no, it wasn't me. But it also 
doesn't help to call whomever that was a troll. IT wasn't your money. It was 
theirs. They may still be backing at some level, or will yet. So ill will, is not 
going to help. True, would be nice if they had not got buyers remorse, but as 
Ryan has stated, it happens. And better now.

It is a lesson though in why the levels that will ensure the KS win and bring 
Obduction to life are at, in this campaign, 25, 45, 75, and even below the 25 
dollar level. It is not the huge contributors in dollars that get a campaign 
funded., though they do provide nice boost and they do get the perks and the 
bells and whistles. 

The true heroes, that is kind of a strong word to use here, but regardless, are 
the thousands and thousands of backers at the lower levels that provide the 
major funding that bring a win home. 

This is still going to come in strong. I had originally thought on the 14th, could 
happen now on the 13th, when it hits 1.1. And, this KS is moving in on the 
~20,000 backers that will get it done. 

So don't fear, be of good cheer, the parties still on, keep feeding the fund. 
Keep calling the backers, keep sending out word!
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918.  

Blake Muxo about 10 hours ago 

This is great. What a push!

919.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ HH: funny

920.  

Tyrium about 10 hours ago 

Yay! My old version of myst masterpiece works on my ancient netbook! I 
know what I'm playing next :)

921.  

Handyman Henry about 10 hours ago 

That's Ubisoft messing with Cyan again...lol

922.  

Alahmnat about 10 hours ago 

I kinda wonder if the 10K thing was someone trying to do add-ons and getting 
the process wrong, changing their pledge amount to the add-on amount and 
not adding it to the 10K value.
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Tahg about 10 hours ago 

So exciting for a new game from Cyan, coming roughly 20 years after I first 
played Myst. Having personally felt their venture into online gaming was 
never a good idea, I'm hoping their return to a more "Mystlike" game will be a 
good thing for company.

924.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Might be a trick

925.  

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago 

10K just got put back in the kitty.

926.  

Handyman Henry about 10 hours ago 

David Bowie needs to be mentioned....lol... oops listening to the stream.... :-))

927.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Happy Happy Christian

928.  

Daniel Furst about 10 hours ago 

Mr. or Ms. 10G is back.
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929.  

Christian Gårdebrink about 10 hours ago 

Pretty sweet to wake up on my birthday to see that Obduction suddenly 
jumped 75kish in a single day. I never dared dream this push would actually 
materialize :) Best birthday gift for decades, thanks guys!

930.  

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago 

Get back to work Molly! Thanks for your dedication, and btw, belated 
congrats on being mentioned in Update #20.

931.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 10 hours ago 

@Lorna I am catching up a little late, but earlier NPH tweeted about 
Obduction! Which led to a million retweets and a ton of new fans :). While I 
immensely appreciate everything you long-time backers have done, having a 
celebrity tweet about a campaign always help reach a whole new bunch of 
people. I am sooo hoping this campaign can sky rocket and reach the Oculus 
Rift stretch...I can't think of a better game to get the OR treatment that a 
Cyan game.

932.  

Handyman Henry about 10 hours ago 

http://184.82.87.122:6042 still up and running

933.  
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Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 10 hours ago 

There is also a gathering in cavern on URU.

934.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

http://184.82.87.122:6042/

935.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

@NomadMolly, yes I saw that just the moment I came back. Bummer, but 
we're going to be fine. 

@Christopher, thanks. He tweeted it earlier--did he retweet about this a 
second time? I don't want to miss the big stuff!

936.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

937.  

Christopher Burce about 10 hours ago 

I think the link is http://184.82.87.122:6042/

938.  
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Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Planetary?

939.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

It Is still going

940.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

Could somebody post the link to the DRM thing again? I want to try to listen if 
it's still on.

941.  

Castine about 10 hours ago 

but we are already crawling back to the 1.030.000 line :)

942.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ Molly: I thought we kickstarted you earlier

943.  

Christopher Burce about 10 hours ago 

@Lorna: NPH retweeted the Kickstarter!
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944.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

closing the page now

945.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

Blow has almost 45K followers. That's great!

946.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

@Lorna, Did you see that we lost a 10K backer

947.  

Tai'lahr about 10 hours ago 

Close the page, Molly, close the page. C'mon, you can do it. ; )

948.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

Wait, I stepped out. @Niki what did I miss about NPH? Is there new info?

OK, if the PR list of everybody's ideas is still useful I will keep posting it. 

Jonathan Blow! Sweeeeet!

949.  
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Handyman Henry about 10 hours ago 

@Niki Yes NPH is awesome.. HIMYM is one of my favorites

950.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

ok seriously I brought home about 6 hours worth of work and haven't done a 
darn thing. This has been wicked fun following this project, but it has my WAY 
behind at my 80 hour a week job, lol

951.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 10 hours ago 

An addon that isn't part of the tier structure currently I could get into. All the 
existing addons I get already so not a lot of incentive for me to add more 
(although I have already spent more than I planned lol)

952.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Yes, great help for us. Thank you Neil Patrick Harris, sir

953.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

Still going strong here! Peter Gabriel on deck - Shaking the Tree! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

@Clark Oh, that would make a lot more sense. I'm not totally opposed to that 
idea, if that's the case.

955.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 10 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris was already amazing (HIMYM anyone?), but he just got 
infinitely more amazing. Thank you NPH!

956.  

Clark Davis about 10 hours ago 

@ Matthew. We're not talking adding a $10 tier, but a $10 add-on, meaning 
anybody can increase their pledge $10 for a copy of realMyst, so the only 
copies of realMyst that would go out would be to the ones who actually agree 
to pay $10 for it. If I'm not mistaken.

957.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@Matthew: I agree, maybe not

958.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

For realMyst to be added on at a $10 level, that means EVERYONE except 
those at $1 pledge gets realMyst. At $10 a pop, that means 17k people get a 
free $10 game, totally 170,000, or about 2/3 s of the $25 backers...

Not the best idea financially (yes, it probably wouldn't cost $10 for digital 
downloads, but you're not going to gain hardly anything if you're going to 
continue to sell realMyst elsewhere, outside of KS).
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959.  

Clark Davis about 10 hours ago 

+1 to new realMyst add-on.

960.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 10 hours ago 

I'm sure most of the loyal commenters here have done so already, but for 
new backers: don't underestimate the impact of tweeting/posting on FB about 
Obduction! Let's reach our aunts, coworkers, former dorm-mates, and local 
quasi-celebrities with the news ^_^

961.  

Aura Roy about 10 hours ago 

@Tyrium Yeah, an $10 add on for realMyst would be awesome!

962.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Pedal to the metal till the end, I say

963.  

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 10 hours ago 

@Fien.. We lost a 10k troll? Better now than later... Get lost loser!!!

964.  
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Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Ok, lets see how much the twitter followers will bring in....

And nice REM track Hal!

965.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 10 hours ago 

@Weldergeek Hey!

966.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

@dana Oh, I had to refresh my page D: 
And I'm with @Wayne- It's rather unlikely that we won't make it, but I don't 
think any celebrations should be in order until funding stops and the goal has 
been met.

967.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

@Castine, yes we are still doing really well. We are going to make it and 
might even make the stretch goals.

968.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Ok Peggy, good job

969.  
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Hal C about 10 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

970.  

Peggy Youell about 10 hours ago 

Aww, you guys--my 67 year old aunt posted on Facebook that she pledged to 
back this game based on my recommendation. That makes me so happy!!!

971.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 10 hours ago 

Hi Ryan!

972.  

Castine about 10 hours ago 

But look....we are still above 1.000.000 ! 
And it's rising and rising. Yesterday I thought we will never make it

973.  

Broc Davies about 10 hours ago 

I think we're gonna make it! Woohoo! :)

974.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

@Tai, yes me too. I love the game developers supporting each other.
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975.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

Fantastic about Jonathan Blow!

976.  

Tai'lahr about 10 hours ago 

More than any celebrity, I am most impressed by the game developers and 
others in the industry who are supporting Cyan in this campaign.

977.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 10 hours ago 

That would be awesome!

978.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 10 hours ago 

It happens, better to happen now then at the end. You guys are doing great!

979.  

Tyrium about 10 hours ago 

The new realMYST as a $10 add-on would be amazing - I know I'd go for it!

980.  
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Daniel Austin about 10 hours ago 

I'm so happy to have found this. Myst was one of the reasons I got deeper 
into gaming. It moved me past the simplistic shooters and platformers I had 
played as a child. Beating it was a trial and was fraught with tribulations and 
was a huge moment of joy when I achieved it. To this day, at least once a 
year, I'll reinstall Myst just to watch the intro. I think it's the best intro for any 
video game. It's so atmospheric and engrossing.

981.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Yes, you are right Kristen

982.  

Tai'lahr about 10 hours ago 

@Molly: Good attitude. Keeping things positive. : )

983.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 10 hours ago 

Probably a troll.. The person would have to 'accidentally' click the 10K tier 
and enter $10K in the dollar field. I would think it would be pretty hard to 
'accidentally' do both.

984.  

Jordan Bartee about 10 hours ago 

boom, jonathan blow just tweeted about obduction. expect exponential 
growth.

985.  
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Hal C about 10 hours ago 

Stay positive! Join the fun here with us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

986.  

Tyrium about 10 hours ago 

Really like number 30 there Lorna!

987.  

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago 

Those high donations are always risky. It is easy to get buyer's remorse when 
it becomes likely that the project will succeed and you really will have to pay 
the bill. It is always better to get lots and lots of small donations that are not 
likely to be pulled at the last minute. 

And whoever that was...it's cool. We understand. It's a lot of money

988.  

christine about 10 hours ago 

no it is 3 backer now.. but never mind ! keep on going

989.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Look on the positive side, we gained another Egg-sabitionist tonight as 
well....

990.  
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Horatio about 10 hours ago 

It might have been a $1000 pledge that accidentally had a 4th zero. Typos 
happen.

991.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

We should hold the line to the end. We are not there and we could need 
everything yet

992.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 10 hours ago 

@mattehew only 3 now :(

993.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

Don't worry. We're doing great! We can make this up and more besides and 
we will!!

994.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

@Matthew, we lost one of the $10Ks.

995.  

Lorna Hartman about 10 hours ago 

Evening link post, PR ideas and resources we've created: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…
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Is this still useful? I can maintain it without posting it, too.

996.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ Fien: Ok, this is my first KS, so I wasn't thinking about that

997.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

All of the 10,000 backers are still there- all 4, right?

998.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

No Sweat Obductioneers! Hold the line! Keep going!

999.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Going to go tweet and see if my meager few thousand followers on twitter 
doesn't shelter a backer or two....

1000.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 10 hours ago 

@Wayne, no. It happens with every big Kickstarter. It's trolls having fun.

1001.  
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Tyrium about 10 hours ago 

Very true

1002.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 10 hours ago 

Don't let it ruin the fun. We're still WAY higher than I expected to be at this 
time tonight.

1003.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Maybe they hit the wrong button when they pledged

1004.  

J.B. Lewis about 10 hours ago 

I was really worried that this would happen...better now than later, though.

1005.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

Hey - My pod bay doors are always open! haha 
Playing some of the Riven soundtrack now 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1006.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 10 hours ago 

Yeah, better to be trolled now than at the nail-biting last few hours. We'll 
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make it back! More backers are coming in all the time :)

1007.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 10 hours ago 

It happens every time, I should be used to it by now, but it still makes me 
angry.

1008.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 10 hours ago 

We're still going to make it. Keep telling people to pledge!

1009.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Just joined you there @HAL. (Thanks for opening the pod bay doors...)

1010.  

Aura Roy about 10 hours ago 

One of the 10K pledges disappeared.

1011.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Who backed out?

1012.  
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Michael Ozark about 10 hours ago 

Lets go ...we got make up work to do!

1013.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 10 hours ago 

It'll be okay. We'll make it back.

1014.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 10 hours ago 

A ten thousand backer gone. Oh well... this is just as good a time as any to 
get rid of the trolls.

1015.  

Tyrium about 10 hours ago 

Did we just drop 10 grand? :(

1016.  

Daniel Furst about 10 hours ago 

-$10,000 :(

1017.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 10 hours ago 

Only $3234 an hour to make the stretch goals!
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1018.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ rarified: Very nice, I wouldn't have quessed that last night

1019.  

rarified about 10 hours ago 

New Kicktraq in. We made the goal suggested earlier; todays pledges 
$74,179, more than twice yesterdays $35,591.

1020.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

$65,420 to go! 
Join with us here in the DMR - we want you to be a part and welcome YOU~! 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1021.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 10 hours ago 

I wear an Indiana Jones hat.

1022.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

I kinda feel like this right now: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…
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1023.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 10 hours ago 

*Indiana Jones Look

1024.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 10 hours ago 

@Criswell- Net 6 is a guy. He has the In

1025.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Hehehe, no worries. Nobody picked up on the vigenere I see ;)

1026.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ Matthew: I found that it was not quite as good myself, but I stayed with it

1027.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

On a COMPLETELY unrelated tangent, anyone here a fan of the ASMR 
community?..

1028.  
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Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

@Wayne I actually found a PDF of book of Ti'Ana, and it was very confusing 
for the first chapter. I couldn't get into it, but that was a while ago. 
@Talon :D

1029.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 10 hours ago 

666,666.67 to go for goal #1

1030.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

Yes, That always seems so

1031.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

@Ryan: but of course, pardon my exlusion

1032.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Isn't it common for the back story to follow after establishing the mythos 
@Wayne? :)

1033.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 10 hours ago 

And I always thought Net6 was a guy. "Most guys do."
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1034.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

@Mathew: I will not challenge you for comment 10,000. heh

1035.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@Matthew: yes, if you get the Myst Reader the Book of Ti'Ana predates the 
book of Atrus.Which is interesting because it was written afterwards

1036.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

(or HER @Talon ;)

1037.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago 

Oh, and for those (WHO ARE YOU?) who haven't yet seen the video in 
update #21 (SHAME ON YOU) it's awesome. And it worked. Rand - you rock!

https://www.youtube.com/watch…

1038.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

:X
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1039.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

i made it by 2 seconds

1040.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

@Talon >:(

1041.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

I would too XD

1042.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

YOINK! comment 9,000!

1043.  

Tai'lahr about 10 hours ago 

Yes, I highly recommend The Myst Reader.

1044.  
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Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago 

Thank you Egg-Sibitionist backer #29! bring your friends! ;)

1045.  

Ryan Clarke about 10 hours ago 

Wt hpgkgcas fawkmmr? Js xlfn fiyr wu! 

*What's in a name? :)

1046.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago 

almost 9000 comments.. wow

1047.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

Although I have read The Book of Atrus, which was a really good book. I 
need to buy the Myst reader.

1048.  

Hal C about 10 hours ago 

More Guests are here telling their stories in between music. Join in with us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1049.  
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Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ Matthew: Yes that can be problematic

1050.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 10 hours ago 

Egg-Sibitionist backer #29 has graced us with his presence!

1051.  

Matthew Farmer about 10 hours ago 

@Wayne I've got the client downloader, but haven't downloaded the actual 
files. The fact that I live in the middle of nowhere, Michigan means i can only 
get satellite, not the best for anything other than forums...

1052.  

MfGlisson about 10 hours ago 

@Matthew: It may be my favorite game of all time

1053.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 10 hours ago 

@ Matthew: It is a great game. be sure to try it.

1054.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

I never played Uru, but I intend to one of these days...
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1055.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

contact request sent

1056.  

Tai'lahr about 11 hours ago 

@Matthew Farmer: I remember Justintime in MOUL. : )

1057.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Nick - add christine-landrum-de-lima as a contact

1058.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

now what?

1059.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

We have some guests here - join us and tell your Myst story on the air! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

@christine Ok, I logged onto skype

1061.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

Going back to Myst for a second, I found this video a long time ago that I 
thought was interesting. The guy actually wrote a freaking book, entirely in 
D'ni. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1062.  

narniaozmasar about 11 hours ago 

We've officially more than doubled yesterday's pledge total!! Awesome job, 
and thank-you NPH!

1063.  

Ace about 11 hours ago 

Wow, it's really fantastic to see Rob Landeros throwing his support behind 
this project! I loved the 7th Guest, and I'm wishing him and his team a ton of 
success with The Collector.

1064.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 11 hours ago 

I might do 7th guest at some point (can't right now). I really hope to. But I'd 
probably have to go back and finish the first 2...

1065.  
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Hal C about 11 hours ago 

DMR is getting bumped in the nexus right now!

1066.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

well, I guess I have joined the ranks of a professional kickstarter. I just 
backed four other projects. I see why people enjoy this. It is really wonderful 
to help a great idea get started. (and yes 7th Guest was one of them)

1067.  

Christopher Burce about 11 hours ago 

@Jenny: I think everyone's in the city.

1068.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago 

I'm not seeing the DMR hood on the list of public links in the Nexus. Is there 
a way I can look it up?

1069.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

@christine Gotta create an account for skype

1070.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Love you guys!
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1071.  

Craig Jacobs about 11 hours ago 

Open the pod bay doors please Hal.

1072.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

Funny thing was SAL was blue, HAL was red :P (thanks for being there Hal 
C! ;)

1073.  

Adam Morgan about 11 hours ago 

@Ryan, do you run the Cyan twitter account as well?

1074.  

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

Link to cool Twitter image: http://buff.ly/1hALj1x

Beautiful.

1075.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Having quite a party to celebrate here in the DMR! Thats the D'ni 
Musicological Research Bevin! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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1076.  

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

Oh, that's Ryan W on Twitter! Cool. He posted a really cool image on Twitter 
maybe 20, 30 minutes ago that isn't on Facebook, so check it out.

1077.  

Sherrie Shelton about 11 hours ago 

oh of course, I should have known, Hal, you are blue! always blue.

1078.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

I can't' do that Dave

1079.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

Hal C, your comment combined with your username made me think of the full 
of stars quote from 2010 ;)

1080.  

Anthony Johns about 11 hours ago 

Yawn, WOW, Yawn. WOW!! 1.03 mil!!! 3AM here in UK. Just woke up and 
thought I'd check where we are at. Absolutely fantastic everyone. Will be 
watching with the champagne later on for the big moment. A great thing we 
are all doing. Back in 4 hours to see it all. You'll be able to tell your kids how 
you spent their inheritance when you give 'em the Obduction t-shirt ;)
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1081.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@Hal C: ok, hiding behind Hal I see you

1082.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

It was cool to see that NPH sent out a Tweet for Obduction support~

1083.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

I'm planetary -haha

1084.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 11 hours ago 

Great job everyone. I will be on here later to comment more. Back to twitter :)

1085.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@ christine: ok, tell him we are loving it

1086.  
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Blake Muxo about 11 hours ago 

Im getting so excited by this pace

1087.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

Yes, but I'm not at liberty to discuss- the puzzle reference was in regards to 
the cryptological, mathematical, hacker type puzzles I create for the world's 
largest hacker/security conference every year.

1088.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

Sho getting Funky in the DMR - come on and join us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in! so I just copy pasted 
planet too !

1089.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

ah this is planet choices tonight I only do the skype communication he is the 
dj

1090.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Sho getting Funky in the DMR - come on and join us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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1091.  

Castine about 11 hours ago 

Yes..great music !

1092.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@christine: thanks for the music

1093.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 11 hours ago 

@Ryan Anyone we might know?

1094.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

@Mark Aha, that helps, thank you

1095.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

As someone who creates puzzles for others, I have a very special 
appreciation for Cyan and their previous works...

1096.  
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Chris Dearing about 11 hours ago 

This is great. :)

1097.  

Mark Scheiffley about 11 hours ago 

info@cyanworlds.com

1098.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

@christine doing that right now

1099.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

install skype ! it is free !

1100.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@Ryan: Very nice

1101.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

Anyone know the email of someone at Cyan? I've got a burning question 
about Oculus Rift support that, if answered, may bring in a bit more support. I 
tried http://cyan.com/company/contact/, but it's not loading.
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1102.  

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

There's @Horatio. Still eating lunch. Good man. Excellent work today, sir.

1103.  

Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

Yes, that she is. And she's quite creative as well...

1104.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

the DMR exist today because he helped ! we will not forget !

1105.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

@Ryan C She must be very special, indeed.

1106.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

@christine Hmm, doesn't seem like I have Skype on here. I'll have to install 
it.

1107.  
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Ryan Clarke about 11 hours ago 

Pledged my part on behalf of a very special young lady.

1108.  

Horatio about 11 hours ago 

*urp*

1109.  

Tiago Regueiras about 11 hours ago 

@Redbearde77 Beloved indeed!!!

1110.  

Redbearde77 about 11 hours ago 

@Tiago Nice to see a buddy from the old land, beloved Portugal!

1111.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

@Horatio, haven't heard from you in a while. You haven't eaten lunch to 
death have you?

1112.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

@Ghaelen D'Lareh listen in and join in with us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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1113.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

I sure like the prediction in kickspy. Only 4500 short of our first stretch goal.

1114.  

Tiago Regueiras about 11 hours ago 

@Redbearde77 Yup.

1115.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

@ Ranting Thespian come on skype and talk with us please! 
I do remember him well he was very cool we started Dmr stream with his 
help !

1116.  

Redbearde77 about 11 hours ago 

@Tiago És tuga?

1117.  

Kari Duet about 11 hours ago 

I played Myst for the first time when I was 8 years old with my dad. After that, 
I played every single Myst game including Uru and its expansions. I still own 
the physical copies and I even read the books. We're going to reach the goal! 
I really can't wait to see this game. I know it will be amazing. I'm glad to see 
Cyan in the spotlight again.
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1118.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 11 hours ago 

I've seen so many of your posts and know your names on days I could only 
whiz by and check the pledge amount. So Shorah to everyone I haven't said 
Shorah to, and Hi to everyone who doesn't know what the heck Shorah 
means, lol. It is so funny this kickstarter is happening now, because I have 
some final huge things happening in my life as well. I'm buying champagne in 
advance of the expectation both will be successes to celebrate!

1119.  

Tiago Regueiras about 11 hours ago 

Shorah!

1120.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

Hola, Keshiro.

1121.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

come on skype and we wil put your comments on the air too ! 
christine-landrum-de-lima =Skype 
send me a message we will add you to the live stream

1122.  

Tiago Regueiras about 11 hours ago 

@Ranting Thespian I do 
<===== Keshiro
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1123.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@Jenny: I put on a pot of coffee. Maybe you should too

1124.  

Christoph Burschka about 11 hours ago 

Just upped. I was a bit worried we might not make it, but now I just wonder if 
we could get to the 1.3 stretch goal after all!

1125.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

Anyone else remember the Ranting Thespian?

(aka, me).

1126.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago 

Can we get to 1,050,000 before I fall asleep? WILL I fall asleep? It's a 
mystery.

1127.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 11 hours ago 

@Maarten Amen to that buddy!
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1128.  

Glenn Josephson about 11 hours ago 

OMG, Rob Landeros! 7th Guest was one of my fave early PC CD-ROM 
games!

1129.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

we want to hear you ! Join the party now! We're celebrating approaching the 
goal! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1130.  

JWPlatt about 11 hours ago 

@Alahmnat: Still making predictions?! But it's a good one.

1131.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

I'm checking to see if I have MOULa installed on my computer, still.

1132.  

Redbearde77 about 11 hours ago 

@Maarten +1!
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1133.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@ Mat: ok, will check iy out, thanks

1134.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 11 hours ago 

Oh... @Daniel Seventh Guest was the second video game I ever played and 
fell in love with. 
The first was Myst :)

1135.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

Good Jenny

1136.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 11 hours ago 

@Wayne Yep, and they are running a Kickstarter at the moment too! Check it 
out, 7th Guest 3: The Collector!

1137.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

This is great. We have folks associated with 2 fine game franchises here as 
backers. Adventure game developers unite!
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1138.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago 

Hey folks, just want to repeat what I said earlier.. 

"But I have to say that reading through everyone's comments, I actually, 
literally, got goosebumps, when I read through the part where everyone went 
nuts and celebrated. This is such a great community of fans! I've never 
encountered a more enthusiastic group of backers, and I'm very glad to be a 
part of it. THANK YOU to EVERYONE. You're awesome. Yeah you know you 
are. Go on, pat yourself on the back :)"

Cos it's true :) Now let's push on to the stretch goals - we can do this!

1139.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 11 hours ago 

@Scott Benton I loved your interview, and I couldn't help but grin that you 
were such a big fan. It was heartwarming to see well-known people get a 
case of "awesome!" from something I love, too :)

1140.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago 

Made it! Got the music stream going now.

1141.  

Daniel about 11 hours ago 

Speaking of, isnt there a 7th guest kickstarter?

1142.  
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Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

Thank you for your support and your encouragement, @Rob!

1143.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@ Rob Landeros: 7th guest?, right?

1144.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 11 hours ago 

@Rob Hey there! You gonna help us get to the 7th million? ;)

1145.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

I believe I remember KT and Eleanora. To be honest, I am bad with names.

1146.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago 

thanks rob, and I hope the 7th guest KS goes well for you :)

1147.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!
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1148.  

Matthew Farmer about 11 hours ago 

Holy hell, Rob Landeros!

1149.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 11 hours ago 

@Ranting Thespian-do you remember KT, Lint Roller, Net 6, Eleanora the 
Greatly Overrated, or Last Ninja?

1150.  

Rob Landeros about 11 hours ago 

A huge congratulations to Cyan for topping the $1M mark. Cyan was 
contemporary with my own company when we released our CDROM game 
back in the early 90s. Together, we share in the experience of being a part of 
gaming history by being a part of the dawn of the modern age of computer 
gaming. So it would do my soul good to see them reach their goal. 

I look forward to being a part of the surge that puts them over the top, so I am 
doubling my pledge and urge you all to do the same, or at least go up a tier 
or two.

1151.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

<== Ranting Thespian

1152.  
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Tako Shak (KT) about 11 hours ago 

I remember Ranting Thespian. Haven't seen him in a long time though.

1153.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 11 hours ago 

Now we only need $4.11 cents per current backer. I'm looking forward to the 
time when it's less than a dollar each. :)

1154.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

Anyone recognize the name Ranting Thespian?

1155.  

Alahmnat about 11 hours ago 

Things seem to be slowing down a little, but I think we can still easily 
*double* our pledge total from yesterday before the Kicktraq day wraps up at 
the end of this hour.

1156.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@Scott That would be awesome

1157.  

Scott Benton about 11 hours ago 

@Lorna Hartman & @Wayne Schnitzer Thank you both! I really hope to 
possibly have him on again and conference in other calls so listeners can call 
in and talk directly with him on the air.
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1158.  

Michael Winter about 11 hours ago 

It's now official: this is the third best day of the campaign! Let's make sure it 
drops to fourth best after tomorrow ;)

1159.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

Maybe I will return to URU an perform a concert when this is all done.

1160.  

Hal C about 11 hours ago 

U2 and some great 80s songs on deck to celebrate! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1161.  

Patricia Fetner about 11 hours ago 

Woohooo!!! I'm gone for the day and come back to this! 
Loved the video, too.

1162.  

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 11 hours ago 

@ Horatio: Yep That what I said
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1163.  

Horatio about 11 hours ago 

@Joseph: Thank you for your efforts! Now let's snatch up those remaining 
$4,500 spots so Joseph can pledge enough to get us to the 2nd stretch goal! 
That's what you said, wasn't it Joseph?

1164.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 11 hours ago 

@Scott: yes,I liked that interview too. I thought you kept your kool very well. I 
would have been freaking out.

1165.  

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

Oh @Scott Benton, you were professional and also had a couple fangirling 
moments--and it was all awesome. You were saying all the things we wanted 
to say and ask. Great interview.

1166.  

christine about 11 hours ago 

we want to hear you ! Join the party now! We're celebrating approaching the 
goal! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1167.  
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Hal C about 11 hours ago 

Playing Peter Gabriel now - some REM on deck 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1168.  

Devin Nakamura about 11 hours ago 

Idea: Make an add-on reward for a video tour of the office, I keep envying all 
the cool stuff I see in the corner of shots

1169.  

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago 

My original prediction for goal was Thursday the 14th at 6 p.m. I'll stand by it 
since I said it, but it's going to be off by quite a bit. (Yesssss!)

1170.  

Natalie Manahan about 11 hours ago 

@ Nick 
Seconded. I love BNL!

1171.  

Scott Benton about 11 hours ago 

@NomadMolly...I tried to be professional as best I could, but I'm really glad it 
showed through how big of a fan I was and how much this meant to me. Very 
glad to have you notice.
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Castine about 11 hours ago 

Hmpf...haven't been in URU-online for over a year and totally have forgotten 
how to walk around, use the KI, chat etc. etc. 
Would have loved to party with you folks *sigh*

1173.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

@Scott, it was delightful watching you do that interview, btw

1174.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 11 hours ago 

TWEET THE BARENAKED LADIES!

1175.  

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago 

ok folks, what famous person are we going to get to tweet for use tomorrow?

1176.  

Patricia Johnson about 11 hours ago 

Fabulous efforts and amazing results!!

1177.  

Scott Benton about 11 hours ago 

@NomadMolly...it was unbelievable to be able to speak with him like that. 
Ranks right up there with talking to one of the only 12 men in the world to 
have walked on the moon - it was THAT big of a deal for me.
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1178.  

Daniel about 11 hours ago 

@Joseph You're awesome!

1179.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

@Scott...hehe any excuse to talk with Rand the man. You go for it!

1180.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Come on' Jenny!

1181.  

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 12 hours ago 

It's been a few days since i have posted here, but have been watching and 
reading hourly. Things are going quite nicely… My fund raising efforts have 
been doing well. I have stated that I would double all pledges made through 
my tanning salon and eBay sales for obduction. at this point I can clam a 
$4500 tier spot (not pledged yet). SO… I am waiting until the 15th to pledge 
this. IF there are no $4500 tiers left… I will double what i doubled and take a 
$10,000 tier… There's the challenge… use up those $4500 spots… and go

1182.  

Scott Benton about 12 hours ago 

I'll totally be talking about this on Saturday's episode of In-Game Chat. 
Hmm...wonder if Rand could call in again for a quick update since it'll be all 
over by then?
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1183.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

Okay, going home now. DMR people, I will be with you in about 20 minutes.

1184.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Playing Peter Gabriel now - plus hearing from Kaaja in a few min to say hello! 
Join us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1185.  

Natalie Manahan about 12 hours ago 

@Clark 
Good. I'll be sure to come in at the appropriate time to comment whether it 
makes it either way.

1186.  

Clark Davis about 12 hours ago 

Aaaaaand it's official. 6.5 hours ago I went to bed with the total $977,000. 
That's $50,000 in 6.5 hours. Un-believable.

1187.  

Clark Davis about 12 hours ago 

Actually, now that I think about it, the page automatically refreshes with each 
pledge, right? Hmmm. Well, finger might be okay, but production is still gonna 
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take a slight hit.

1188.  

Clark Davis about 12 hours ago 

@Natalie. Marked.

1189.  

Natalie Manahan about 12 hours ago 

My estimation is that exactly 24 hours from now we'll reach our goal. 
So...9:41PM Eastern Time. Mark it.

1190.  

Clark Davis about 12 hours ago 

So, here's the question: how much global "work" will actually get done in the 
next 72 hours? I ain't gonna lie. My production will most definitely dip slightly 
due to the amount of refreshing I'll be doing. I might need a finger brace . . . :)

1191.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

everyone welcome to join in our impromptu celebration! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1192.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 12 hours ago 

Whee! I feel like the 1.3m stretch goal is easily within reach now, hopefully 
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the Additional World one too! :D Love seeing those numbers go up--welcome 
new backers!

1193.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

@Clark, yep this sort of progress does inspire.uhm...colorful speech

1194.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 12 hours ago 

We need $3274 an hour to make the stretch goals at 1,300,000. Perfectly 
doable. Cyan, show us the next stretch goal! :)

1195.  

Clark Davis about 12 hours ago 

Excuse the vulgarity, but holy s*** people! I go to bed and wake up to almost 
$50,000 more? B-E-A-Utiful. C'mooooon, stretch goals!

1196.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

I thought about listing all of the different hashtags in 21st update, but it didn't 
seem to make any sense after I got to all of the #refreshnow s. Maybe I could 
have been on to something, but I doubt it.

1197.  

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 12 hours ago 

Almost there!!!
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1198.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Michael, it should take you to a shoutcast page, where you can hit listen. 
Maybe try a different browser?..

1199.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Michael - check this post: 
http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

1200.  

Michael Winter about 12 hours ago 

Hal, every time I click your link I get an error message. I'm using Firefox. Is 
there some other way to access it?

1201.  

Gryf Ketcherside about 12 hours ago 

I may have to stay up late tonight. I would love to see the goal met!

Mowog

1202.  

Adam Morgan about 12 hours ago 

@Matthew It's nothing huge. I don't feel spoiled, and I typically avoid spoilers. 
It's the first "reveal" of Cyan's Obduction ARG, and it shows a little bit more of 
that iconic farmhouse-with-a-white-picket-fence image we're all associating 
with the project.
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1203.  

Jack Breeding about 12 hours ago 

@Talon Almost 1,000 new backers.

1204.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

we want to hear you ! Join the party now! We're celebrating approaching the 
goal! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1205.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

better Idea moving to my other computer that has two monitors...be back 
soon

1206.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

I'll keep our totals on the side of my screen though...I'm not going to 
completely walk away...hehe

1207.  

Alahmnat about 12 hours ago 

@BJ It was late this hour, hence the discussion ;)
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1208.  

Joshua Sauer about 12 hours ago 

@BJ- Not this time, it didn't. It waited until 1hr. 15 min. before updating.

1209.  

Michael Winter about 12 hours ago 

It was a bit late this last update BJ. By about 13 minutes. Chaos ensued.

1210.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

ok..I"m opening up my work e-mail darn it....I must do things tonight...or 
seriously bad things happen ...dang this is addictive

1211.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 12 hours ago 

Thank you very much to Double Disc backers #69 and #70 and to all of 
today's backers! 
Anybody know roughly how many backers we've gotten today?

1212.  

BJ Homer about 12 hours ago 

FYI everyone, Kicktraq updates 1x/hour, on the hour.

1213.  
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Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Jenny Haha, very true.

1214.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 12 hours ago 

Kicktraq is updated.

1215.  

Alahmnat about 12 hours ago 

'course then I reload the Kicktraq page and it's updated, so nevermind, hehe

1216.  

Alahmnat about 12 hours ago 

@Maarten: Yeah, I'm just wondering if the sudden spike has put the project in 
some sort of verification queue at Kicktraq to guard against anomalous 
activity.

1217.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago 

@alahmnat all those funds came in after NPH tweeted about the kickstarter - 
He has 7 million followers..

1218.  

Rebecca Marks about 12 hours ago 

I hope we can meet the first stretch goal with the Kickstarter, and then meet 
the second stretch goal through additional funding via Paypal! Wouldn't that 
be killer???
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1219.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

@Matt PBS was NEVER this exciting.

1220.  

Patrick M. Collier about 12 hours ago 

WTF! I have been watching the progress on the ARG like a hawk! And now 
this... HUGE. What does it mean?

1221.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

@everyone, so everyone pat themselves on the back

1222.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

@Maarten Join in with us in the online celebration! Welcome All! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1223.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Adam how 'spoiler' is spoiler... I've opened the link, but haven't tabbed. I 
don't want to ruin the game even before it's in dev!
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1224.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

I feel like this is PBS, and we're all watching the ladies on screen talk about 
how wonderful the series is, and you can hear the red phones in the 
background ringing, members of Cyan/Kickstarter answering them, some 
clapping....

1225.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago 

I'm kinda sad I sat here reading through the comments of the last 24 hours, 
taking notes as if I'm doing homework(!!) so I can tweet even more people - 
thank you to those that made suggestions btw! - and I actually missed the big 
ONE MILLION :/

But I have to say that reading through everyone's comments, I actually, 
literally, got goosebumps, when I read through the part where everyone went 
nuts and celebrated. This is such a great community of fans! I've never 
encountered a more enthusiastic group of backers, and I'm very glad to be a 
part of it. THANK YOU to EVERYONE. You're awesome. Yeah you know you 
are. Go on, pat yourself on the back :)

1226.  

Alahmnat about 12 hours ago 

I wonder if our huge influx of money has us queued for manual verification 
before Kicktraq updates or something. I mean, we have pulled in over $30K 
in the last few hours after being on a run of roughly $2K/hour before that...

1227.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

haha about Kicktraq
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1228.  

Len Gillespie about 12 hours ago 

Well.. This is all looking very promising. If I was worried about this game 
getting funded before - I no longer am - I just hope we can get the stretch 
goals - which would elevate the game into an area where it becomes 
innovative rather than just good...

1229.  

Adam Morgan about 12 hours ago 

The guys over at Cyan's forums have found something big (potentially large 
SPOILER): http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

1230.  

Michael Ozark about 12 hours ago 

We blew up Kicktraq Its 13 minutes late on the update.

1231.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Going to play some cuts from the Myst soundtrack in a few - join in and 
listen! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1232.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

*VolkMusic, rather. Really active on my /r/myst thread, which isn't too active 
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on it's own.

1233.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

Also, which one of you is VokMusic on Reddit? My interest is piqued.

1234.  

Dane about 12 hours ago 

@Jenny - Haha, me two. I should probably be using this time to debug my 
unit tests...

1235.  

Perry and Jessica Wilske about 12 hours ago 

I remember playing all the Myst games and passing them on to my daughters 
who loved them too. Excited for the new world adventure.

1236.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

Bah, my satellite connection can't keep up with the stream.

1237.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 12 hours ago 

@Lynne Me too... 3 copies of each!
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1238.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

Great Matthew

1239.  

Lynne Mangold about 12 hours ago 

@mat Van Rhoon.....thanks mat @cathy ..I have every myst game.

1240.  

Nichelle Hammer about 12 hours ago 

Watching the backer count tick up and cheering you guys on!

1241.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

Ah, I used iTunes- it's working, thanks!

1242.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

Why am I still at work? Because I have to put in extra time due to being 
distracted by this Kickstarter.

1243.  
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Joshua Sauer about 12 hours ago 

We may well make the Oculus Stretch goal. If we don't make the "New 
World" stretch goal (which seems likely, but you never know), I sincerely 
hope that Cyan will consider doing it anyway if they continue to raise funds 
via PayPal after the Kickstarter closes.

1244.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

Yes, that should work also Matthew

1245.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Hey! we want you to join in with us! Tell your story! listen in and celebrate 
with us.. 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1246.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

I'm still at work, and they don't allow us to stream music here. Something 
about not using up all the internet bandwidth. :\

1247.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

@Matthew: you need winamp maybe, that will play a .pls file

1248.  
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Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

@Mat The last time I listened to one of those, I just pasted the URL into 
Windows Media Player. You have to get to the File menu and say "Open 
URL" or something like that.

1249.  

Sumatria about 12 hours ago 

Maybe I should have called for ambulance when Demitrios told me to

1250.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 12 hours ago 

As the Sun pulls away from the shore, and our boat sinks slowly in the west, 
we approach the island of OBduction, which spelled backwards is noitcudBO.

1251.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 12 hours ago 

Hi Mat, great to see you again! ;-)

1252.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Wayne I did, and all it did was download a .pls file, when opened with 
notepad just shows the url plus something like [playlist] 
NumberOfEntries=1 
File1=http://184.82.87.122:6042/
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Tiago Regueiras about 12 hours ago 

@Daniel Hoy Don't worry kickspy is so much better take a look. 
http://www.kickspy.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction

1254.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 12 hours ago 

Passed out with his scotch and coffee no doubt

1255.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 12 hours ago 

@Lynne Yay, great to see you here @Cathy hello again!

1256.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 12 hours ago 

@Jenny - Ha ha

1257.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Jenny he choked to death on his exclamation points.

1258.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

@Matthew: hit the listen button
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1259.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

I haven't seen a post from Dimitrios in a while. I hope he didn't faint.

1260.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

@Lorna, you know I have missed almost every milestone by going to the 
dentist, the doctor, teaching a class, letting the dog in. I don't want to miss 
that one.

1261.  

Matthew Farmer about 12 hours ago 

@Hal it says the stream is private :/

1262.  

Nick Poole about 12 hours ago 

I wish I could explain how profoundly Myst and Riven have impacted me 
since I first played them, years ago. Your DaVinci-esque proto-
steampunk/art-nouveau style has informed my design work ever since. Hell, 
my handwriting is based on GiffordsHand. And the puzzle structure and 
game mechanics have ensured that every time I'm faced with a logic problem 
I'm transported back to the Myst Island library.

Thanks for all the work you've already done and I look forward to seeing the 
completed game, good luck getting funded. I can't wait to explore a new 
Cyan world. If I had the cash to spare, I'd give it up to design a game object, 
what a great reward idea!
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Lorna Hartman about 12 hours ago 

@NomadMolly, heresy! Let's have the whole $1.1 and be started on the 
stretch goals!

1264.  

Redbearde77 about 12 hours ago 

Guys, I'm proud to be part of this incredible community! I have to thank you 
all for helping each other (and me of course) to make this real: another great 
game made by Cyan! 
Thank you very much, we rock!

1265.  

Daniel about 12 hours ago 

Gah! Kicktraq is late with their update.

1266.  

Kerryth about 12 hours ago 

Hi, Horatio. :) Man, you can't turn your back on this thing for a minute! It's 
awesome.

1267.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1268.  
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Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 12 hours ago 

Great to see you here Lynne!

1269.  

Sumatria about 12 hours ago 

Thanks and welcome Lynne

1270.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago 

Hi folks. Well I've been doing some major chores this morning, and Ican 
finally check back in. Did I miss anyth- WHAT? WHEN?! But - OMG. We 
cracked a $1,000,000 while I was out???

YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYY! :) thanks everyone. Thanks NHP. We love 
you.

1271.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

This spaceship is heading for the stars

1272.  

Cat about 12 hours ago 

@Lynne--welcome!!

1273.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 12 hours ago 

@Lynne: Welcome aboard
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1274.  

Sean Reynolds about 12 hours ago 

Cheers Lynne!

1275.  

Horatio about 12 hours ago 

Thanks, Lynne!

1276.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago 

@Jarrod did you make a Myst Online account? That is separate from your 
Cyan forums account, I think.

1277.  

Horatio about 12 hours ago 

@Kerryth: Thanks for de-lurking!

1278.  

Lynne Mangold about 12 hours ago 

backed

1279.  
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Jarrod about 12 hours ago 

Anyone know why I can login to the Cyan forums just fine but not 
mystonline? newbie here!

1280.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

I have work to do...ok...I must go knock one more thing off the todo list. 
Please don't have the entire 1.1 million by the time I get back...haha

1281.  

Adam Morgan about 12 hours ago 

Did we know that NPH was a Myst fan? I think I've heard before that he is, 
but can't find any connection when googling myst + NPH.

1282.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 12 hours ago 

Now if we could get 100k from NPH ...

1283.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 12 hours ago 

Well, just because I have some time and because there is a new chapter in 
the air, and because there are so many explorers here, I'm heading into the 
Cavern. Just because.

1284.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 12 hours ago 

@Kerryth I hadn't forgotten. Had such a blast with everyone!
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1285.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in! Welcome to all!

1286.  

Kerryth about 12 hours ago 

Wonderland hood! I had forgotten. I was the Mouse. :)

1287.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 12 hours ago 

577 NPH re-tweets and counting! This is going to have such a snowball 
effect!!

1288.  

Mesnab about 12 hours ago 

Shorah folks! What a treat!

1289.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 12 hours ago 

@Kerryth! Weren't you part of the Wonderland Hood in MOULa?

1290.  
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NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

yep not Neils per hour

1291.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 12 hours ago 

So many Uruites here tonight. I used to be JayGee back in the day. I 
remember a lot of you from the cavern. Shorah!

1292.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

uhmm long time no see, lol

1293.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 12 hours ago 

Shorah Ghaelen ! NPH is Neil Patrick Harris

1294.  

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago 

@Kerryth, welcome to the party!

1295.  

Kerryth about 12 hours ago 

@Ghaelen - shorah! Free evenings rock!
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1296.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 12 hours ago 

Shorah, Mystdee :) 

I don't know NPH, but I am grateful, too

1297.  

Hal C about 12 hours ago 

This is M83 - very exciting and moving music! 
Join us! 
Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1298.  

John about 12 hours ago 

Im feeling good! I think we're gonna make it!

1299.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 12 hours ago 

NPH is just awesome. Plain and simple.

1300.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

@Kerryth - shorah! I picked a great evening to have free :)

The music on the DMR stream is very nice, btw
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1301.  

Kerryth about 13 hours ago 

Hi, Mystdee

1302.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 13 hours ago 

Thank you NPH - You have quite an effect an I am very grateful. Your effect 
will live in Cyan history.

1303.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

Join in the celebration! listen in with us 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1304.  

Richard Price about 13 hours ago 

I'm off to bed, congrats to Cyan and backers. I expect to log in tomorrow 
morning and see the first (main) goal of 1.1 reached. Night night.

1305.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 13 hours ago 

Hi Kerryth!
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1306.  

Kerryth about 13 hours ago 

Waving at my friends here. I've been lurking. :)

1307.  

Zeanith about 13 hours ago 

wow I leave to go grocery shopping and I come back to see the total up by 
30k! Unbelievable! This just made my day

1308.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

Well, hello Mowog ;) (Gryf) Looks like a new round of skits to write, eh? What 
fun we're going to have...

1309.  

Jarrod about 13 hours ago 

Holy cow the pledges are sky rocketing...

1310.  

Daniel Furst about 13 hours ago 

In the second hour after Neil Patrick Harris: 143 new backers and $11936.73 
(First hour: 211 backers and $14895)

1311.  
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Hal C about 13 hours ago 

Everyone! DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal 
tonight - please join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1312.  

Gryf Ketcherside about 13 hours ago 

Shorah Ghaelen and Weldergeek!

1313.  

Inga Schut about 13 hours ago 

ah I missed the million mark! Being ill and falling asleep sucks. Then again I 
will probably be awake at 1,100,000. Anyway great work guys! Thanks to all 
new and old pledgers. We will get there soon...

1314.  

Sean Reynolds about 13 hours ago 

I imagine Cyan are planning a pizza party(tm) as we speak

1315.  

William C. Strohm about 13 hours ago 

Average is still $59.60 per backer... we need 1,349 more backers at this 
rate...

1316.  

SeanMc74 about 13 hours ago 

Yay, 1,020,000, only 80,000 to go. :)
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1317.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

@Weldergeek - Shorah!

1318.  

darin attwood about 13 hours ago 

1,020,000.that was quick :)

1319.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 13 hours ago 

The average pledge per backer is still rising. Now sitting at $60.

1320.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

dang...I have Pandora Directive on my game shelf and have never played 
it...I need to do that...in mu spare time.../me smacks head

1321.  

Michael Arnovitz about 13 hours ago 

After a few weeks of the pledge totals just plodding along, watching them 
suddenly going through the roof is really something! And things are only 
going to speed up from here, which means these last several days could get 
really crazy. As a side note: it must be pretty hard to get any work done at 
Cyan right about now.
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1322.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 13 hours ago 

Didn't think to use my URU name :) Shorah all!

1323.  

Ryan Donahue about 13 hours ago 

What is DMR? Sounds.. ambient.

1324.  

Roxane Tourigny about 13 hours ago 

This is going great! Can't wait for seeing this reaching the goal.

1325.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

@Molly Thanks :) Good to see you, too. I've mostly lurked, but as serendipity 
would have it, I have an evening free! What a nice way to spend it!

1326.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

want to say hello? contact Christine-landrum-de-lima on skype and she'll get 
you on the air with us right now! Celebrate with us - say hello and congrats to 
everyone on the air

1327.  
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Michael Ozark about 13 hours ago 

Thank you Hal.

1328.  

Jason Chau about 13 hours ago 

This just in - Obduction just got a shout out from the guys over at Big Finish 
Games! Aka the Tex Murphy Project Fedora creators > 
https://www.facebook.com/bigfinishgames

1329.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

@Hal C: OK, I'm listening on winamp

1330.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

trying to be apropos! haha 
DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal tonight - 
lease join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1331.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

@Ghaelen, nice to see you here

1332.  

Sherrie Shelton about 13 hours ago 

Will do Hal C Thanks.
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1333.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 13 hours ago 

We do what we must because we can, for the good of all of us ...

1334.  

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 13 hours ago 

Yowsers! Such a racket! 
Good thing I mailed my congrats off to Cyan already. 
Can't believe what they charge for stone letters though. 
Can't believe some thought this would not happen. If there are any that still 
think so. They are made of more stone, than I am. 

*smacks lips* 
Humans! 
Such doubting creatures. zzzzzzZZZZZZZZ

;) :D

1335.  

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago 

re-birth...nice Planetary!!!

1336.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago - As I learned in shooting training, precision != accuracy. An average 
is always going to be more precise the more data you have and the closer 
you get to the end. Accuracy and prediction on the other hand require 
statistical analysis of similar situations. Source: 26 years installing, 
programming and supporting financial software.
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1337.  

Alahmnat about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio: And this is why I don't make predictions! ;)

1338.  

Michael Ozark about 13 hours ago 

How far can we go??

1339.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

Everyone! DMR is up and broadcasting in anticipation of reaching the goal 
tonight - lease join us at http://184.82.87.122:6042/ - listen in!

1340.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

@Wayne taken by my Dad in front of our house, back in ... let me see... 
*calculates* approximately 1975

1341.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

"The Ending Has Not Yet Been Written" ...and we believed...

1342.  
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William C. Strohm about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio, think your broadband needs to be a little broader...

1343.  

David H about 13 hours ago 

@Jack Breeding: What time is it? OBDUCTION TIME.

1344.  

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago 

I thought Molly had the thumb issue?

1345.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 13 hours ago 

Kickspy's numbers seem a little optimistic to me. I would love to see those 
numbers explode past the Kickspy predictions but, CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM!

1346.  

Horatio about 13 hours ago 

Soooo...who thinks we can still hit that 1M Kicktraq Day goal in the next 2.5 
hours?

1347.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

I agree with Matt, the accuracy of a model is in its predictive value and to 
build a predictive model you have to base in on previous projects, not a linear 
prediction of the current project's past performance.
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1348.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio: good point

1349.  

Matt Giuca about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago: "Mathematically speaking, kicktraq's more precise has it only relies 
in numbers." 
That's a funny definition of "precise". Surely "precise" (in terms of 
mathematical predictions) means "produces a result closest to what turns out 
to be the actual value".

This whole thing is a "human factor". Assuming that funding will continue to 
follow a mathematical curve is just as vague as using the results of past 
Kickstarters to predict how the curve will change in the future. Both ways use 
mathematics. The latter way uses more data and takes into account the way 
humans (the people funding this thing) are going to behave, instead of 
ignoring it as Kicktraq does.

1350.  

Brendan Cahill about 13 hours ago 

Just a thought: I just did the math, and if everyone who is currently backing 
this increased their pledge by just $5, this game would be funded right now. I 
know that maybe some among us are unable to do that, but I think the rest of 
us should quit biting our nails and put our money where our mouth is. I know 
I will!

1351.  

Horatio about 13 hours ago 

@Wayne @Em: Don't mention dentists in front of Molly...
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1352.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

*you*

1353.  

Jack Breeding about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago It would be cool if websites like KickTraq and KickSpy calculated the 
probability of low and high outcomes happening and error. That's so math.

1354.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

@ Em: was that picture of taken at the dentist office?

1355.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

THANK YOU and a warm welcome to Egg-Sibitionist backers #26, #27 and 
#28; and to all you backers a part of this pledge frenzy!

1356.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

I sound like I'm about 100 years old. GET OFF MY LAWN

1357.  
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Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

All the trends/projections are just probabilities.

1358.  

William C. Strohm about 13 hours ago 

I'm beginning to dimly see a Mac Wastebasket... er, Pro, in my future.

1359.  

Akin Bilgic about 13 hours ago 

Congratulations to the whole team at Cyan! Pop open the champagne - this 
one is in the bag.

1360.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

*back in the day*

1361.  

Sherrie Shelton about 13 hours ago 

hey, I just got broadband a couple of months ago so I could play URU.

1362.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

@Handyman: OH, that makes sense, thanks :)
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1363.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

@Wayne - HA! It's how we in Australia used to refer to basic internet. Getting 
broadband to your house was a BIG DEAL back in day....

1364.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Jenny Sue Hane Sure, but never the less "Human factors" can't be 
quantified right? we know they're there but how much are they worth? We 
know they exist and they are a probability. Well the probability we can 
calculate. But it's still just a probability...

1365.  

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago 

@Wayne broadband is anything over a trio :-))

1366.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

@Marein - never, I never will :)

Cyan's vision has had a profound and lasting positive impact on me.

1367.  

Griffin about 13 hours ago 

Goodnight all, hope I wake up to pretty close to funded! I don't want to miss it 
though...I have a little something planned...sheesh it will take an hour to 
catch up with comments in the morning.
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1368.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

@Em ...... What's broadband? ................ Hehe

1369.  

Jason Chau about 13 hours ago 

This is such an amazing development! I really think not only the base goals 
but the Oculus Rift goal will be reached soon. Reason is, because of the 
momentum once reach you reach that $1M marker. Does any of you know 
that Chris Robert's Star Citizen has now reached $27 million in total funds 
now!?

1370.  

Marein Könings about 13 hours ago 

@Em: Don't forget the commitment and passion of Cyan!

1371.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago that makes Kicktraq more conservative, but not necessarily more 
accurate. As mushy as the "human factor" is, when it influences something 
on a regular basis, you have to take it into account.

1372.  

Sumatria about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio a few rounds of running in the cavern will help, later
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1373.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

I remember when URU went online, and I thought - hmmmm I'd better 
upgrade my PC and get a broadband internet connection.

Then I forgot about it.

As of last week, I finally got to URU Online, kept alive because of the 
commitment and support of the fans. I love you all!

1374.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

Welcome @Ron! We all love NPH and are so glad he tweeted. Thanks for 
letting us know you came here from the tweet!

1375.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

@NomadMolly, Kickspy must, because I haven't been over there in a while, 
and the number they are predicting is pretty close to my excel ramblings...

1376.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Matt Giuca Sure, we all know about that spike... But that's a human 
factor... It's not exactly predictable... It's more like an "if"... It's a matter of 
hope... Sometimes happens, sometimes doesn't... Mathematically speaking, 
kicktraq's more precise has it only relies in numbers.

1377.  
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NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

dang it...I brought home about 6 hours worth of work that I have to have done 
by mid-day tomorrow...sigh...I want an hourly job...salaried jobs bite

1378.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

:)

1379.  

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago 

@Em..people in the DMR are so nice they will help you with your KI

1380.  

Horatio about 13 hours ago 

@Sumatria: Callie says I've eaten faarrrrrrr too much during this campaign 
already! 
@Molly: I'd love a Horatio's Diner easter egg! Whaddya think Cyan?

1381.  

Marie-Andree Poisson about 13 hours ago 

@Matt Looking at Kicktraq high projections instead of low projections or 
trends is a good idea. They tend to be more exact.

1382.  

Ron Nerio about 13 hours ago 

Just found out about this project today. I was a big Myst fan. You can thank 
@ActuallyNPH for my donation, learned about this from his tweet.
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1383.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

I find Kicktraq to be fairly useless at predictions but a good source of raw 
data for my own number crunching. They seem to use very simple averages, 
which of course means that the closer we get to the end the more accurate 
the prediction. Kind of like predicting it's going to rain when you can see the 
rain falling a couple of blocks away.

Based on what I've read and seen, these types of campaigns typically end 
with a large, unpredictable surge. based on other successful campaigns I 
have examined I would expect us to land somewhere in the 1.25 to 1.35 
range. But it's very unpredictable. If they have something planned with some 
big guns we could blow past that into the next goal.

1384.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 13 hours ago 

Nice victory music Marein. There's also the classic: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1385.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

It looks to me like we are about to have the 3rd best day in this campaign. 
That bodes so well for the final bump.

1386.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

I agree with Matt. Kickspy obviously uses the curve shapes from previous 
projects to model the final push.
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1387.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

I'd better figure out how to use my Ki to communicate with people in the DRM 
before the party...

1388.  

Sumatria about 13 hours ago 

/me calls Callie....take Horatioout to lunch quick! Before we lose the 
momentum

1389.  

Ian G G Smith about 13 hours ago 

Personally I just log on daily when the updates arrive - I just love to torment 
myself by not knowing what the total is..................... I am off to bed, i reckon 
by the time I wake up in about 8 hours time it will be all over bar the 
celecbrations!!! Good night fellow Obductees!

1390.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio, you deserve some sort of medal for your work on this campaign. 
Cyan should give you an Easter egg. No, you've had enough to eat. Maybe 
"Horatio's Diner" in Obduction.

1391.  

Horatio about 13 hours ago 

lol...I've been here all along. The comments were scrolling so fast no one 
even saw mine.
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1392.  

John Cosgrove about 13 hours ago 

...She's gonna blow!!!!

Hey Atrus, you DID check the crater for other fissures BEFORE you strapped 
on a geothermal generator AND pulled The Big Iron, right?

...RIght?

1393.  

William C. Strohm about 13 hours ago 

Marein, more like "How to Train Saavedro..."

1394.  

Rockman X about 13 hours ago 

If you haven't seen the video in update #21, you really should. It made me 
laugh out loud!

Also, things are really picking up steam! I love this part where the numbers 
start shooting up!

1395.  

Matt Giuca about 13 hours ago 

@Molly Glad I wasn't alone on that one :) 
@Jack/Tiago: I don't consider Kicktraq's projections to be realistic at all. As 
I've been saying for the past two weeks, Kicktraq's projections have been 
hovering just below the 1.1M mark, disregarding the fact we all knew would 
happen that there would be a big spike in funding at the end. I've seen this 
happen before: Kicktraq always under-predicts. It looks like KickSpy's 
projections are more realistic.
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1396.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

we love you Handyman Henry!!

1397.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio, faster faster

1398.  

Handyman Henry about 13 hours ago 

@ Hal ... thank you planetary

1399.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Horatio EAT!!!!!

1400.  

Griffin about 13 hours ago 

Nice lunch break Horatio! ;-)
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Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Jack Breeding Yeah, I know, I use it too. But I just was curious...

1402.  

Marein Könings about 13 hours ago 

@Jack: I disagree about the realism of Kicktraq. Their projection and trend 
curves are very unstable over the course of a project, as opposed to 
Kickspy's.

1403.  

Ryan S. Davis about 13 hours ago 

Go away, Horatio, quick!

1404.  

Horatio about 13 hours ago 

Hey, all! I'm back from lunch..../faints

1405.  

Tom van der Spek about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago - Thank you!

1406.  

Marein Könings about 13 hours ago 

Victory music! http://www.youtube.com/watch…
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1407.  

Jack Breeding about 13 hours ago 

@Tiago Use Kicktraq instead. Their models and projections are more 
realistic, and they update every hour.

1408.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Tom van der Spek Feel free to join me! *offers a cup of coffe*

1409.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

Wow we're like $3K from beating that 10/19 record. We've blasted all the 
other days in between!

1410.  

Tom van der Spek about 13 hours ago 

This is amazing... 2.10am here, but can't sleep anymore!

1411.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

Anyone knows what's kickspy's update frequency? because they are stuck 
with 2 hours late numbers...
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NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

@Matt, yes that was one of my personal milestones. Seeing the total INSIDE 
the bar

1413.  

Matt Giuca about 13 hours ago 

Huzzah! The daily total for today on Kicktraq is big enough to fit the text 
inside the bar :) This hasn't happened since Day 3.

1414.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

$52,700 in the last 24 hours. Kicktraq starts a new day in 3 hours, 13 hours 
left in this day. Charts are looking good!

Only $88K to go in the next 3.5 days!!! Or $288,000 to get to the stretch goal

1415.  

Kevin MacFarland about 13 hours ago 

At this rate, in the next 4 hours!

1416.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

Everyone is invited to the celebration party in the DMR this Friday at 5PM 
Eastern 
Streaming address http://184.82.87.122:6042/ 
We were going to have a pledge drive but its a celebration now - please join 
us!
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Ian G G Smith about 13 hours ago 

ZUB! ZUB! Zub! zub! zzzzuuummmmm!!!............................ 
` Curiosity has once again compelled me to return. Hope fills my heart as I 
see the pledge total so close to its goal. So close..... so close. I realise that 
soon it will be up to the makers - the creators of awe and wonder to do what 
it is they have always done so well and create for us all something 
awesome!.` 
It is good to be part of something so big and so special. 
Time to go go back to the real world 

ZUB! ZUB! Zub! zuummmm.....................

1418.  

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

Ok updated again lets do it lets break all the kicks counters!!!! 
Lets finish this today!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
lets go towards VIRTUAL REALITY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
PS the fog from the second stretch goal is tarting to disappear!!!!! as we are 
going towards 1100K!!! 
I bet that they will show us the stretch goal when we are near 1100K!!!!! 
Lets make them reveal what is behind!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1419.  

Urie David Kline about 13 hours ago 

Now that we've got some very major momentum, I have to ask:

When are we going to reach base funding?

1420.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

Thank you Mr. Harris!
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Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 13 hours ago 

Kicktraq has updated. (and soon to be left behind again muahhaha)

1422.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago 

Victoria Almond at Cyan

1423.  

Cat about 13 hours ago 

Don't blink...or you'll miss the next pledge $ jump :)

1424.  

Daniel Furst about 13 hours ago 

For the record: Mr. Harris tweeted at about 18:40 EST. In the 60 minutes 
following that tweet, Obduction gained 211 backers and $14895, according to 
my log.

1425.  

Em about 13 hours ago 

a little over $87,000 left to go

1426.  

Cat about 13 hours ago 

$1,012,999.
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1427.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

over $52 K earned already today. 4th best day and climbing

1428.  

Ryan S. Davis about 13 hours ago 

James, that's a different reminder. That's from Cyan, not from Kickstarter 
itself.

1429.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago 

@Ryan - got a reminder already and others further down comments

1430.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

I really want both of those first two stretch goals (localization + Rift and then 
a new world). Things are going like hotcakes--maybe we can do it!! Certainly 
with a little extra time in Paypal ...

1431.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

right not tomorrow. Its at 9:06 am EST on Thursday morning

1432.  
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Jason Chau about 13 hours ago 

@Joan Zalot - yes indeed! Perhaps call it ObDOUGtion ^^

1433.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

Thanks @f re!!

1434.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 13 hours ago 

Stretch goal wish - worlds to explore together with others!

1435.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

@Hal, I know, isn't that really exciting!

1436.  

Ryan S. Davis about 13 hours ago 

The reminder emails aren't going out tomorrow. They're going out in a day 
and a half.

1437.  

f re about 13 hours ago 

Had to do it to celebrate the 1M mark. I went up another tier. Love the video, 
love Cyan, love this community. I hope we can keep this spirit, this group all 
together somehow on the Cyan forums later.
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1438.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

There is still the "remind me" emails going out tomorrow - that will produce a 
surge as well.

1439.  

Joan Zalot about 13 hours ago 

Cyan needs to find a way to honor NPH in this game :)

1440.  

Tai'lahr about 13 hours ago 

@Talon: If you want to visit Cyan HQ, just go to Mysterium whenever it's in 
Spokane.

1441.  

Jason Chau about 13 hours ago 

@NomadMolly - no I think our campaign is just running too fast right now for 
Kicktraq's monitoring systems to catch up!

1442.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

@Matthew: indeed, and never forget about the power of positive thinking :)

1443.  
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Matthew Farmer about 13 hours ago 

@Dimitrios don't over-exert yourself financially, man :P

1444.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

An Additional World to Explore for $1.5M perhaps? 

I would like a side of that to go with my Rift.

1445.  

Mariusz Tokarczyk about 13 hours ago 

Way to go CYAN! You guys should have done this a long time ago. Now, lets 
start pledging for the sequel ;)

1446.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

Cyan: add a $1,000 tier where we can visit Cyan HQ for 1 hour and we even 
have to pay our own airfare!

1447.  

Matthew Farmer about 13 hours ago 

@Talon I really hope we do hit 20k, but we may eventually level out after the 
initial NPH boost. Then again, there will be the 2-day flurry, so I don't know. 
Anything could happen/
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Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

I will update again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i can resist !!!!!!!!!!!

1449.  

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

@ Sumatria please call an ambulance WE will need it!!!!

1450.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Craig Jacobs Kickspy is the same... is stuck with results of over 2 hours 
ago...

1451.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

Thank you new backers. We love you! You are going to help make a GREAT 
game.

1452.  

Hal C about 13 hours ago 

@ActuallyNPH How I met your mother and kicked a kickstarter! Thank you 
Doogie Howser, M.D.!!

1453.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

@Daniel - was joke.
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1454.  

J.B. Lewis about 13 hours ago 

Cyan, please reveal that next stretch goal!

1455.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

Good riddance, Kicktraq -- bahahahah!

1456.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

Kicktraq still says $997. Poo on Kicktraq.

1457.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

at this rate we are going to leave Kicktraq in the dust

1458.  

Lisa C about 13 hours ago 

Another 6 minutes to Kicktraq update... Spam F5!!!

1459.  
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Sumatria about 13 hours ago 

OMG!! BREATHE IN....BREATHE OUT...ahhh...Breathe in.... Breathe out...

1460.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

@Hal...my sister's birthday that was...and we all ignored her..John Kennedy 
was shot on my other sisters bday and we ignored her that day too.

1461.  

Daniel about 13 hours ago 

@Craig it updates every hour

1462.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

"One small step for man one giant leap for cyankind."

1463.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

I think we broke KickTraq. They still show $997,033

1464.  

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

@ Hal we are the rocket!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1465.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

This is worth it, just to see those numbers climbing through the roof tonight

1466.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 13 hours ago 

My wife (who really has nothing to do with any of this) just got a "Dear friend 
of Cyan" email asking her to donate to Obduction. In the 10 years we've been 
together, I don't remember ever using her email for anything Cyan related. I 
assume there must have been a time I didn't have access to my email and 
used hers. I'm not sure why they would have her email.

THIS IS GREAT!! If even my wife who has never played a game in her life 
got this email, they must be looking through every single list they have and 
emailing EVERYONE!

1467.  

Megan Lewis about 13 hours ago 

SOOO glad NPH tweeted about this, I would have kicked myself if I'd missed 
out!

1468.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

@Matthew: I think it is more likely than not we WILL hit 20k backers! Are you 
not seeing this frenzy ATM???

1469.  
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Hal C about 13 hours ago 

This is as exciting as watching the first moon landing!

1470.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

Goodness gracious great balls of fire!!!

1471.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

the 48 hour reminder hasn't even gone out yet...lets get that stretch goal!

1472.  

David Boucher about 13 hours ago 

I'd love it if Cyan would make some kind of Journal program based upon a 
'myst' design; the interface is would be very simple. You load this thing, and 
you're presented with a bookshelf, containing a single book. 

This is your personal journal, the first.

You click the book, and it slides out from the shelf; you see the cover which is 
blank at first, but you can write on it and maybe put a photo on it. Then you 
click a corner of the book, and it opens to a blank page.

Interface might be like a writing desk?

Your cursor appears as a quill, and you type to write is beautiful running 
cursive ala myst style, though you can change the font. The interface would 
probably be as a writing desk, or just simple 'period' things around the book.

A very simple journal / word processor. No awful MS-WORD white screen, no 
spell checker, or other rubbish or distractions; just the 'real' digital parchment 
book on screen with your very simple tools around it. A blotter to 'rub out' 
mistakes, different 'pens' on the desk to change the 'font', click the inkwell to 
change the colour, etc.

And when you type, you hear the sound of quill gently on parchment. To 'add' 
pages you click the lower corner of your open book. You 'save' by clicking a 
bookshelf, or 'closing' your book. Really simple and so very authentic.

I'd LOVE it if Cyan would whip up something like this!
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1473.  

Matthew Farmer about 13 hours ago 

Everyone get ready to see a beautiful, steep line on kicktraq

1474.  

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 13 hours ago 

17k and 1M!!!! Woot!!!!

1475.  

Griffin about 13 hours ago 

wooo 17,000 backers! Welcome to the ride everybody.

1476.  

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

/me screaming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1477.  

Kevin MacFarland about 13 hours ago 

17000!!!

1478.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

@Molly: hehe

1479.  

John Cosgrove about 13 hours ago 

17,000!!!!

1480.  

Matthew Farmer about 13 hours ago 

Also yay 17k

1481.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 13 hours ago 

17,000 Backers now

1482.  

Tom van der Spek about 13 hours ago 

$5000 in less than ten minuten and 17,000 backers almost there! We see it 
happen right for our eyes! 5...4...3...2...1... Yes!

1483.  

Michael Ozark about 13 hours ago 

17000 !!
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1484.  

realXCV about 13 hours ago 

17000

1485.  

Matthew Farmer about 13 hours ago 

I don't think we're going to hit 20k backers, not unless those who hit Remind 
Me are a much larger number than we expect.

1486.  

Dimitrios about 13 hours ago 

as i told earlier the number is always minus 90 backers and 90x60$=5400$ 
minus also and with the big guns is more behind at this moment maybe 
10000$ lower than the true number!

1487.  

Craig Jacobs about 13 hours ago 

1.3 million baby. I want me some Rift.

1488.  

Cat about 13 hours ago 

And look at the money flowing in...just as Atrus...er, Rand...said it would! ;)

1489.  
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Michael Ozark about 13 hours ago 

How far can we go??

1490.  

Silorme about 13 hours ago 

I hoped putting up those two fliers today at my college would make a 
difference, but did not expect this! :-)

1491.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago 

A warm welcome and THANK YOU to Egg-Sibitionist backer #25 and of 
course, to allllll over today's backers!

1492.  

Mark Scheiffley about 13 hours ago 

@Talon: completely there with you. Would love to do the EGG level, but 
pretty sure the lovely wife would not be pleased...

1493.  

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago 

me too Talon, just because the photo of my car is now pseudo famous, lol. 
Thought maybe I should give it a home in the game, but I'm not sure I can 
afford that little narcissism.hahahah

1494.  

Tiago Regueiras about 13 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr That must be it!!!
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1495.  

Lorna Hartman about 13 hours ago 

@John bahahahaha

1496.  

Jessi about 13 hours ago 

Congratulations on reaching 1 million! Almost there! :)

1497.  

realXCV about 13 hours ago 

Almost 17000 backers

1498.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

@Mark: I wish, I really really do. Just not in the cards... I AM eyeing the Egg-
Sibitionist tier, however.

1499.  

John Cosgrove about 14 hours ago 

What a way to wake up!!!! $1million!!!!! and such an awesome video!!!

Even more notes up at www.thankyoucyan.com - only 29 more and we have 
a hundred!!! I wanna be tweeting that people - why? because it's another way 
to get ATTENTION to this baby!

C'mon! Rand's lever might be broken, but we can still get this thing gushing!

...that sounded better in my head...
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1500.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1501.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

Y'all are giving all the credit to NPH, but what about Horatio? He's not here, 
so obviously he's still at lunch. ; )

1502.  

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago 

@Handyman: Check the latest project update.

1503.  

Kristen Brown (Weldergeek) about 14 hours ago 

$1,010,000! Keep going!

1504.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

@Handyman: Update #21

1505.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

@Handyman: it's linked in the latest update.

1506.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

@talon: pledge +$4500

1507.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

we will hit 1.020!!!! my prediction is that now its the time for the big guns!!!!! 
They will run for the higher empty slots (850,4.5,10K)!!!!!!

1508.  

Handyman Henry about 14 hours ago 

Where is this video?..I didn't get it

1509.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

How smart of Cyan, making everyone want to visit their awesome compound. 
Oh, what's this? There are 2 tiers where I can go there as a reward???

1510.  

Michael Ozark about 14 hours ago 

Close to 17,000 backers!
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1511.  

Patrick Karjala about 14 hours ago 

Just convinced two of my co-workers to back. :D

1512.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

@Tiago It's not a good idea to mix a relaxant and a stimulant- your body 
won't take it well :/

1513.  

Griffin about 14 hours ago 

@Michael sorry, we have already heard no more Strata levels. Any backer at 
$25 or up does get a 25% discount on anything in their store, if you cared 
about that. Otherwise, I think you could do really cool things with the egg-
sibitionist tier, it doesn't have to be private if you don't want it to be

1514.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

@ Ryan :( 
EGG slots and 4,5k ,10K will vanish!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
We are taking off!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CATACLYSM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1515.  

Ian Hibbert about 14 hours ago 

Well NPH would seem to have 7 MILLION followers! That has to be a good 
thing!
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1516.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

I don't think I'll sleep tonight... Nop! Scotch at my left, fresh coffee pot at my 
right!!

1517.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Oatmeal (Matthew Inman) R Tweeted.

1518.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

Crazy, almost 2am in the night...

'Starpower starpower starpower 
Over me' #cyanHQ

1519.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

*waves back at Castine* :)

1520.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

that was a 4500$ more!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it will show up in minutes!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
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1521.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Geek and Sundry already gave us a nice boost. Let's not bug them.

1522.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

i tweeted GeekandSundry!!!! I will scream also!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1523.  

SeanMc74 about 14 hours ago 

I haven't seen the numbers go up like this since the first weekend. Only 
$91,000 to go.

1524.  

Robert Milius about 14 hours ago 

Robin Williams is a hardcore gamer, he named his kid Zelda, has anyone 
tweeted him?

1525.  

Castine about 14 hours ago 

@tachzusamm: good to see you here :)

We will make it !
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1526.  

Aaron Light about 14 hours ago 

Augh the suspense!!!! Will the final $92k be pledged? D:

1527.  

Michael L. Ward about 14 hours ago 

I don't suppose it'd be possible to increase the number of backers for the 
Strata tier? I'm considering upping my ante to help push this over the edge, 
but the $4500 tier is too steep.

1528.  

Tyrium about 14 hours ago 

This is awesome, you can actually see it climbing! :D

1529.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

@Horatio, hey why not. Most adventure gamers are also Sci Fi fans

1530.  

George about 14 hours ago 

@Nick if I had a million do-loo-ooo-llars... I'd play Myst (while waiting for 
Obduction) :)

1531.  
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Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

OK, I'll tweet Oatmeal too.

1532.  

Horatio about 14 hours ago 

I tweeted Neil Gaiman - just hope he might be a fan.

1533.  

Dennis Simcott about 14 hours ago 

Hey Cyan. Would you please consider including the pages of the "art of cyan 
book" into the "art of obduction" hardback book, perhaps as an addendum?

1534.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Tweet @Oatmeal 
I mentioned it earlier, but not sure anyone did.

1535.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

@ ALL and at 15 November is the new salary!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Now push update tweet,share scream,do whatever you can lets push more 
lets do it!!!!!!!!!!!!

1536.  

Tom van der Spek about 14 hours ago 

Wake up in the middle of the night and seeing this.... WOOOOW!!!
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1537.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

So NPH, Wil Wheaton, Barenaked Ladies. Who else?

1538.  

David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

I hope that even when funding ends for this, that Cyan keeps us updated with 
progress / how they're doing / little teases of the final product.... :)

1539.  

Kate Jacobs about 14 hours ago 

So happy this is happening, only a little bit more. I wish my pledge could 
have been more, good luck!

1540.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

Someone tweet the BARENAKED LADIES. They may help.

1541.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

@realXCV hahaha so true.

1542.  
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Cat about 14 hours ago 

The old Spyder tactics come to mind...

1543.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Tweeted Wil Wheaton. Cross your fingers!

1544.  

realXCV about 14 hours ago 

You look away for 1 second and... 
"Show 388495785893479734797 newer comments"

1545.  

Kevin MacFarland about 14 hours ago 

43 to 17k backers!!

1546.  

nyctalope about 14 hours ago 

spotted tony!

1547.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 14 hours ago 

Update!
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1548.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago 

@Cat Oh yeah, just saw that now! Hmmmm, interesting!

1549.  

William C. Strohm about 14 hours ago 

When Rand pulled that "big iron," I thought I was about to be let out of my 
cage.

1550.  

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago 

@Cat: I'm thinking that they truthfully put that message there as not to 
misdirect the ARG solvers :) So I don't think there are clues in the video.

1551.  

Erik Jung about 14 hours ago 

Just saw the tweet from NPH. Very excited, don't want to wait 2 years 
though! I'm sure it'll be good.

1552.  

Sharon Guerrette about 14 hours ago 

So quiet all of a sudden, everyone watching the video looking for clues...

1553.  
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Jack Breeding about 14 hours ago 

@William: And today also has the 5th highest amount of new backers.

1554.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

Just wondering if the disclaimer at the end of the video is real or a red 
herring... ; )

1555.  

Ken about 14 hours ago 

Just think that when it says 2 days to go it really is 3 because if you look it will 
say 2 days 23 hours 59 min.

1556.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 14 hours ago 

@Cat: Shhhhhhh.....

1557.  

Cat about 14 hours ago 

@Marein--Well...I found out about it yesterday. So I'm guessing those WERE 
clues? :)

1558.  

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago 

@Cat: Have you been following the ARG?
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1559.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

Bring him the donuts!

1560.  

William C. Strohm about 14 hours ago 

We have already exceeded yesterday's total...

1561.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago 

@David That's it! I bet if Atrus pulled The Big Iron, money would flow. 
Wonder if he will?

1562.  

nyctalope about 14 hours ago 

might i just add, that looks like an awesome workplace.

1563.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

@David Boucher: Plus, his voice is very distinctive, too. 
Oh, and there was that very familiar building in the background, too. ;)

1564.  
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Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Man, we're almost at 17K backers and we were just saying that we're almost 
at 16K backers!

1565.  

Cat about 14 hours ago 

Did anyone else notice the small print at the end of the video...?

1566.  

David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

It's weird... we haven't seen him for ages, but as soon as Rand appears on 
videos... you immediately RECOGNIZE him / 'know' him, who he is! Part of 
your brain that played Myst/Riven so long ago goes... "Holy s**t! Yes, he's a 
little older now but... that's... that's Rand/Atrus!"

1567.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

@ Talon EGG SLOTS will VANISH !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1568.  

Scott Benton about 14 hours ago 

I seriously want to drop the 10K on this thing for the trip to Cyan. Talk about 
dreams coming true for something like that, but that's a goal I just cannot 
reach financially. Still, there's plenty of the higher slots open and I'll keep my 
eye on them as well to make sure I don't miss out.
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Matt Giuca about 14 hours ago 

NPH: I request the highest of fives!

1570.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

The Egg-Sibitionist tier is looking awfully tempting. I bet it will fill up 
completely before the campaign is over.

1571.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

RAND WE LOVE YOU WE WILL GIVE FOR YOU WHATEVER WE 
CAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1572.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

Thank you Scott!!

1573.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago 

It all happened on 11/12/13

1574.  

Jason Andersen about 14 hours ago 

@Dimitrios: Your exclamations hurt my brain. :D
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1575.  

Sharon Guerrette about 14 hours ago 

Great video, such excitement in the air!!! Loving it!!

1576.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

@ Scott , that is IF you find a slot open lol but thank you in advance you are 
very kind!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
lets do it faster , higher further!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1577.  

Jason Andersen about 14 hours ago 

FYI, currently today is the 5th highest total day... can we push it over $55k 
and beat Day 3?

1578.  

Richard Price about 14 hours ago 

Cool! Turn my back for 10 minutes and suddenly we've gone past 1million. 
I'm too old to get this excited!

1579.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago 

The video in Update 21 was great! Another gadget to 'puzzle' over...
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1580.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

@Jim thanks, that video is #awwwwwwwwwesome

1581.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 14 hours ago 

Now that just made my day!

1582.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

Again, someone, tweet this to the Barenaked Ladies. They are (awesome) 
geeks, and may help.

1583.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

I think someone tweeted NPH a long time ago, and he must have waited until 
now to say something. I think he made the right move, right before the end.

1584.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 14 hours ago 

LOL! Great video - loved the end bit. :-D
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Rose about 14 hours ago 

Love the video!!!! GOGOGOGOGOGOGO!!!!!

1586.  

Kevin MacFarland about 14 hours ago 

Loved Rand's Youtube video!!!

1587.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Who tweeted Neil Patrick Harris? I can tweet Wil Wheaton but want to know 
what that other successful tweet said!

1588.  

Pleasure Mechanics.com about 14 hours ago 

The big iron activated! Let the pledges FLOW!

1589.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

CYAN--Loved the video! You were just waiting to post that, weren't you? 
That's awesome. Particularly that one dismayed hashtag.

1590.  

Scott Benton about 14 hours ago 

As soon as the money clears (have to make sure it will before Amazon pulls 
the funds at the end), I'll be upgrading my pledge to a MUCH higher tier.
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1591.  

Joshua Sauer about 14 hours ago 

I don't do twitter, but maybe somebody that does could see if Wil Wheaton 
was interested?

1592.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

lets continue lets push forward lets do it lets take off lets make the VIRTUAL 
REALITY come true!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
UPDATE PLEDGES NOW ITS TIME LETS MAKE THE PPL WHO HAVE 
DOUBTS TO FOLLOW US LETS BLOW THIS SITE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1593.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

Ugh, the wait for Oct. 15th, 2015 is going to be an awfully long time...

1594.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

@Tako aaaaagh you talked me into it. I can go $6 higher.

1595.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 14 hours ago 

It is time. Let's see how high I can push my pledge.
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1596.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago 

coming up on 17K backers folks

1597.  

Jason Andersen about 14 hours ago 

@ Marein: Awesome. Thanks for linking!

1598.  

Zack Bernardin about 14 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris may just be one of my favorite celebrities ever now.

1599.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

And comments stop for 2:30

1600.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

@Rand & Cyan: Awesome video!

1601.  
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Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

Has anyone contacted Ed Robertson or the rest of the Barenaked Ladies? 
They are super geeks, and I am sure played many of the MYST games!

I don't use twitter, so if someone can contact them, it may help.

1602.  

Jim Higgitt about 14 hours ago 

haha, love it, go watch rand: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1603.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

oh my god!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! RAND I LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1604.  

JWPlatt about 14 hours ago 

So now that the stars are coming out in support, has anyone attempted my 
suggestion of pleading support from the producers and stars of Big Bang 
Theory? Of all the shows in existence, they'd be the ones who'd likely be 
interested. Which kind of relates to the good Will Wheaton suggestion in a 
previous comment.

1605.  

Robert Milius about 14 hours ago 

I have the Doogie Houser theme stuck in my head now. Make it stop.....

1606.  
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Tako Shak (KT) about 14 hours ago 

We need less than $6 per current backer now to reach the goal. :)

1607.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

@JB..indeed!

1608.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

and 850 i think!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
EGG slots will VANISH soon very soon!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1609.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

@Joshua Sauer

He's a big geek (like the rest of us)! I am sure he loved it!

1610.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

@Mark Holy providence?

1611.  

Michael Winter about 14 hours ago 

we're up $7,500 in twenty minutes. Must....keep....calm.....
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1612.  

J.B. Lewis about 14 hours ago 

Life! Life in the desert!

1613.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

@tiago: I thought the best part was you calling for a million right then!

1614.  

Cat about 14 hours ago 

I'm seeing a snowball effect here....

1615.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

oh my god it will show in a while we are heading towards 1.010K in a few 
seconds!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1616.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

@RAWA's mama, thanks for your inspiration and keeping our morale up. 
We've pushed and pushed and will continue to push. There's no company out 
there that does what Cyan does and we believe in them. Glad you're here!
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Joshua Sauer about 14 hours ago 

Anybody know if Wil Wheaton is a fan of Myst? I'll bet he's got a lot of people 
reading his Twitter feed.

1618.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

@Will I think you've got an extra 0 there, mate

1619.  

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago 

Rand just put this video up http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1620.  

Owen Carson about 14 hours ago 

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1621.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

@Mark Thank you for the souvenir!!! I'm in the picture and everything! I think 
I'm going to frame it, right next to the 1.1 million pic that we'll have tomorrow 
=D

1622.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

There are too many Nicks/Nicholas-es here. The rest of you have to change 
your names.
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1623.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts about 14 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris's tweet helped launch us over $1 million!

https://twitter.com/ActuallyNPH/status/400407542649458690

1624.  

Steven Valentine about 14 hours ago 

some one did a $4500 back

1625.  

Jim Higgitt about 14 hours ago 

only counting down in 5 figures now, 95k ftw!

1626.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

Lets force Cyan to show up lets hit 1.020.000 in 10 minutes!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
We can do it!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
"Ισχυς εν τη ενώση" United Power!!!!!!!!!!!

1627.  

RAWA's mama about 14 hours ago 

Wow--- From my "I just walked in" comment to my "I Have to read back 
commentws " was less than a minute and look at all the comments between 
in that time frame. SWEET !!
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1628.  

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago 

Okay, this is amazing, but I need to go home. Will check back in when I get 
there!

1629.  

Jason Andersen about 14 hours ago 

I go away for a long weekend and y'all hit 1 million on me. Way to go!

And here I was on Thursday hoping we'd get to 950k by tomorrow... ;)

1630.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 14 hours ago 

Where did all this money suddenly come from?!

1631.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

@Ryan They tweeted after the 1mil, or at least #obduction did.

1632.  

Nicholas Molle about 14 hours ago 

@ Rachel. No ,I just noticed it 10 seconds before I posted.
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David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

To the backers who pledged $10,000 or more; if you go to Cyan....

First: Mind your manners, there...

Second: Tell us all how it went!

1634.  

Jarrah Lindsay about 14 hours ago 

That was sudden! I was expecting it a be a few more hours yet.

1635.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

I want Oculus Rift BADLY!!

1636.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Cyan? Care to comment?

1637.  

William C. Strohm about 14 hours ago 

$996,000 to go...

1638.  

Russell Deitch about 14 hours ago 

@Rachel, I live just outside Luton and work in M/K!

Woo hoo! $1M. Bring on the surge and the stretch goals! :)
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1639.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

My European friends in the Second Life URU community are praying for 
localization, so lets get those donations

1640.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

For those of you that missed the $1000000 moment: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2vbf58xivnmvlyl/Photo%20Nov%2012%2C
%207%2006%2014%20PM.png

1641.  

TrueStoryGuy about 14 hours ago 

NPH tweeted us!!! Yay!

1642.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

Right on, Tiago! :)

1643.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

A great big THANK YOU and warm welcome to "Let's do Launch at Cyan" 
backer #5! You are a hero amongst men.
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1644.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

hehe Lorna

1645.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

@Nicholas Were you waiting just so you could make that joke?

1646.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

One hundred more backers 'till 17k!

1647.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

@ Tiago i drink 2 glasses in a sec!!! 
Oh my god the number is rising very very very fast 
help!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1648.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago 

@Tiago *runs over to Tiago with a glass* spot a couple of fingers for a fellow 
fan??
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Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

$1.1 million, PUT YOUR TUX ON, WE CAN SEE YOU!

1650.  

Sean Reynolds about 14 hours ago 

@Tiago, Me too, Feels like were going to make it!

1651.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

and beyond!

1652.  

Nicholas Molle about 14 hours ago 

Our digital downloads are OVER 9000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1653.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

TO OBDUCTION!!!

1654.  

Acorn about 14 hours ago 

@Rachel - I was about to post exactly the same thing! Night all.
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Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

serving myself a nice glass of 12 years old scotch :-D

1656.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

i updated again lets do it lets go higher!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lets launch OUR 
ROCKET!

1657.  

RAWA's mama about 14 hours ago 

Now I have to spend I don't know how long reading back comments. I'm sure 
there a lot of them and I will enjoy every one of them. I'll still keep my eye on 
the total :)

1658.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

@Alahmnat Too bad he's a Tolkien fan, and not a Miller fan D:

1659.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

Ok bedtime for me guys, but with a bit of luck and the Neil Patrick Harris 
Effect, we will be fully backed in the morning (GMT)!

1660.  

narniaozmasar about 14 hours ago 

@alahmnat YES, I totally support that. Go Colbert!
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1661.  

Andre Mas about 14 hours ago 

Keeping my fingers crossed. We are very close, but that finishing line still 
needs help. I'll only scream victory on the other side of the line. Keep on 
promoting.

1662.  

Blake Muxo about 14 hours ago 

God Bless the NPH Effect

1663.  

Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

@Michael O - if the NPH effect carries through the night... $1.1M in 18 hours.

1664.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

What will be interesting is to look at the kicktraq for the next hour- it will be 
the start of that nice steep upward trend.

1665.  

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago 

Now all we need is a Colbert Bump™...
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Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

@Rachel: maybe he'll up in the REAL Rush... ;)

1667.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Cyan--we believe in you a million bucks and more!!!!!

1668.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

I think I'm drunk off excitement! This glass of chianti MIGHT be assisting a 
bit, truth be told gentlemen.

1669.  

Hal C about 14 hours ago 

/me cheers and gets ready for the celebration party!

1670.  

Adam Morgan about 14 hours ago 

Wow! The Neil Patrick Harris Effect!

1671.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 14 hours ago 

Whoa we flew into that 1 million!!! 
Woohoo!!!!
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1672.  

Michael Ozark about 14 hours ago 

Wow! I take a few minutes to go eat dinner and look at this!! How far can we 
go tonight??

1673.  

Christopher Burce about 14 hours ago 

Oh yeah *virtual dance*!

1674.  

Diocletian about 14 hours ago 

@Leonardo, now that is fuuuuny,,,,

1675.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

Wouldn't it be awesome if NPH himself backed the top tier $10,000? 
Assuming he wasn't the $4,500 backer that pushed us over 1 million...

1676.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

only 10 more $25 backers :D
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christine about 14 hours ago 

WOW we GOT IT ! merveilleux ! aih aih aih .....

1678.  

Em about 14 hours ago 

I logged in AND NEARLY WEED MY PANTS

1679.  

Horatio about 14 hours ago 

100 BILLION DOLL...wait...1 MILLION DOLLARS!

1680.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

:P

1681.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

Cyan, prepare the stretch goals!!!!

1682.  

Robe Stout about 14 hours ago 

lol @ talon
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Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

i will update more now!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lets go 
feel the rhythm, dance with us!

1684.  

Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

Hmm. And here I thought my 10K in 2.6 hour estimate was optimistic. That 
was 13K in 2 hours. Wow you guys!!!

1685.  

Leonardo Jones about 14 hours ago 

One MILLION Dollars! *pinky to the mouth*

1686.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

Screw a ps4 I'm buyin an Oculus Rift!!

1687.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

Virtual Reality!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!? 
NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
OUR TRUTH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
CYAN IS BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1688.  

William C. Strohm about 14 hours ago 

Champagne now cooling...
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1689.  

David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

HOLY F----!!!!!! WE'VE REACHED a million!!!!!!! FOR CYAN!!!!

1690.  

Jack Breeding about 14 hours ago 

Trust NPH. He's a doctor.

1691.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

Yay, we hit a million before the 48 hour email gets sent out :)

1692.  

RAWA's mama about 14 hours ago 

I just walked in and we were at $994 - went to the family to say we didn't miss 
$1,000,000 - came back and it's 
1,002,991 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (sorry Dimitrios - Had to 
use some of your (!!!!!!'s)

1693.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

Let's follow King Dimitiros!!!!!!!! :)

1694.  
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Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago 

ONE MILLION!! BOOM!

1695.  

Jason Bowerman about 14 hours ago 

1 Million we got this in the bag!

1696.  

Jose Cardoso about 14 hours ago 

I was so engrossed in getting my Windows 8 VM installed for a Cyan/Steam 
splurge I missed it. :(

1697.  

Kevin MacFarland about 14 hours ago 

Oculus rift and localization, here we come

1698.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

now push more more now its the time lets celebrate!!!!!!!!!!! update pledge all 
together

1699.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

Once the $25 pledge hits 9000, that's a solid $225000 alone...
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1700.  

Kristen J about 14 hours ago 

Everyone send NPH a thank you tweet!

1701.  

Cat about 14 hours ago 

Yowser!!!!! :D

1702.  

laughingpineapple about 14 hours ago 

And the tree grows again...

1703.  

greg kriezel about 14 hours ago 

Damn, at this rate we will hit 1.1 by tomorrow morning. Hello stretch goals.

1704.  

Sean Reynolds about 14 hours ago 

OMG I only went for a drink!!!!!!!!!!!!! Well done, Kudos people, This is ace!

1705.  
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Katie Funk about 14 hours ago 

1 MILLION!!!! So excited!!

1706.  

Jose Cardoso about 14 hours ago 

Blimey! That $1m was quick. Well done everyone! Just another $100,000 to 
go. ;)

1707.  

David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

Oh, gods... Myst Library... there were the books about the various Ages, yes. 
But... so many burned books... :( I wonder what their pages held, before 
Sirrus and Achenar burned them? Damn you...

1708.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 14 hours ago 

IT JUST FLEW PAST $1,000,000!!!!! WOOHOO!!!!

1709.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

@Tiago--waiting for it .... :)

1710.  

Helena about 14 hours ago 

(Dr Evil voice) One MEELION dollars!
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1711.  

Sumatria about 14 hours ago 

Woohoo....watching party steamers...now waiting for the fireworks

1712.  

Jessica Bennett about 14 hours ago 

Well, that was worth staying for. Night everyone

1713.  

nyctalope about 14 hours ago 

someone highfive NPH

1714.  

Brad'li / Adeon Writer about 14 hours ago 

In case anyone's wondering what's going on: 
http://img.ctrlv.in/img/5282c23feea9f.jpg

1715.  

Christopher Burce about 14 hours ago 

We've got a new $4500 backer!

1716.  
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Laura Gibbs about 14 hours ago 

Just sitting here watching it like a hawk, look away for a second and it hits 
pasts 1 million, this is amazing

1717.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

Somebody just pledge or up'd their pledge by $5,000 without selection a 
higher tier reward! You are a hero amongst men sir/maam!!!

1718.  

Owen Carson about 14 hours ago 

(game show voice) congratulations cyan you just won one milllllllion 
dolllaarrss

1719.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

THE SEED HAS SCATTERED :)

1720.  

Garrett Nay about 14 hours ago 

Wow. That just made my day!

1721.  

Jack Breeding about 14 hours ago 

Thank you NPH! You rock!
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1722.  

Kevin MacFarland about 14 hours ago 

And another 4500 backer. Thank you, and thank you NPH

1723.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

i told you we will explode the site!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1724.  

christine about 14 hours ago 

yes molly send us some of your material be happy to stream it 
perhaps you will be ok to say hello but we send you all the best wishes for 
tomorrow !

1725.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

wait for it!

1726.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago 

it's going nuts, soo sweet

1727.  
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Kevin Mills about 14 hours ago 

So close...

1728.  

narniaozmasar about 14 hours ago 

Thank-you new 4.5k Let's do launch at Cyan backer!

1729.  

Marein Könings about 14 hours ago 

Praise the maker! Awesome job, all backers and supporters!!!

1730.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Thanks to the new LAUNCH backer!

1731.  

Steven Valentine about 14 hours ago 

wow go to get drink was at 997 now over 1m

1732.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

97-something thousand left! We got this!

1733.  
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Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 14 hours ago 

@ Paul D. LOL! Nice one.

1734.  

Kate W about 14 hours ago 

Holy moly! NPH for the win, huh?

1735.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

Wooooooooooo!! Now I can go to bed :-D At this rate, it'll be funded by 
morning, and we can start working on those stretch goals!

1736.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 14 hours ago 

:))

1737.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 14 hours ago 

We have a new 4.5K backer. Thank you!

1738.  

nyctalope about 14 hours ago 

YES
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1739.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 14 hours ago 

What a fantastic bunch of people i'll say it here the way I say it best 
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/316/1/a/obduction_crowd_fin1_by_wode
house1-d6u156v.jpg

1740.  

Sumatria about 14 hours ago 

/me paces the floor with great anticipation

1741.  

Paul Deshaies Jr about 14 hours ago 

DARY

1742.  

Nicholas Molle about 14 hours ago 

BAMMMMMMM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1743.  

Anedmo about 14 hours ago 

just fainted...

1744.  
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Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

Thank you to Launch Backer #5 for that last push :)

1745.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

WOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!

1746.  

Christopher Burce about 14 hours ago 

OMG

1747.  

Colin Wheaton about 14 hours ago 

w00t

1748.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Now let's hit that $100 grand!!!

1749.  

Paul Deshaies Jr about 14 hours ago 

THIS IS LEGEN...

1750.  
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Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

1.002.421$

1751.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

@Matthew, we know that, but it is a serious milestone. In the last minute 
push we will easily make the rest. It is very likely that we will get the funding 
now.

1752.  

Mesnab about 14 hours ago 

WOOHOOO!!!!

1753.  

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago 

[FUNDING INTENSIFIES]

1754.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago 

I million

1755.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 14 hours ago 

Wow!! That happened!!
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1756.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

JUST LIKE THAT!!!!!

1757.  

SeanMc74 about 14 hours ago 

Woo hoo a million!

1758.  

Griffin about 14 hours ago 

whoooooooooosh! wooooohooooo one million and climbing!

1759.  

Jack Breeding about 14 hours ago 

I go away for a minute, and I miss it! Well done everyone!

1760.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

Ok i updated!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! yessssssssssssssssss

1761.  
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narniaozmasar about 14 hours ago 

1 mill!!!

@Matthew, and 1.1 might get the project funded, but 1.3 mill is my own 
personal goal. Aim high and all that. I want to reach at least one stretch 
goal!!!

1762.  

Andrew Seeger about 14 hours ago 

$1,002,296 WOW!!!!!!!

1763.  

Kristen J about 14 hours ago 

BOOM!

1764.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago 

A million!

1765.  

Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

*maniacal grin* 1 Million...

1766.  

Kevin MacFarland about 14 hours ago 

1MILLION WOOOTTTT
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1767.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

HOLY CRAP 

ONE MILLION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1768.  

Robe Stout about 14 hours ago 

ya beauty!!!

1769.  

Acorn about 14 hours ago 

yaaay

1770.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 14 hours ago 

WHOH! 1 Million!

1771.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

Holy hell... someone just... something.

1772.  
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Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

WE DID IT!!!!!!!

1773.  

Daniel Furst about 14 hours ago 

wat

1774.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 14 hours ago 

RAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!

1775.  

Michael Winter about 14 hours ago 

YEESSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1776.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

1 million!

1777.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago 

HOLY CRAP! I leave and come back to Egg-Sibitionist backer #24 and 
Double Disc backer #67 and a wonderful influx of Art Collectors and Show & 
Tellers!! HECK YEAH GUYS!!
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1778.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

I love how we have a crazy fan name, even before our game has been made!

C'mon Obductees!

1779.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

WHAT DO WE WANT??? A MILLION!!! WHEN DO WE WANT IT??? 
NOW!!!!!!

1780.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

Just a reminder, 1mil isn't the goal, 1.1 is ;)

1781.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

Yep Cyan, you need to get working on our new game...

1782.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 14 hours ago 

That's us: The crazy Obductees!!

1783.  
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Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

Maybe the e-mails from Cyan helped some, too.

1784.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

CHAT ROOOOM!! We are SO FREAKIN' CLOSE!

1785.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

90% is done! WE WANT MORE!!!

1786.  

christine about 14 hours ago 

@ Molly .. Yes Molly we have posted on the Uru forum , and contact me on 
skype posted below I will tell everything on how to reach us on TS and 
anything you like to know , we will play Myst music as per request Alan D has 
also a set of pieces he chose for the event anyone interested in talking 
aboutURU and their experience with Myst is welcome 
It will be at 3PM KI time (URU TIME)

1787.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 14 hours ago 

Suhweet! So exciting! Thanks NPH!

1788.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Cyan, you better only have one eye on these numbers...you've still got work 
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to do! :)

1789.  

David Boucher about 14 hours ago 

$997,230 ....... WHARBLARGLE!!!!! Holy [censored], we ARE gonna make 
it!!!!!

1790.  

Acorn about 14 hours ago 

sooooo close

1791.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 14 hours ago 

You guys are totally crazy, turning this pinboard into a chatroom, lol 
Good night everybody !

1792.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

Wow, I feel like it could hit a million in the next few minutes.

1793.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago 

So I wonder, are the jaws at Cyan on the floor or grinning like they're silly?
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1794.  

Anedmo about 14 hours ago 

Should to go to bed - but - hey - not now - far too much excited - what a run 
in the moment!!

1795.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

i will add more now!!!!! cant lose it. Lets do it lets explode this thng 
@ALL pledge more now !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1796.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 14 hours ago 

Man this is exciting!! Who knew watching numbers could be so much fun!!!

1797.  

Matthew Farmer about 14 hours ago 

@paul Most likely- I don't know of any way of knowing for sure unless you 
asked him XD

1798.  

Daniel about 14 hours ago 

@Paul He tweeted about the Kickstarter
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Mesnab about 14 hours ago 

Hi all! GO, GO, GO!!! Woot!!

1800.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago 

Man it's working like gangbusters! 1mil is sooooo close!

1801.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

/me cant breath!

1802.  

Tiago Regueiras about 14 hours ago 

Almost there! ALMOST THERE!!!!

1803.  

Jack Breeding about 14 hours ago 

Here's the surge we've all been waiting for!

1804.  

Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

Less than $3K to go!

1805.  
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Diocletian about 14 hours ago 

@Alahmnat@Lorna@ Thanks, that is great news! Looks like we will play this 
game in 2015!

1806.  

Paul Deshaies Jr about 14 hours ago 

Is NPH a backer?

1807.  

Michael Winter about 14 hours ago 

Man, this is like day one all over again. I'm loving it.

1808.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

Right, that's decided, I'm staying up for the 1M! Shouldn't be too long 
hopefully...

1809.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

MAN it has taken off since Dr. Horrible tweeted!

1810.  

SeanMc74 about 14 hours ago 

The NPH boost will get us to a million in no time. :)
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1811.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 14 hours ago 

wow, things are poping

1812.  

Brad'li / Adeon Writer about 14 hours ago 

Ok, time to comment. But I don't know what to say. Cyan, you're the best. 
Those are the only words I can think of right now!

1813.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

What? Which post @christine?

1814.  

Paul Deshaies Jr about 14 hours ago 

Ya Rachel... stay with us

1815.  

William C. Strohm about 14 hours ago 

Rachel, at the current rate of increase, it won't be long...

1816.  
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Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

oh my oh my /me start drinking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! oh my

1817.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Man, I already loved NPH, but after this boost...I might be IN love with him.

1818.  

christine about 14 hours ago 

below post was for Lorna

1819.  

Michael Winter about 14 hours ago 

Looks like you won't have to wait long Rachel!

1820.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

Part of me wants to go to bed and see where we are when I wake up 
tomorrow morning, but part of me wants to stay up and see us break 1M...

1821.  

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago 

@Diocletian: Cyan is keeping their PayPal donations open after the KS 
closes, so we can still push for stretch goals after the 16th. :)
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1822.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

@Diocletian, Cyan will be leaving its Paypal fundraising option open after 
Kickstarter ends so we can work toward the stretch goals.

1823.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

@Jeffrey Barnes: w00t! That is totally awesome! Thanks for making it 
happen!

1824.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

doh and i want to go to sleep nooooooooooooooooooooo hahaahahaha

1825.  

Robert Milius about 14 hours ago 

Steve Zissou from The Life Aquatic just tweeted about it as well. 
@ZissouSociety He's a fictional character, but hey even awesome fake 
celebrities help.

1826.  

Diocletian about 14 hours ago 

Does anyone know if Cyan already has a plan to do something about the 
additional funding if we barely reach the goal at this kickstarter? If not, i 
would like to suggest something. Please take a look at what Chris Roberts 
did with crowdfunding after the initial campaign for his space sim game called 
Star Citizen. They have raised an enormous amount of money in only a year, 
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by offering packages at their own web site. I believe a lot of people would 
back Obduction, but they simply don't know about it. Perhaps Cyan could get 
their own site and offer packages after this campaign ends? 
I am certain Cyan would be able to raise much more, which would give all of 
us fans more beautiful content...just an idea! I would love to see this game 
created.

1827.  

Alahmnat about 14 hours ago 

Not to mention Doogie Howser, MD. NPH FTW!

1828.  

Jeffrey Barnes about 14 hours ago 

Woohoo! I got NPH to tweet us!

1829.  

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago 

Starship Troopers, FTW. Overlooked Classic.

1830.  

Daniel about 14 hours ago 

@NomadMolly HAHAH! That would have been horrible! Nice dedication :)

1831.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

Thanks @Amanda! Wonder what Rand was like in high school. :)
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1832.  

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago 

Don't forget NPH in The Harold & Kumar movies and of course, Starship 
Troopers

1833.  

SeanMc74 about 14 hours ago 

The total jumped by over a $1500 in the few minutes since NPH tweeted.

1834.  

Amanda Richmond about 14 hours ago 

Rand, I don't know if you'll remember her but my mom (Karen Richmond) 
went to high school with you and I still have a flyer she kept from 
DragonFest. I'm happy to support you guys in this new endeavor. Any friend 
of my mom's is a friend of mine! Good luck!

1835.  

Acorn about 14 hours ago 

@Jason - hi, keep up the good work!

1836.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 14 hours ago 

Thanks Dr. Horrible, I knew there was some good left in you.
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1837.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

I just want you all to know that I got so excited about our progress that I 
almost missed a conference for which I was the committee chair. sheesh...I 
need this to be over.

1838.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

oh my god oh my god 
fasten your seatbelts!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1839.  

Lorna Hartman about 14 hours ago 

YES! Cheers to Neil Patrick Harris!

1840.  

Rachel Williams about 14 hours ago 

@ Jessica Neil Patrick Harris used to be a child actor but is probably better 
known now as Barney Stinson in How I Met Your Mother. He's also in Dr 
Horrible's Sing-A-Long Blog, which is a very funny web series-thing made by 
Joss Whedon. He's also very very funny, has presented award shows in the 
US and has done theatre and musicals as well I believe. I'm a bit of a fan...

He also has 7 million followers on Twitter, so hopefully we should get a load 
more backers in the next few hours/day.
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Lisa C about 14 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris is LEGEN- wait for it -DARY!!!

1842.  

NomadMolly about 14 hours ago 

@Christine. Would you like me to send you some things for that even though 
I won't be able to talk with you probably?

1843.  

Jessica Bennett about 14 hours ago 

@ William. Thanks, yes I know him. From how I met your mother.

1844.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 14 hours ago 

Leaping up like salmon in a downstream rush

1845.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 14 hours ago 

Dr. Horrible is using his evil influence in the Evil League of Evil to get this 
going!!

1846.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 14 hours ago 

Wow! Close to a million and the pledge amount is going up by the minute! 
Whoot!
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1847.  

christine about 14 hours ago 

The D'ni Musicological Research Bevin( hood) is in the list in your KI it is 
always public unless it falls off the List , but we will make sure we bump it 
up ! It in In Uru live (Moul-a) come and have fun if you like to come on the 
stream and say something contact me on skype (christine-landrum-de-lima) I 
will give you the info for our teamspeak and you will be on the stream with us 
live ! 
Dmr D'ni Musicological Reasearch 
This Friday (15 November 2013) The DMR will present an evening of music 
and community support for the Obduction Kickstarter Campaign. Please join 
us for music / interviews / commentary and a night of sharing and supporting 
together of Cyan's new title. We all hope that the goal is reached and as of 
this writing it is at $990,169, which is close. The idea is that 1/ if we're still 
close we hope to make a last push to get up over the 1.1 million, or 2/ if the 
goal is reached by then or surpassed we'll have a celebration party instead!

We hope that you all can join us and be a part! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
We plan on starting at 5PM EST (1500 Ki Time) - Meet in the DMR Bevin

1848.  

Steven Valentine about 14 hours ago 

wow Neil Patrick Harris 7,083,820 Followers

1849.  

Jessica Bennett about 14 hours ago 

@ Matthew. Cool if he's spreading the word that can't be bad :-)

1850.  

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 14 hours ago 

I'm in shock I think. Thank you all for making this happen. Thank you NPH for 
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the awesome support.

1851.  

Jason Chau about 14 hours ago 

@Matthew Farmer @ Kristen J - so Mr Dougie Howser himself joins us? 
Fantastic!

1852.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

994+

1853.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

Jessica,

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000439/…

1854.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

I have a feeling we'll reach 1 mil in the next hour...

1855.  

Jessica Bennett about 15 hours ago 

@ Carol. I'm from the Midlands too.
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1856.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

@Carol in case you're still here, good night, see you here in the morning to 
see what happened to the numbers overnight! I think I'll try to stick around.

1857.  

Jason Chau about 15 hours ago 

@Acorn - hello too from Hong Kong, am an UK expat based here!

@Lisa S - this is actually what I call REAL work - trying to inform 32,000+ of 
my members on the Commodore USA (fans) forum what is going on with 
Obduction... ;)

1858.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

@jessica He's an actor in America.

1859.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

I'm sure this fundraiser will end much better than this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch…

1860.  

Jessica Bennett about 15 hours ago 

Excuse my ignorance but who is Neil Patrick Harris?
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1861.  

Jessica Bennett about 15 hours ago 

Excuse my ignorance but who is Neil Patrick Harris?

1862.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

EGG slots will vanish!!!!!

1863.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Mat Yes it is amazing oh my god!!!!!!

1864.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

Damn- you can see the numbers upping every few seconds now...

1865.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 15 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris! That's badass! 7 million people just got told about 
Obduction 7 minutes ago! It's hard to comprehend!

1866.  
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Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago 

Carol, Cloud Atlas (the movie anyway) is great, but looong. You'll be up for 
quite a while yet!

1867.  

Jessica Bennett about 15 hours ago 

I think I'll stay up and watch it tick over the 1m mark :-)

1868.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 15 hours ago 

Goodnight Carol

1869.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Acorn Night night.

1870.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

Nigh Carol

1871.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Sean, Evil fuel companies, we should rush them and take over, goodnight. 

@ Jessica. Bennett was my maiden name, small world.
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1872.  

J.B. Lewis about 15 hours ago 

Thank you, Neil Patrick Harris!!

1873.  

Acorn about 15 hours ago 

Night night, Carol!

1874.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

Woot! Neil Patrick Harris just tweeted us! YEAH!

1875.  

Kristen J about 15 hours ago 

Neil Patrick Harris just tweeted!

1876.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Everyone, I was hoping to watch the big one tick over but I am off to bed 
with Cloud Atlas. 
Stay safe everyone.

1877.  
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Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

Right, it really is bedtime in the UK. Thanks for the secret Dimitrios, 
interesting little factoid. Wonder where their abacus has fallen over.

Good luck for the next few hours.

1878.  

Jessica Bennett about 15 hours ago 

Just thought I'd look before going to bed. We've done really well today :-) 
confident we'll reach the target.

1879.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

@ Carol, Yeah Not that bad but, yeah at this time its window shopping only, 
with a blanket as I shudder to thing of the gas bill.

1880.  

BJ Homer about 15 hours ago 

Interesting fact: If Obduction breaks ~$37k today, it will be the first day of the 
campaign that the daily contributions exceeded the average-per-day up to 
that point.

So far, the average per-day contribution has been decreasing every day 
since the first day. That's unsurprising, given the size of the first day's 
contributions. But in order to reach the funding goal, we need an average 
per-day contribution of at least $36,667 over 30 days. Last night, the average 
ended at about $36.5k. Currently, with the current day's progress factored in, 
Kicktraq has us at $36,724. So we definitely want to to see the average going 
up.

Of course, the spike in the final couple days will help considerably, but even 
without it it looks like we're on track to make it.

(Source of info: http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-
daily)
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1881.  

Diocletian about 15 hours ago 

One of the first PC CD-ROM games i ever played was Myst. Needles to say, i 
was mesmerized by the whole experience. Then Riven, even more. Uru, 
Myst 5, simply beautiful. I found out about Cyan trying to raise funds for 
another game, but it was really just a small column in a tech magazine. 
It appears that kickstarter funding projects for some reason do not get 
advertised much. I am not sure why is that. I hope we make the funding by 
Saturday!

1882.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Carol thank you !!

1883.  

Steven Valentine about 15 hours ago 

lol low of 60 i have a low of 20 to night

1884.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Jim, hi there, luckily I don't mind the cold, my heating stays off until it's 
freezing out, but my bedroom window stays open. 
@ Dimitios, thank you, you little angel. 
@ Sean, I am 9 years without a holiday now, drools.

1885.  
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Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

oh, how I envy your high 60s.

1886.  

Rachel Williams about 15 hours ago 

@ James I'm hopefully going to drag myself away and head to bed in a 
minute, I'm just surprised at how many people from the UK are still awake 
and online. 

Also, I spent 4 years in York at university, including Winter 2011 with a broken 
boiler and no heating, so I'm well aware of how cold the weather can get up 
north..

1887.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

J.B.Lewis, Me too, did not know i was on there mailing list, Cyan you need to 
send more mail.

1888.  

Michael Winter about 15 hours ago 

Well, we have a cold front coming through Tampa, Florida tonight. 
Forecasters are warning that lows could dip all the way into the low 60s! 
(That Fahrenheit, of course), with highs tomorrow only in low 70s. Time to 
break out the turtleneck for the three times I'll wear it this winter.

1889.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

but i want to tell you also what i find in my maths (see imageposts lower) 
I found hehehehe a small secret ?!?! 
The number on the top of the page (the big one) the Backers number shows - 
90 backers approximately than the number you are finding when you add the 
backer numbers at the tier! 
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That means that the TOP BIG NUMBERS is behind 90 backers x 59$ 
(average) =5310$ approximately!!!! That is my gift for tonight. !!!!!! enjoy!

1890.  

J.B. Lewis about 15 hours ago 

Just got an Obduction reminder e-mail from Victoria Almond of Cyan. Looks 
like they're contacting some folks on their mailing lists after all!

1891.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

Sounds about right, my granddaughters are hardened little northerners.

1892.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

Sun, ahhh been looking at the winter sun holiday catalogues, Dream mode 
engaged

1893.  

Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

Another Londoner here. Lived in Durham for a few years Carol, so can 
empathise with poor weather hitting the North first.

Also lived near Great Malvern, which isn't exactly deepest darkest, but is still 
Midlands. Hope you're enjoying the cold snap...

1894.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

@carol I'm 50M West in Carlisle, go to Newcastle one a month or more. 
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basically the same weather, think we get more rain, they get colder nights.

1895.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Rachel, hi there. @ Paul, you have sun, I am envious.

1896.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 15 hours ago 

Rachel hope you got a sleeping bag handy

1897.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

Wet here, just for a change, ha. but at least its not frosty tonight

1898.  

Rachel Williams about 15 hours ago 

Greetings from the town of concrete and roundabouts that is Milton Keynes! 
It's surprisingly addictive sitting here watching the numbers slowly creep 
upwards. I only came on here to check how things were going, I wasn't 
expecting to stay!

1899.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Sean, my geography is useless, I have a daughter & family living in 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, when they get weather they get it bad.
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1900.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

*waves @ Bewley* just over the border

1901.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I guess it's sunny here, but it's still cold!

1902.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 15 hours ago 

Waving back to you Acorn from sunny (not) Scotland

1903.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Acorn, you are about a 90 min drive from me, or 60 mins the way I drive.

1904.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Anybody else given up on actually getting work done? Too busy trying to 
keep up with comments XD

1905.  
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Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

@ Carol, Please don't remind me, I hate high winds, paranoid after being 
flooded in 2005 :/ Best of luck to you.

1906.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Everyone from the Uk, hello there.

1907.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Paul this is the add ons!!!

1908.  

Acorn about 15 hours ago 

I see the Brits are out in force tonight! Greetings from London!

1909.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Sean, I hope you have battened down the hatches, they reckon now we 
are going to get the hurricane from the Philippines. @ Asvarserkul, 
goodnight.

1910.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I was just running the numbers. In Tiers, we have 945,575. So that means 
that we have and extra 46,551 floating around.
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1911.  

Asavarserkul about 15 hours ago 

Im going to bed good night all, its pretty late here. 
And may the Myst be with you until tomorrow :D

1912.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

Cold North Border Of Cumbria for me :)

1913.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

Ooo not too far from me then, I am in the deep dark Midlands, UK.

1914.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

I was doing UK start, PST finish.

1915.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

You know what i found strange? The 120 $ tier does not have enough 
support!!!!

1916.  
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Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Maybe the $1 backers are bumping their pledges up to $50 to get the box 
copy without all the digital goodies?

1917.  

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: No worries, time makes fools of us all, eventually ;)

1918.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Carol: Yup I'm on GMT+1! (Netherlands)

1919.  

Ken about 15 hours ago 

Slow down people I can't read that fast. The pages are flying by

1920.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Marein, we are probably on nearly the same time now.

1921.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

For a game of this caliber? $25 is low, low, low. (Hinting slightly here)
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1922.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

Scoutmaster: "Time flies." 
Smart Tenderfoot: "You can't. They go too fast." (Sorry, getting punchy.)

1923.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Yes, you're right! Apologies.

1924.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ William, LOL, thing is that all the times are happening at exactly the same 
time, so your yesterday could be my tomorrow, or if I flew around the world 
backwards really fast I could meet myself coming back.

1925.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

992!

1926.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

@Tako good point--$1 backers can get the game with a switch up to $25. 
Wonder how much it'll cost for sale afterward?

It's about 3:20 p.m. PST right now.
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1927.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Oh wow, I never noticed that 16 November was missing from the Kicktraq 
charts. Weird. Not sure how those last 6 hours are going to get tracked XD

1928.  

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: If you're trying to figure out when the KS ends, you're adding to 
the wrong number. The KS ends at 6:06 AM PST, which is 13:06 GMT. We 
have just shy of 15 hours until the clock rolls over to Dawn of the Second Day 
;).

1929.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Carol: Ah got it, I had to set my timezone in my profile. My location was not 
enough...

1930.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

So we agree all that we need 3 days+15h?? (+- min :) )

1931.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

And how does 15:19 plus 7 equal 6 AM the next day?
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1932.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I live in PST, and 6:06 is way more than 7 hours from now.

1933.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

"Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_flies_like_an_arrow

1934.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

Welcome all of our amazing new backers. Thank you.

1935.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Dimitrios, I know. 
23:19 GMT is 15:19 PST. Add just under 7 hours and you get 06:06 PST 
tomorrow.

1936.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

This ends Saturday at 8:06 AM. I'll be on a trip, but I'll try to get in for the big 
finale.
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1937.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

GMT+2 for my time ok? 
But the result 15h is the same!

1938.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

Russel, the clock at the right is counting depending what zone you live in and 
if you gave it correct. Here in Athens is 01:00am and the campaighn end at 
04:06pm!!! = 15h :)

1939.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Alahmnat - KS finish is 14:06 GMT = 06:06 PST

1940.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Marein, Mine shows end time, Saturday Nov 16, 2.06 GMT.

1941.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I should know, I live there

1942.  
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Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: Not sure where you're getting that number… it's 3:15 PST right 
now. +7 hours from that is just after 10 PM ;)

1943.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

Umm.. It's only 3:15 PM PST now.

1944.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

@Miumiaou, I don't know the time conversion for Europe. I'm not in EST 
myself. Looks like there are 8 time zones in all of Europe 
(http://www.google.com/webhp…), so where are you in Europe?

1945.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

I don't think we've go it as rough as Cyan- we might have to relax a little bit 
after deadline, but they've got to actually make the game. Something I envy 
greatly XD

1946.  

Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

Gonna miss the big Million, but can't wait to see how far along we are in the 
morning (my time, London - GMT), See y'all in 6ish hours.

G'nite!

1947.  
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William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

@Russell, Kicktraq's upper right-hand corner should be showing the true 
remaining time.

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

1948.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Dimitrios, there are just less than 7 hours between now and 06:06 PST 
tomorrow morning.

1949.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Matthew: I'm being shown EST as well and I'm in Europe.

1950.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

$1 backers... if you go up to $25, you get the game....

1951.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I guess it's sunny here, but it's still cold!

1952.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 15 hours ago 

Waving back to you Acorn from sunny (not) Scotland
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1953.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Acorn, you are about a 90 min drive from me, or 60 mins the way I drive.

1954.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Anybody else given up on actually getting work done? Too busy trying to 
keep up with comments XD

1955.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

@ Carol, Please don't remind me, I hate high winds, paranoid after being 
flooded in 2005 :/ Best of luck to you.

1956.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Everyone from the Uk, hello there.

1957.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Paul this is the add ons!!!

1958.  
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Acorn about 15 hours ago 

I see the Brits are out in force tonight! Greetings from London!

1959.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Sean, I hope you have battened down the hatches, they reckon now we 
are going to get the hurricane from the Philippines. @ Asvarserkul, 
goodnight.

1960.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I was just running the numbers. In Tiers, we have 945,575. So that means 
that we have and extra 46,551 floating around.

1961.  

Asavarserkul about 15 hours ago 

Im going to bed good night all, its pretty late here. 
And may the Myst be with you until tomorrow :D

1962.  

Sean Reynolds about 15 hours ago 

Cold North Border Of Cumbria for me :)

1963.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

Ooo not too far from me then, I am in the deep dark Midlands, UK.
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1964.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

I was doing UK start, PST finish.

1965.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

You know what i found strange? The 120 $ tier does not have enough 
support!!!!

1966.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Maybe the $1 backers are bumping their pledges up to $50 to get the box 
copy without all the digital goodies?

1967.  

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: No worries, time makes fools of us all, eventually ;)

1968.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Carol: Yup I'm on GMT+1! (Netherlands)

1969.  
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Ken about 15 hours ago 

Slow down people I can't read that fast. The pages are flying by

1970.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Marein, we are probably on nearly the same time now.

1971.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

For a game of this caliber? $25 is low, low, low. (Hinting slightly here)

1972.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

Scoutmaster: "Time flies." 
Smart Tenderfoot: "You can't. They go too fast." (Sorry, getting punchy.)

1973.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Yes, you're right! Apologies.

1974.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ William, LOL, thing is that all the times are happening at exactly the same 
time, so your yesterday could be my tomorrow, or if I flew around the world 
backwards really fast I could meet myself coming back.
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1975.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

992!

1976.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

@Tako good point--$1 backers can get the game with a switch up to $25. 
Wonder how much it'll cost for sale afterward?

It's about 3:20 p.m. PST right now.

1977.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

Oh wow, I never noticed that 16 November was missing from the Kicktraq 
charts. Weird. Not sure how those last 6 hours are going to get tracked XD

1978.  

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: If you're trying to figure out when the KS ends, you're adding to 
the wrong number. The KS ends at 6:06 AM PST, which is 13:06 GMT. We 
have just shy of 15 hours until the clock rolls over to Dawn of the Second Day 
;).

1979.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Carol: Ah got it, I had to set my timezone in my profile. My location was not 
enough...
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1980.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

So we agree all that we need 3 days+15h?? (+- min :) )

1981.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

And how does 15:19 plus 7 equal 6 AM the next day?

1982.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I live in PST, and 6:06 is way more than 7 hours from now.

1983.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

"Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_flies_like_an_arrow

1984.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

Welcome all of our amazing new backers. Thank you.

1985.  
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Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Dimitrios, I know. 
23:19 GMT is 15:19 PST. Add just under 7 hours and you get 06:06 PST 
tomorrow.

1986.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

This ends Saturday at 8:06 AM. I'll be on a trip, but I'll try to get in for the big 
finale.

1987.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

GMT+2 for my time ok? 
But the result 15h is the same!

1988.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

Russel, the clock at the right is counting depending what zone you live in and 
if you gave it correct. Here in Athens is 01:00am and the campaighn end at 
04:06pm!!! = 15h :)

1989.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Alahmnat - KS finish is 14:06 GMT = 06:06 PST

1990.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

@ Marein, Mine shows end time, Saturday Nov 16, 2.06 GMT.

1991.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I should know, I live there

1992.  

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago 

@Russell: Not sure where you're getting that number… it's 3:15 PST right 
now. +7 hours from that is just after 10 PM ;)

1993.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

Umm.. It's only 3:15 PM PST now.

1994.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

@Miumiaou, I don't know the time conversion for Europe. I'm not in EST 
myself. Looks like there are 8 time zones in all of Europe 
(http://www.google.com/webhp…), so where are you in Europe?

1995.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

I don't think we've go it as rough as Cyan- we might have to relax a little bit 
after deadline, but they've got to actually make the game. Something I envy 
greatly XD
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1996.  

Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

Gonna miss the big Million, but can't wait to see how far along we are in the 
morning (my time, London - GMT), See y'all in 6ish hours.

G'nite!

1997.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

@Russell, Kicktraq's upper right-hand corner should be showing the true 
remaining time.

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

1998.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Dimitrios, there are just less than 7 hours between now and 06:06 PST 
tomorrow morning.

1999.  

Marein Könings about 15 hours ago 

@Matthew: I'm being shown EST as well and I'm in Europe.

2000.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

$1 backers... if you go up to $25, you get the game....
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2001.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

No we have 3 days and 15 hours!!

2002.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

Also, one new 400th $1 backer XD

2003.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Lisa i know that (thanks) 
yes it counts correct the time, i mean backwards, but if you count by hand 
there is half first and whole last day missing!!

2004.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

Russell, right, that's 6:06 am PST Nov.16 (Cyan time).

2005.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

Paul is right. We have 3 days plus about 7 hours until the campaign ends.

2006.  
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Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

I think kickstarter shows the tailored time for each backer for their respective 
region. I'm being shown my native EST.

2007.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

It's 5:10 in the late afternoon here.

2008.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

@William: and I predict that by 6 PM PST, we will be at 1 mil! 3 hours from 
now.

@Tako: Days here should end at 9:06 EST, or 6:06 Cyan time

2009.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 15 hours ago 

It's tuesday, 11.12pm here.

2010.  

Russell Deitch about 15 hours ago 

KS shows the finish time - 
Nov 16, 2:06pm GMT. 
Go back 8 hours for PST.

2011.  
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Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

@Dimitrios - Kicktraq doesn't update the "Projections" tab until the end of the 
day. The calculation it uses to figure out the missing piece of the graph would 
be horribly skewed at the beginning/middle of the day if it didn't wait for a 
whole day's tally.

2012.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

Paul, a little confused here. It's 3:10 pm PST (Cyan Time) at the moment.

2013.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

Time is confusing. My day ends in about 7 hours. At Cyan, they have 9... 
someone had to choose a standard hour for all Kickstarters to end the day.

2014.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

@ Horatio why kicktrack calculate like this? the day is ending in 15 hours. 
Also at the graphics it misses a day!!! a whole day the last one!!!

2015.  

Glenn Josephson about 15 hours ago 

So so so excited! Is it 10/15 yet? :)

2016.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago 

DMR stands for (and Christine will correct me if I am wrong) D'ni 
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Musicological Research. It is a Bevin/Hood in Myst Online Uru Live Again 
(MOULA). If you are already an URU Live player, you'll find it under PUBLIC 
LINKS in the Nexus. If not, download, install, find your way to the city, and 
someone can direct you.

2017.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 15 hours ago 

@Penny it should be on the list of public neighborhoods that you can see in 
the Nexus.

2018.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 15 hours ago 

I think it's more like 3 hours!

2019.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

Whoops...I mean 5 hours remaining!

2020.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

***UPDATE*** 
"Kicktraq Day" Tuesday 1M Countdown: 6 hours remaining; $8,500 still 
needed. WE CAN DO THIS!!

2021.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago 

I want to buy Horatio a donut. But I will not take a receipt for a donut. It is a 
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single solitary donut. I do not need a receipt for a donut. We do not need to 
bring paper and ink into this transaction.

2022.  

Penny about 15 hours ago 

@christine - where is the dmrbevin?

2023.  

Jim Higgitt about 15 hours ago 

I think Dimitrios should become D'nitrios in honour of the $1m we're sure to 
hit today...

2024.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 15 hours ago 

But someone already unlocked the blur - "ANOTHER WORLD TO 
EXPLORE" - We just do not know the amount, but we're expecting 1.5 mil.

2025.  

Michael Winter about 15 hours ago 

@Tako: Maybe hitting the 1M mark will trigger a reveal on the second stretch 
goal...

2026.  

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago 

I want the next stretch goal to be revealed!
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2027.  

Mark Scheiffley about 15 hours ago 

@Tako. Agreed.

2028.  

Ron Gillot about 15 hours ago 

Almost midnight @ my location, so I'm going to sleep now. Got to get up 
early for work. Hope that when I wake up the 1Million mark is well passed. 
Good night everyone, keep up the good work!

2029.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

I want to see the 2nd stretch goal cost!

2030.  

Lisa C about 15 hours ago 

@Dimitrios - probably "Making Of - Part Three." I'm hoping for some more 
landscape pictures. :)

2031.  

Michael Ozark about 15 hours ago 

Yes, you can feel it. Success is in the air!

2032.  
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miumiaou about 15 hours ago 

there still 3 days to go, I think we're gonna make it if everything continue like 
this

2033.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

@Frank: Well, I'm neither Michael nor Matthew, but yes, you used the right 
expression. :)

2034.  

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago 

I want to see what Cyan is preparing for us at 1.000.000 ? 
GoodnightFrank

2035.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 15 hours ago 

Aaarrggg. Shoot. I must obviously go to sleep. Not @Micheal, I meant 
@Matthew. Sorry

2036.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

@Frank: Goodnight!

2037.  

Stephen Patrick about 15 hours ago 

Use the force Rand
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2038.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 15 hours ago 

Less than 10,000 more to top yesterday, and that will also take us to a 
million!

2039.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 15 hours ago 

I'm going to bed. Goodnight/goodmorning/goodafternoon/goodevening to 
everyone. It's a pity but I will not witness the actual 1m roll-over, but at least 
nobody will have to be concerned wether I bought the farm or not (@Micheal: 
The right expression (-: )?

2040.  

Matthew Farmer about 15 hours ago 

@George "I can't shake 'em!"

2041.  

Mark Scheiffley about 15 hours ago 

I want to second the comment from earlier. I don't know what I'm going to do 
with myself after this is over. I didn't want to drive home today because I 
couldn't check the status in the car.

2042.  

Paolo C. about 16 hours ago 

@George Star Wars :-)
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2043.  

Griffin about 16 hours ago 

@William @eric The new 4500 backer came in a few hours ago, much earlier 
today.

2044.  

George about 16 hours ago 

Stay on target... stay on target...!

2045.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew: 'Ik'. That's Dutch. Lol

2046.  

ericfromabeno about 16 hours ago 

william, it couldn't have just happened, because we were only a few hundred 
away from 990K a few minutes ago... unless someone bumped up from the 
tier below?? hmm.

2047.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Frank ik, I was just giving you a hard time XD

2048.  
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miumiaou about 16 hours ago 

@Lorna: 5 p.m. EST do what hour in Europe?

2049.  

William C. Strohm about 16 hours ago 

I now see 4 backers at $4500... did it just happen?

2050.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew: "Fuzz". Wrong word? Maybe fuss? Sorry I'm an IT guy. Fuzzy 
logic, etc.

2051.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

Frank, Sounds like a good way to live.

2052.  

rarified about 16 hours ago 

FYI Tim Larkin just "Liked" Cyan's FB page with the Obduction link. They're 
watching...

2053.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Carol and @Matthew: Sometimes I just try to have some fun, just by taking 
myself not too seriously.
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2054.  

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago 

+1@ Horatio YOU ARE FAST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT! 
OK i promise earlier to show you the statistics for Obduction for the last 4-5 
days!!!!!! 
As you can see we are going up faste very fast very very fast!!!!!!! 
https://imageshack.com/i/f779ogp 
https://imageshack.com/i/mw9sztp 
https://imageshack.com/i/f306lcp 
90% LETS GO FOR 1 MILLION as Horatio saying!!!!! 
sit tight fasten your seatbelt there going to be earthquake!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2055.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Wait wait--the Friday party in Uru starts at 5 p.m. EST?? I can make it for 
awhile then! Maybe. I sure will try.

2056.  

christine about 16 hours ago 

not even done posting.. we have more Bravissimo !

2057.  

christine about 16 hours ago 

Dmr D'ni Musicological Reasearch 
This Friday (15 November 2013) The DMR will present an evening of music 
and community support for the Obduction Kickstarter Campaign. Please join 
us for music / interviews / commentary and a night of sharing and supporting 
together of Cyan's new title. We all hope that the goal is reached and as of 
this writing it is at $990,169, which is close. The idea is that 1/ if we're still 
close we hope to make a last push to get up over the 1.1 million, or 2/ if the 
goal is reached by then or surpassed we'll have a celebration party instead!
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We hope that you all can join us and be a part! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
We plan on starting at 5PM EST (1500 Ki Time) - Meet in the DMR Bevin

2058.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Frank I can't make fuzz D:

2059.  

Cat about 16 hours ago 

This deserves a song! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch…

2060.  

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago 

we have another friend 4500$ thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2061.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Matthew, thank goodness.

2062.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Carol: no I tried to correct a typo 'we'be' instead of 'we've' without making 
too much fuzz about it. That failed miserably
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2063.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

And welcome to all new backers, you will never regret this.

2064.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Carol He may have just popped on for a moment to check, I doubt he 
suddenly kicked the bucket XD

2065.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

So a little over 3 hours to hit 1mil!

2066.  

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago 

@Cat & anyone else wanting to run MOUL on a Mac, there's a forum thread 
about it where you might be able to get some answers: 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… 
(Sorry if this reply is a bit belated, but just catching up on the comments.)

2067.  

Cat about 16 hours ago 

Awesome! :)
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2068.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

Phew, I thought you had left us there for a minute, this is exciting.

2069.  

William C. Strohm about 16 hours ago 

Now we need 1854 more backers (still looking at the average per backer).

2070.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 16 hours ago 

90%!!! What an awesome feeling!!

2071.  

Lisa C about 16 hours ago 

I wonder if Cyan remembered to reinforce their F5 keys in time for the final 
push. LoL

2072.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

We've gotten 3,200 per hour since 9 AM PST today. That's for the last 5 
hours.

2073.  
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Frank, I am getting a little concerned now, you typed we've and then 
vanished. Are you ok??

2074.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

Sorry. Double post

2075.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Lisa that is @Jack Breeding's dream--he said he was leaving for a few 
hours and hoped it would be over $1 million by the time he came back. We 
should totally fulfill his dream.

2076.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Carol: I had to look that up first. But noop. Just a dent in the screen, and a 
few fragments in my indexfinger. Nothing serious. Lol

2077.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Carol: I had to look that up first. But noop. Just a dent in the screen, and a 
fee fragments in my indexfinger. Nothing serious. Lol

2078.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 16 hours ago 

@Matt do I hear a song there
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2079.  

Craig Jacobs about 16 hours ago 

$2000 / hour? the rate is picking up so it seems doable. Should definitely be 
over $1,000,000 at the "official" end of today.

2080.  

Matt Shelton about 16 hours ago 

We've...only just begun?

2081.  

Lisa C about 16 hours ago 

Well... at about $63 per minute in the last half hour or so, I'm guessing $1M in 
about 2.6 hours. Sound good? Ok, go!

2082.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Frank............

2083.  

Michael Ozark about 16 hours ago 

It's gotta be $1.0 million plus tonight! How far can we go?

2084.  
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Horatio about 16 hours ago 

OK, kids - 5.5 hours to get $10,000. Can we do it?

2085.  

Asavarserkul about 16 hours ago 

Just realized it was 8k, didnt intended it though XD

2086.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Frank you haven't keeled over have you ??

2087.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Asavarsekul nice 8k get XD

2088.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

We've

2089.  

Katie Funk about 16 hours ago 

90%!! Woo! :D

2090.  
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Griffin about 16 hours ago 

yay 90%! that sure came fast. On to a million!

2091.  

Asavarserkul about 16 hours ago 

9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
9999999999900000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK! XD

2092.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago 

Good job Backers --- Love this

2093.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 16 hours ago 

And 8000 comments within 5 minutes!

2094.  

Helena about 16 hours ago 

90% funded! Yeah!

2095.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

Thanks Ron Gillot!!
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2096.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

And we'be more than 8000 comments.

2097.  

Ron Gillot about 16 hours ago 

Upgraded to the $75 pledge. It's a bit over my budget, but I have the feeling 
that I'm going to regret not having the box version once Obduction is finally 
out. Oh well. I'll eat beans for a while.

2098.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

OK, 5 minutes. WOOHOO!

2099.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

990k!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

2100.  

Nick Grego about 16 hours ago 

Ninety Percent Funded!!! w0000t!!! :D :D :D

2101.  
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Lisa C about 16 hours ago 

Bam! 90%

2102.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 16 hours ago 

90%!

2103.  

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago 

BTW you know 990K = 90%!!!!!!! 
OK i promise earlier to show you the statistics for Obduction for the last 4-5 
days!!!!!! 
As you can see we are going up faste very fast very very fast!!!!!!! 
https://imageshack.com/i/f779ogp 
https://imageshack.com/i/mw9sztp 
https://imageshack.com/i/f306lcp 
Enjoy 90% 90%

2104.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew: Then you better wait for $1,000,000.00

2105.  

Michael Ozark about 16 hours ago 

YAY !!!

2106.  
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Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 16 hours ago 

Yay!! Thank you!!

2107.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

Aaaand it's 90%!!! Cheers everyone!

2108.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Asavarserkul Well, you could get a dog- I'm sure it'd love to play with you! 
XD

2109.  

Asavarserkul about 16 hours ago 

just up my pledge to disc golf disc. wanted the disc now after I seen it again 
couldnt resist that one. XD 
dont know if I play with it though lol

2110.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Horatio I hope so- I love seeing crisp, high numbers :>

2111.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 16 hours ago 

@Marein I think the closest one to our goal is 1,171,875 (3 * 25^4). 5 * 25^4 
would be ideal of course, but I dunno if we can get there!
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2112.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Paul Ugh, it'd be worth the money to just avoid Vista and jump to 7 or 8, 
almost.

2113.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew: Not at all! I will probably roll over in the next 10 minutes.

2114.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

The first version of Bootcamp only worked properly with Vista, although some 
got it to work with XP. I think newer versions of bootcamp requires newer 
versions of windows.

2115.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

990k: The suspense is killing me, but I've got to go to touch the refresh-icon!

2116.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

Is it too lofty of a goal to hope for 90% by the end of the hour? It's really 
looking like it might happen
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2117.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Paul Oh, yeah. I forgot about that. Well, couldn't you buy a really early 
version of windows, at least the most basic to play Uru?

2118.  

Marein Könings about 16 hours ago 

@Jenny: I actually tried looking at those at some point but they kind of 
already passed :( Some base 25 milestones would be: 25, 625, 15625, 
390625. Also valid might be any multiples of those, especially 5-tuples... As 
far as those go, we still have 1015625 (13*5*25^3) and 1093750 (14*5*25^3) 
to go! And then some after the goal, of course.

2119.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew Farmer: Uh, bootcamp is free. It's windows you have to buy.

2120.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Stephen, or they could be hunting them down on ebay at overly 
exaggerated prices in years to come.

2121.  

Nicky Godwin about 16 hours ago 

I started playing Real Myst last night...been years since I played the original 
release, enjoying it very much. Riven next, my all time favourite game. 
Wish I could pledge more than I have, this really needs to happen! :-)
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2122.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Stephen Awesome! Welcome to the suspense train!

2123.  

ericfromabeno about 16 hours ago 

90% here we come! ^^

2124.  

Cat about 16 hours ago 

@Stephen--Yay! for joining the Box backers :)

2125.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Marein I used to have a Mac, then I got tired of not being able to do a lot of 
the things Macs could do, especially write in C++ properly :I . If I'm going to 
major in Computer Science, I better have the right tools.

But tangent aside, I think wine would be the best bet, unless you're willing to 
buy bootcamp and create a partition.

2126.  

Craig Jacobs about 16 hours ago 

@ Lisa, no the graphs below cut off at 11PM EST. This campaign has a 
start/end time of 9:06 AM. Horatio can explain it better than I...
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2127.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

@Lisa: You are correct. But the day statistics do not follow this unfortunately

2128.  

Jack Breeding about 16 hours ago 

I'm off for a few hours! I hope that when I come back, we'll have crossed the 
big 1 mil mark! Godspeed Obduction!

2129.  

Stephen Patrick about 16 hours ago 

I am now a box backer whoop whoop 
Decided that if I didn't go for this opportunity I would always regret it. 
Happy Xmas me, been doing extra at work so this is my special treat and a 
wish come true.

Please think when this is released how much you also wished you had a 
special edition boxed version :D so get an order yours if you haven't already.

2130.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Jenny, They are amazing, and even though I climbed the odd mountain 
when I was younger, the thrill did not compare to Myst.

2131.  

Lisa C about 16 hours ago 

@Craig J. It matches KS days precisely. I.e. 87 hours, 48 minutes to go. It's 
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Kickstarter that tends to round down. Anyhow... it's gonna be a fun ride to 
Saturday morning.

2132.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

@Craig: Ditto. However, it's the only site I know of that shows updated hourly 
stats. If their days matched the actual KS days, it would be stellar.

2133.  

Craig Jacobs about 16 hours ago 

I really don't like that kicktraq days don't match KS days...

2134.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 16 hours ago 

Here it comes!

This morning it occurred to me that we could be watching the base 25 
milestones as well. The D'ni would NOT approve of this fixation on multiples 
of 10.

2135.  

Marein Könings about 16 hours ago 

@Cat, @Matthew: I'm sure there are guides available for this somewhere? 
I'm on Windows myself...

2136.  

Cat about 16 hours ago 

@Matthew--Thank you! I'll take a look :)
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2137.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

Brace yourselves, 990K, here we come!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2138.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Ryan, OK. I think I still might go to the Hood then and hang out with 
anybody who shows up, or just myself as I am excellent company. ;)

Soooo clooooose ...

2139.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Cat 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/wineskin/

2140.  

Matthew Farmer about 16 hours ago 

@Cat Unfortunately yes, but if you can tamper with Wine like a wizard, you 
should be able to get it to work.

2141.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Marein, I agree and get vertigo just watching.
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2142.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 16 hours ago 

@Carol Sweet! When I was a kid, I dreamed of building a hand-crank version 
of those Channelwood elevators.

2143.  

Ryan S. Davis about 16 hours ago 

Sorry for the confusion. I wasn't intending for the Mass Pledge on 
Wednesday to have an Uru component--although that sounds great! I was 
just designated an hour for us pre-planned pledge increasers to do it at that 
time, right before the final 48 hour email goes out.

2144.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 16 hours ago 

990 here we come!

2145.  

Cat about 16 hours ago 

Is URU still PC-only? (No Macintosh support?)

2146.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Fate, I knew it was only a matter of time, we already have coincidence and 
chance here. Welcome.
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2147.  

Marein Könings about 16 hours ago 

@Carol: That looks super fun and super dangerous!

2148.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 16 hours ago 

Beats a lift anyday

2149.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

Had to share this with all you fantastic guys, bear with it, all will become 
clear. 
http://www.tickld.com/g/14060

2150.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

Welcome @Fate!

2151.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 16 hours ago 

I just realized I can't do the Friday one either...having a house warming party. 
Maybe I can get some of my friends to jump on board last minute though!
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Ron Gillot about 16 hours ago 

Hello all! 
Have you really all invited your friends, family, colleagues? Twittered, 
facebooked etcetera? Spread the word! 
Let's make an effort to get this project funded! 
I have such fond memories of Myst and Riven. Just can't wait to see what the 
guys from Cyan can do with technology from today. 
We're almost there! 
Tension becomes somewhat unbearable...

2153.  

Fate about 16 hours ago 

Cutting it close, so I had to join in. Good Luck!

2154.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Ryan, no, I meant you--isn't Tako doing something on Friday night? I was 
asking about Wednesday night from 9-10, when we're doing the donation 
push. You'd said something about meeting in Uru then. Either way, I'll try and 
hang out in the Obductee Hood then since most folks seem to be headed 
there. (Thanks @Paul and others.) Unfortunately I can't make it Friday night.

@Carol, hopefully I'll see you in the Hood Wednesday night in Uru? Or 
sometime. My game name is Baronwyn.

2155.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 16 hours ago 

Hi guys. I cant wait for this game to be funded.

2156.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

***UPDATE*** 
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"Kicktraq Day" Tuesday 1M Countdown: 6 hours remaining; $11,800 still 
needed

2157.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 16 hours ago 

@Lorna the Friday event is actually being held in the DMR 'hood. Details are 
in the link.

2158.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 16 hours ago 

I only knew about the Friday one because I can't be there. Sorry.

2159.  

Michael Winter about 16 hours ago 

@J.B. I'm not much of a Facebooker, but I'll be hanging out in the Obductees 
hood for sure.

2160.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Lorna, You are all amazing guys, wish I could meet you all too, well at 
least you can meet my avatar who will probably look and walk a darned sit 
better than me. If anyone else has the name I chose for myself please let me 
know and I will change it. (Noelani)

2161.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 16 hours ago 

@Lorna: I think the Obductee hood is the place to go.
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2162.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 16 hours ago 

That is one way a lot of the backers on the Tex game have kept in touch is 
via a Facebook group. Has anyone here created a group on Steam?

2163.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago 

Typo: deteriorating

2164.  

Ryan S. Davis about 16 hours ago 

Lorna, I think you meant to ask Tako. I am not in Uru Live at this time.

2165.  

KCube about 16 hours ago 

@Dimitrios, what happened to your old avatar?I didn't recognise you!

2166.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Ryan, where in Uru are we meeting Wednesday night?

@Carol, you have tons of friends! Wish we could meet you in person.

@Horatio, your noble sacrifice is not in vain. Look at those numbers. I'll send 
you plenty of all three flavors! (Taking Tums, that's a sacrifice all by itself.)
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2167.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago 

@ Michael, Lol.

2168.  

J.B. Lewis about 16 hours ago 

@Michael: Perhaps we could all hang out in a Facebook group or in the 
Obductees cavern on Uru Live. :) We'll all find a way to keep in touch, right?

2169.  

Michael Winter about 16 hours ago 

@Carol: Awwww. We should all give Carol a big mental group hug! We're all 
friends here. :)

2170.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 16 hours ago 

@Dimitrios: I can imagine seeing "Tex" Chris Jones and Rand speaking 
together live at an upcoming Comic Con. How cool would that be?

2171.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago 

!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i! 
!i!i! 1 Million !i!i! Coming up Next, stay tuned 
!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!
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2172.  

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago 

+1 @ Horatio 
last 5 days savings are 56$ 1$+1$ etc makes the difference)

2173.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

@Lorna: Yes. :P

2174.  

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago 

@ Mat we love also Tex Murphy and we will support yoou also after! 
And thank you for doing this!!!!! 
I want to see Tex Murphy speaking with Atrus live!!!!!

2175.  

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 17 hours ago 

Wow, moving along today! $988,028!

2176.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago 

@ Michael, me too, I had not a friend in the world a month ago, now I have 
16,685 and counting, will catch you all in Uru as soon as I can.
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2177.  

Lorna Hartman about 17 hours ago 

@Horatio, hm, Tums it is then. What flavor? They have berry and mint, 
maybe orange. 

I followed that link from here in the comments awhile back to that Myst blog, 
http://mystblogs.com. I emailed whoever's behind it. It doesn't look like they 
get a lot of traffic, but it did change hands in February of this year, so who 
knows?

2178.  

Allan Børgesen about 17 hours ago 

i need to sleep...hope we are over a million when i wake up - denmark

2179.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago 

@Michael: When I would tell that to my wife, she would probably say to me: 
"Get a life". I must admit that there are occasions she the wiser person of us 
both. 

This is brought you by the man whose smartphone screen is heavily 
deterioration by touching the refresh icon. :-)

2180.  

Horatio about 17 hours ago 

@Dimitrios: Don't do it! Save the money for the drink, and up your pledge! ;)

2181.  
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Jason Boyer about 17 hours ago 

You had me at "Myst"! 
I thoroughly enjoyed both Myst and Riven and I cannot wait to play this game 
too!

2182.  

JWPlatt about 17 hours ago 

@Michael Winter: No worries. You'll be obsessively checking for game 
production status from Day One and scrolling through the backer forum posts 
in real time. The dreams will continue, though let's not get the Authorities 
involved,okay? ;)

2183.  

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago 

i am back again !!! wow!!!!!!!!!!!! we are closing 1.000.000$$ oh my .. i need a 
drink!

2184.  

Marein Könings about 17 hours ago 

I posted this before but I will again; I feel it's a very fitting playlist of music for 
these final days! http://www.youtube.com/watch… It starts with Myst, then 
morphs into other stuff before returning to Myst.

2185.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 17 hours ago 

@Ryan this is the Friday night event: 
http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…
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Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 17 hours ago 

@Tako and @Ryan I'll just join both of em haha why not!

2187.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

@ Michael, just find another kickstarter with a month or more to go, and put 
in a dollar ;)

2188.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 17 hours ago 

@Ryan Thanks! I am planning on pledging more anyway, so might as well 
jump on the bandwagon hehe :)

2189.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

hey, two mass pledges are better than one ;)

2190.  

Michael Winter about 17 hours ago 

I don't know what I'm going to do after this campaign is over. No more 
checking this site obsessively, no more scrolling through 341 posts every 
hour to see what I've missed, no more recalculating how much more we need 
to collect after every tick up the counter, no more checking Kicktraq, Kickspy, 
Kickmeinthebehind and fretting/celebrating what they predict, no more 
marking each and every hour by how many donations have come in over the 
previous 60 minutes, no more weird dreams about living at Rand's house and 
working on a new game with him, no more of my wife yelling at me for taking 
my Nook into the can so I don't miss any new developments.... 

Yup. I'm going to miss all this.
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2191.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Tako, is that a separate event? I've mentioned my Wednesday night idea 
several times but haven't heard about a Friday night thing.

2192.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago 

@Craig: Yep, I grant you that. I stand corrected...

2193.  

Horatio about 17 hours ago 

@Lorna: Thanks! I'm craving something with a "T" in it...Thai....no...Turkey 
Sub...nope...Chicken Teriyaki...nuh-uh. Oh, I know! - TUMS.

2194.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

that would be my saturday morning, I guess...

2195.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Niki, it's happening, although I don't know how many people are participating. 
It is Wednesday night from 9-10 PST. I'm calling it Magic Hour :)

2196.  
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Tako Shak (KT) about 17 hours ago 

Mass pledge is happening with the party in Uru friday night.

2197.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 17 hours ago 

I saw someone mentioning there being a "mass pledging" at some point, 
where everyone who wants to ups their pledge...any word on when/if that is 
happening? And if so when?

2198.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

launch lunch

2199.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

a lauch lunch

2200.  

Craig Jacobs about 17 hours ago 

@Frank, well it does say that the launch includes lunch...

2201.  

Lorna Hartman about 17 hours ago 

@Bruce, thanks for the info. That sounds great!

@Mat, thanks for getting the good word out. We're going up and up.

@Horatio, I can send you lunch at your desk later today. What are you in the 
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mood for?

2202.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 17 hours ago 

@NomadMolly: Well hurry up. We're going to hit 990 in the next hour.

2203.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

ok I cannot post again until I have knocked something off my to do list. I just 
don't want to miss $990K the magic 90% mark or the amazing 1 million mark.

2204.  

Top Gun about 17 hours ago 

Just bumped my pledge to the highest tier I can support. We're so close now; 
let's bring it on home!

2205.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 17 hours ago 

@ericfromabeno Game developer... Big Finish Games 
https://www.facebook.com/bigfinishgames ...currently producing Tex Murphy: 
Tesla Effect, which was a previously successful Kickstarter campaign. Many 
of us here are big fans of the Myst series here!

2206.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

@Wayne..oh man do I need it
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2207.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago 

@Talon Edgewater: "Lets Do Lunch at Cyan". Lunch is Horatio's department, 
AFAIK it says "launch", but I must say that I also tend to mix them both up. :-)

2208.  

KCube about 17 hours ago 

@Cubase, from one Cube to another..thanks!

2209.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

maybe we should kickstart NomadMolly, hehe

2210.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

@Mat, who is "we" ? you're a gamer blogger, or similar?

2211.  

KCube about 17 hours ago 

@NomadMolly, war sounds too negative somehow...I feel excited and 
nervous and sharing this with you all but in an elevated way.
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NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

@"Cubase". You rock Sir.

2213.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

@Tako, I can actually, it is work because I have let a few things with 
immediate deadlines slip and I am overwhelmed...

2214.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 17 hours ago 

Ok, we just posted a heads-up to our 1,800 followers (all avid adventure 
gamers, of course) to come check out Obduction, and to dig deep to help 
push it over the line! Let's hope it translates to some more backers!

2215.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 17 hours ago 

I'm at work and watching the numbers. Can't tell you which one's more 
stressful at the moment.

2216.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

It's like going to war together. All of the backers and Cyan will be bonded in a 
very real way having all just experienced this heart pumping crowd sourcing 
adventure.

2217.  
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Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 about 17 hours ago 

I am at work so I better make this quick...but I am so excited by where we 
are! It just keeps climbing and climbing :D

2218.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 17 hours ago 

No matter the numbers, I'm going to be stressing about this till we hit that 
1.1K mark, and I'm sure that all of you and all the folks at Cyan will too.

2219.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

@Wayne, we followed you ;)

2220.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

$75 and above it should read

2221.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

almost 52K successfully funded kickstarters, and 66K unsuccessful ones. But 
of those unsuccessful ones, only 429 were at 80% or higher when they failed. 
So our possibility of failure is now MUCH less than 400 out of 118K, or 1 out 
of 295... that's less than 0.3% possibility of failure (roughly) :P We can stop 
fretting, I think ;)

2222.  
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Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

Just so it's clear to everyone,EVERY tier above $75 will get this boxed 
addition

2223.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Lauren! Hi! I have a great picture of us after the 'heek Tournament from 
Mysterium 2006! I think you and I got first and second place!

2224.  

Bruce Osborne about 17 hours ago 

@Criswell The Psychic Weatherman 
The FAQ says the box will *only* be available from this kickstarter campaign.

From the FAQ 
Currently our plans are that Obduction will only be distributed digitally, with 
the exception of the boxed copies that are offered via the Kickstarter 
campaign. In other words: The only way to be assured of a physical disc is by 
selecting the appropriate reward tier during the Kickstarter campaign.

2225.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

I can't take credit for the flyer. Just for putting it on my car.

2226.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts about 17 hours ago 

Print out NomadMolly's fabulous OBDUCTION flier and start putting them 
everywhere! 
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf
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2227.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

@David Boucher, welcome ^_^ and thanks, I know how you feel, I really want 
to see this game too.

2228.  

KCube about 17 hours ago 

@ David B, welcome. We all HAD to...!

2229.  

Matt Giuca about 17 hours ago 

I just went into my archive and dug up this old video I made in 2005 -- a 
tribute to Cyan Worlds and their Myst games. Remember in 2005 right after 
Myst V, Cyan announced they were closing down? I made this: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

It's a bit of an unnecessary sad ending, given that they bounced back. But I 
wanted to share it so we can remember the tumultuous but always 
passionate and creative history of this company, through the eyes of its co-
founders.

2230.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago 

@ David, welcome and I think we have all been drawn here at this time for 
some greater purpose, I would like to think that it for us to pay this forward to 
the future.

2231.  
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JWPlatt about 17 hours ago 

Our area parks have disc golf courses. It must be required. :) I grew up 
throwing disc, playing Ultimate, doing tricks, playing all day long, every day - 
through high school and college. I have a collection and am a card-carrying 
member of the International Frisbee disc Association (IFA) since (looking in 
my wallet)... a long time ago... even though the IFA no longer exists. I can 
throw fast and accurately with my foot (okay, with my hands too). So yeah, I 
think I want that disc-golf disc even if it isn't called a Frisbee. ;)

2232.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 17 hours ago 

@Maarten I suggested Corey Cole (@HeroCorey), a Sierra veteran. There 
may be other Sierra greats such as Robina Williams that you could tweet at, 
but I haven't had time to find out who they are on Twitter (or if they are even 
on there).

2233.  

David Boucher about 17 hours ago 

At first I wasn't sure about this Kickstarter thing. Some people can have 
dubious projects and such, or people can 'take the money and run' ... but 
then I heard about Obduction and the guys making it. Cyan. We don't know 
them personally, but we DO 'know' Rand Miller and the crew from the 
WORLDS they've made for us. I have the entire Myst Series and as soon as I 
started the video on the front page and heard that music... damn... memories 
of playing Myst and Riven came flooding back. I 'know' Cyan just as you all 
do; I HAD to back this Project!

2234.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 17 hours ago 

There will be no physical box, AFAIK, except for the special edition backer's 
boxed edition. Probably just the disc and a micromanual that tells you to 
insert the disc and follow the prompts. Remember that even though you 
could buy Portal in stores, you still needed Steam access to run it. IF there is 
an in-store boxed edition of OBduction, I think it will work similarly.
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2235.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 17 hours ago 

12K in the last 4 hours!

2236.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago 

@ Ryan, Thank you for that, perhaps we will never know who reached who.

2237.  

Horatio about 17 hours ago 

"Kicktraq Day" Tuesday 1M Countdown: 7 hours remaining; $14,000 still 
needed

2238.  

laughingpineapple about 17 hours ago 

@Maarten: as I mentioned this morning (European morning), my first 
suggestion would be Will Wright, if he does social networking at all, I don't 
know. Pretty sure Jonathan Blow of Braid's fame is a fan. I want to say 
Jordan Mechner but I don't remember him talking about videogames a lot. 
@the1console maybe? He's Sword&Sworcery's creator, I don't know if he's 
even played Myst but I do remember him ranting "What if I don't want to 
shoot at things" after an E3 presentation and similar discontent about the 
state of the industry, he might be interested. @thatgamecompany ...? Lemme 
think of more people...
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Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago 

@ Mark, I just jumped on and created a blog to this site.

2240.  

Bruce Osborne about 17 hours ago 

@Lorna, 
Looking at this graph, it looks very close to 100%, 
http://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/576530/kickstarter/success_rule_full.png

2241.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

mark, once you go to "fan blogs" the third one down on the list today is a 
french blog about this kickstarter, so it is getting some coverage there...

2242.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Carol, your efforts have helped! I promise!

2243.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

Lorna, I don't remember the percentages, but I know that in the history of 
kickstarter, only about 500 projects have failed after they'd gotten 80% 
funding or more.... this is out of hundreds of thousands of projects....

2244.  

Mark Scheiffley about 17 hours ago 

Not sure if anyone here is associated with http://mystblogs.com/, but while 
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searching the interwebs, I came across this site, and noticed no mention of 
this kickstarter campaign. Since I don't have a myst blog, I can't really 
contribute, but thought someone here might be able to get something onto 
the site.

2245.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago 

@Valerie: thanks, you rock

2246.  

Valerie A about 17 hours ago 

I just upped my pledge, this has to happen!

2247.  

Lorna Hartman about 17 hours ago 

We're less than $5K now from the 90% point!!! What percentage of projects 
get funded when they reach 90% again?

2248.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago 

@ Maarten, I have aimed at every aspect I could imagine too, I have signed 
up to things I have never heard of just to get the Kickstarter photo on 
everyones website, twitter, facebook, reddit, raptr, the list goes on, I would 
love to know that I reached just one other person.
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ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

James, I'b acking that one too... it's awesome ;)

2250.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Maarten, I suggested @Oatmeal, but I'm not sure if anyone tweeted him or 
not. Obviously I'm not wanting to spam him, but I would like confirmation that 
someone reached out.

2251.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

i found my name closer to the top of the list than the bottom (by looking for 
my avatar, rather than my name... easier to spot) ... but I've been scrolling 
down for 10 minutes now and have not yet found the "last" entry... i'm 
wondering if the list cycles back around, looping endlessly.... my scrolling 
finger is tired -_-

2252.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 17 hours ago 

Richard Garriott a few moments ago 
I am a backer - SCALE: http://kck.st/19b5vQB

2253.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 18 hours ago 

To all those people asking about twitter, there are a number of us who have 
been tweeting every day. We can't keep swamping the same people, celebs 
and sites every time; if you have suggestions for who to contact, DO 
PLEASE post a comment here - I'd really appreciate it!
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2254.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

@ NomadMolly, make the class shorthand today.

2255.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 18 hours ago 

This is your friendly reminder to visit www.thankyoucyan.com and leave your 
own message of thanks and support! The site is being used to drive media 
interest and links to this kickstarter - please visit and spread the word about it 
here and elsewhere :) thanks!

2256.  

Adam Cather about 18 hours ago 

I think we might hit 1 million today or very close :)

2257.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

@KCub, Disc golf is not big in my area of the US either.

2258.  

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 18 hours ago 

I have seen my name and many others I knew, but trying to find someone to 
see if they pledged has be next to impossible for the most part. . .LOTS of 
names!! :D
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2259.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

Holy Cow! I leave to go teach a class and come back to this. wow!

2260.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

@ Mat, good idea, I'll just bring the machine to my house and empty it

2261.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

I can see 1 million coming up on the horizon

2262.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 18 hours ago 

@Wayne look for your nearest Coinstar and convert it to Amazon Credit! lol

2263.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

I'm going through my pockets for loose change

2264.  
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Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

Less than $15,000 to go now

2265.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 18 hours ago 

@ Carol, no worries, not big on cherries though

2266.  

Peggy Youell about 18 hours ago 

@Bruce--I don't know what other projects they've backed. And a couple of 
friends who said they're going to contribute have never backed anything on 
KS before, so there is no history for them. :/

2267.  

Peggy Youell about 18 hours ago 

Thanks, guys. It seems like if newbies were at the bottom, I'd be closer to the 
top, since I jumped on board the first day. But I gave up several 'pages' in 
looking for my own name (though I did see it on the first day.)

2268.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

@ Wayne, I tried to find me but just for once I wasn't at the bottom of some 
list.

2269.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

Alpha, THAT is
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2270.  

Bruce Osborne about 18 hours ago 

@peggy 
If you know another project they backed & commented on, you can click their 
name to get to their profile and see all the projects they have backed. 
Messy, but it should work.

2271.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

@ James, sorry I pressed the wrong buttons and almost broke the 
website.Large box came up for 'Close group' ?? 
I was trying to say I hope you had black cherry compote too, Don't know how 
to put the acute accent over the e though.

2272.  

Mac_Fife about 18 hours ago 

They're probably in a random order within the group of ten, but I think the 
group gets added at the bottom of the list. Every time I check the backers list 
it's always been the same people at the top.

2273.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

Has anyone found there own name? I tried and gave up. Maybe after the KS 
they will put it in Alfa order.
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

OK I found a direct quote from the KS website confirming backer order is 
listed randomly:

"While the total amount pledged and number of backers are updated on a 
project page in real time, the actual names of backers are added in groups of 
ten. When names are posted, they're listed in a random order."

2275.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

@peggy: don't quote me on this, but I'm pretty sure the backers list is 
random.

2276.  

Darren Smith about 18 hours ago 

I do like the look of the art book... and signed!

2277.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

@Peggy: I did the same, I think they go to the bottom

2278.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

Remember: once only 48 hours are left, everyone who hit the "remind me" 
button will get an email to remind them about this project. This should create 
quite the pledging influx!

2279.  
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Owen Carson about 18 hours ago 

I think they were the very first backers and it's in chronological order going 
down.. could be wrong though

2280.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

I hope you had Black cherry sauce with that.

2281.  

Peggy Youell about 18 hours ago 

Does anyone know the logic of the backers listing? I keep watching to see if 
two names that I'm expecting to contribute turn up, but it's the same people 
at the top of the list.

2282.  

mog7 about 18 hours ago 

I am sure it will succeed. It can only succeed, it´s the new Cyan game with 
the old team. What could be better? :)

2283.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 18 hours ago 

@Carol your a tough cookie, never mind just had mascapone ice cream um

2284.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

@ James, for me it has to be maple & pecan but I wouldn't turn my nose up 
at apple pie. Nobody gets near my food, sorry James.
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2285.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago 

@Ryan Sizemore: OH, I think we will do that first stretch goal, not sure if we 
can make the next one before the end though.

2286.  

George about 18 hours ago 

Hey! It's gonna make it! And perhaps Cyan will get some open source stuff 
going and allow the community to add Oculus Rift support... They're opening 
it up for translation!

2287.  

David Boucher about 18 hours ago 

$985,244 and only three more days? I'm not sure this will happen.... :( Come 
on, people; we need a last big push with funding!

2288.  

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 18 hours ago 

Carol are you gonna share what kind is it ?

2289.  

Ryan Sizemore about 18 hours ago 

So close, I hope it makes it. Doesn't look like the Oculus Rift stretch goal will 
be met, too bad that would have been cool...
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2290.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

Lets Do Lunch at Cyan backer #4 has graced us with his/her presence! And 
so has Double Disc backer #66!! Thank you so much to you and all backers!

2291.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago 

I'm actually serious about that pewter figurine. I have a whole collection of 
them, and it's missing one from Cyan!

2292.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

Mmmmm Pie.

2293.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 18 hours ago 

The fact that there will only be 4000 or so of the boxed copies produces is 
special enough for me. If Cyan adds a little something in (like a little pewter 
figurine) that would be ice cream on the already awesome pie. (I know it's 
supposed to be icing on the cake, but I like pie better)

2294.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

I hadn't heard of disc golf before I joined in here.
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2295.  

Peggy Youell about 18 hours ago 

I've been hammering the Facebook updates pretty hard. I finally just said 
"Would any of my friends on here pitch in $25 for one of the coolest games 
that's ever going to be made?" And whaddya know, one friend is jumping on 
board! YAY!!!

2296.  

KCube about 18 hours ago 

Thanks all for the disc golf info. It is not big on the other side of the pond...or I 
am in my own world.

2297.  

Alahmnat about 18 hours ago 

@Cat: I have the advantage of having combined my Mysterium collection 
with my wife's when we got married ;)

2298.  

Cat about 18 hours ago 

@Alahmnat--half dozen? That's awesome. I love my *one* Mysterium golf 
discs too much to even use it! :) (It's autographed)

2299.  

Asavarserkul about 18 hours ago 

Thanks all for the info I knew the sport but thought it would be something 
shaped after the game. :D 
And is the boxed version special? there is nothing in the tiers.
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2300.  

Seba about 18 hours ago 

Not sure why I didn't ask them about this myself at the beginning, "what's in 
the box" is usually my first Kickstarter question if it's unclear from the 
description. Just goes to show how much this one has going on for it I 
suppose. 
@Cat - disc golf makes so much more sense now ;) 
@Cubase! With all that talk about Gordon Freeman and linking books, 
wouldn't a certain Fedora-sporting detective be a better crossover? Give Tex 
a linking book, darn it!

2301.  

Alahmnat about 18 hours ago 

Part of me kind of wants to take one of the half-dozen or so Mysterium disc 
golf discs I've got and go play a round at one of the local Spokane courses 
now. Assuming the course is open, what with Winter Is Coming being at 
hand...

2302.  

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago 

@Lorna & Cat: I thought about that video, too - the one of the Uber fans and 
had to track it down. http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2303.  

Patrick M. Collier about 18 hours ago 

If you want to know more about what a disk golf disk looks like here is a 
leading manufacturer of the disks. http://www.innovadiscs.com/
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Maarten Dijkstra about 18 hours ago 

@Daniel, there are a lot of backers here that are not in the USA ;)

2305.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 18 hours ago 

Good morning, and oh my goodness - almost $985,000! awesome. I'm now 
going to go back and read the several hundred messages from the last 8 
hours. Back soon ;)

2306.  

Horatio about 18 hours ago 

"Kicktraq Day" Tuesday 1M Countdown: 8 hours remaining; $15,500 still 
needed (Thank you $4500 backer, Kestre!)

2307.  

Patrick M. Collier about 18 hours ago 

@ Asavarserkul Disk golf is another name for Frisbee golf. It is really popular 
in certain parts of north america. A disk golf disk is a specialized frisbee that 
is made of a rubbery material and specially designed for the game of disk 
golf.

2308.  

Daniel about 18 hours ago 

Can't believe so many people have never heard of disc (or "Frisbee") golf. It's 
great, there is a course that was set up RIGHT next to my apartment 
building, people go all the time (completely free). Very cool stuff.
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Cat about 18 hours ago 

and this: https://www.youtube.com/watch…

2310.  

Alahmnat about 18 hours ago 

@Asavarsrkul: It's a specialized frisbee used to play disc golf: 
http://www.pdga.com

2311.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 18 hours ago 

Disc golf is apparently a golf-like game played with a frisbee-like disc.

2312.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

Box for me, don't care as long as there is a disc.

2313.  

Amy Daley about 18 hours ago 

@Patrick, I just did exactly that - bumped up from the $25 level. :)

2314.  

Asavarserkul about 18 hours ago 

Just one question, whats a disc golf disc?
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2315.  

Cat about 18 hours ago 

@Lorna-- hehe. Yes, I was actually thinking of the vid when I made the 
comment :) 
(I wish I could pledge more, as well.)

2316.  

Jack Breeding about 18 hours ago 

@Ryan: This is Cyan. They'll probably put something in for the fans. The 
people who pay for the disc (like me) probably just like the thought of being 
able to hold the game in your hands, to actually feel it. That's why I put up the 
money for the boxed version, but that's just me.

2317.  

Cat about 18 hours ago 

To me, "special boxed edition" sounds like it will be nice...

2318.  

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago 

@Cat--did you see that tongue-in-cheek stalker video of Cyan headquarters? 
That'd be totally fun. (Sigh) Wish I had $4,500, or $10,000.

2319.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 18 hours ago 

Wow, thank you for that Mat! The pace has REALLY picked up here. We're 
cracking a million today for sure!
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2320.  

Patrick Karjala about 18 hours ago 

If all 8845 people who've backed at the $25 level bump their pledge to the 
$45 or $75 level, the impact would be immediate.

8845 * $25 = $221,125 
8845 * $45 = $398,025 (Increase of $176,900, which would FINISH THE 
KICKSTARTER ALONE) 
8845 * $75 = $663,375 (Increase of $442,250, which would finish the 
Kickstarter AND bump us over the first stretch goal)

Please consider upping your pledge if you are one of those 8000+ folks!

2321.  

Ian Hibbert about 18 hours ago 

@Seba well there may be - he said there would be no strategy guide, so I'm 
guessing just a disc, but perhaps there may be a manual, RAWA are you 
there?

2322.  

Ryan S. Davis about 18 hours ago 

Wait, nothing in the Box but the disc? That's...not so appealing. Even the 
Myst V box had that cool little art print/postcard thing. Cyan, any chance you 
can put SOMEthing in the box besides the game?

2323.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 18 hours ago 

Shortly we will be posting a message to our 1,800 followers, reminding them 
about Obduction, and hopefully (being adventure gamers of course) it will get 
some more backers!
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2324.  

Seba about 18 hours ago 

Oh darn, hoped there would at least be a manual and maybe some 'feelies' in 
the box. Bit of a bummer, but oh well... 
Go counter, go!

2325.  

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 18 hours ago 

0_0, this is awesome and well worth a painful trip to the gym. Welcome new 
people.

2326.  

Sean Reynolds about 18 hours ago 

Me too, still it the lottery tonight, fingers crossed I can back to max :D

2327.  

Cat about 18 hours ago 

...just wait until the 'reminder' emails go out. :)

2328.  

Griffin about 18 hours ago 

@Ryan if I still lived in the U.S…...

2329.  
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Lisa C about 18 hours ago 

LoL. Having a $10 pledge (Art concepts/wallpapers) level for all the $1 
backers to bump up to would get us to 90%.

2330.  

Aura Roy about 19 hours ago 

@Ryan if only I could!

2331.  

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago 

Another $4500 backer would get us to 90%...hint, hint.

2332.  

Cat about 19 hours ago 

@Lorna--maybe you can take photos on the sly :D

2333.  

Ian Hibbert about 19 hours ago 

@Greta I asked pretty well the same question to RAWA a day or so ago and 
he said they won't be making a hard copy of the strategy guide, so it will just 
be the disc in the box - I'll prob stay as digital backer tier and then increase 
my pledge say Friday...

2334.  

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago 

@Helena, boy I hear you!! Cyan's about 40 minutes north of my house and 
it's going to be such a temptation to crash the party. ;) We're well on our way 
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to 90%. Go backers!

2335.  

laughingpineapple about 19 hours ago 

Same, plus the international shipping makes it even less palatable. I am 
going to up my pledge from my current comfy Digital Collector, but it'll 
probably be in the form of one or two digital copies of the game to gift to 
friends in two years' time...

2336.  

Cat about 19 hours ago 

I got to visit Cyan at 'Mysterium' in 2000. It was an amazing day! :) All of you 
doing the launch party are in for a treat!

2337.  

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM about 19 
hours ago 

Thanks for the info. Personally, if its just a disk in there, I'm not interested in 
the box. One omore thing to dust. I try and stay on the digital tiers for that 
reason and it leaves more $$ for the devs.

2338.  

Sean Reynolds about 19 hours ago 

Pity 3d printers were not more advanced we they could have had a tier with 
exclusive 3D object print files?

2339.  
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Helena about 19 hours ago 

Just a few thousand dollars more needed to reach 90% funding, and then, 
who knows...? I wish I could afford the 'Let's do Launch' tier as well, but all 
things considered, it's probably for the best that my credit limit won't stretch 
that far. ;-)

2340.  

Alahmnat about 19 hours ago 

Considering that E-double-A had that 3D printer in the background of his 
office during the Hangout last week, I wonder if he'll be fabbing those props 
himself. That'd be pretty awesome.

2341.  

Sean Reynolds about 19 hours ago 

@Kestre At least you have plenty of time to decide what you want to eat?

2342.  

Kestre about 19 hours ago 

Gotta say, the prop was definitely a motivating factor! I love exclusive 3-
dimensional art.

2343.  

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago 

Kestre, you are officially awesome. Not only will you be visiting Cyan, you'll 
be visiting on the BEST DAY! You get all the behind the scenes business 
stuff, THEN all the fun celebration of the launch party, where you will be a 
hero to the entire company for helping get Obduction off the ground. And I'm 
ridiculously jealous of the mysterious "Obduction prop" that you'll get!
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2344.  

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago 

@Horatio: If we can crack a million today though we'll be in very good shape. 
But, onwards and upwards!

2345.  

Horatio about 19 hours ago 

I wish I had $4,500 to snag one of the Let's Do Lunch spots - seems really 
appropriate! *urp*

2346.  

Horatio about 19 hours ago 

@Jack: I do believe you're correct, sir!

2347.  

Sean Reynolds about 19 hours ago 

*Bows* @ Let's Lunch Backer!

2348.  

CloudHead Games about 19 hours ago 

Watching this is giving me anxious flashbacks from our own campaign. WE 
FEEL YOUR PAIN CYAN! HOLD STRONG!

2349.  
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Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago 

@Horatio: I think we'll crack $40,000 today.

2350.  

Kestre about 19 hours ago 

Mister!

2351.  

Nick Grego about 19 hours ago 

I couldn't have waited just ONE more minute to see Jack's post below mine... 
XS

2352.  

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago 

@Nick: A new $4,500 backer.

2353.  

Grover about 19 hours ago 

Yep, welcome to you Mr $4,5k!

2354.  

Kestre about 19 hours ago 

Thanks! It's a lot of money but I think visiting will be once in a lifetime. Too 
bad it's two years away!
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2355.  

Nick Grego about 19 hours ago 

Wow, can anyone figure why the pace has picked up? (Within the last hour or 
so that is)

2356.  

Jack Breeding about 19 hours ago 

Thanks new $4.5K backer! This'll really help us get going! Here comes the 
deluge of money.

2357.  

Horatio about 19 hours ago 

Welcome to our newest $4,500 backer! Thank you, whoever you are!

2358.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 19 hours ago 

The boxed version may just be the disc, but it is a unique piece of art, and 
only Kickstarter campaign backer will be able to get it. That, for me, makes it 
more than worth it. Or course, that's the same reasoning I used to convince 
myself that the disc-golf disc was worthwhile (plus, that one's signed!)

2359.  

Griffin about 19 hours ago 

Good job backers, 89% and rising! On to 990...
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2360.  

William C. Strohm about 19 hours ago 

@Greta, From reading Update #7 and the other references from Cyan, it 
looks like a boxed version add-on just gets you the DVD. But have a look at 
the $45 tier, which gets you a digital Strategy Guide, digital artbook, and 
digital soundtrack. My guess is the manual is folded into the Strategy Guide, 
but am just guessing here. Cheaper for you to just jump to the $75 tier if you 
want all that stuff.

2361.  

Alahmnat about 19 hours ago 

@Horatio: I think we can do it!

@Neo: To clarify the Unreal Engine site's FAQ, that information is accurate 
for Unreal Engine 3, but Cyan is using Unreal Engine 4, which does not yet 
support Linux as a build target. If that changes before the game comes out, 
I'm fairly certain they'll try to support it :).

2362.  

Mac_Fife about 19 hours ago 

I'd agree with Connor - If UE4 gains Linux support before the development is 
complete I would imagine that Cyan would give a Linux port some serious 
consideration. But it's not something they can promise right now because 
that's outside their control.

2363.  

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago 

Anyone tweeted @Oatmeal yet?
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2364.  

Horatio about 19 hours ago 

Kicktraq Day Tuesday 1M Countdown: 9 hours remaining; $21,500 still 
needed

2365.  

Griffin about 19 hours ago 

@Greta pretty sure RAWA said no physical strategy guide. Other than that, 
they may not even know yet.

2366.  

Jeffrey Barnes about 19 hours ago 

@patrick, I've been tweeting and sent @notch a tweet about it yesterday...

2367.  

Connor about 19 hours ago 

@Neo: Cyan has said that they are mostly constrained by the platforms 
Unreal 4 supports. I interpret that to mean that if Unreal adds Linux support 
to 4, then it's a higher likelihood that Obduction will also have Linux support.

2368.  

Greta - KG Pinkerton Rd AGL589 Mem. AGRM about 19 
hours ago 

Question on the boxed version - will that include physical copies of the 
manual and strategy guide and/or other goodies, or will it just be the game on 
dvd?
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2369.  

Helena about 20 hours ago 

@ Neo: unfortunately that refers to Unreal Engine 3, not Unreal 4 which is 
being used to create Obduction.

2370.  

Neo about 20 hours ago 

Add Linux support please! It is possible.

http://www.unrealengine.com/licensing/faq/

"Unreal Engine-powered games have shipped on Xbox, PlayStation2, 
GameCube, DreamCast, Windows and Linux PCs, and Macs running MacOS 
X."

2371.  

Patrick Karjala about 20 hours ago 

Anyone consider tweeting to spread the word?

Also, directed tweets to folks who like to back games such as these, like 
Notch, creator of Minecraft?

2372.  

William C. Strohm about 20 hours ago 

Ever have one of those dreams where you are trying to run, but are dragged 
back by thick mud? Watching totals rise feels like that...

2373.  
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Jenny Sue Hane about 20 hours ago 

Has anyone tried contacting some of the veterans from Sierra (one of the 
companies that really pioneered the adventure game genre)? Those working 
the Twitterverse should try contacting Corey Cole (@HeroCorey). Roberta 
Williams would be another important person, but I don't know if she's on 
Twitter.

2374.  

Debra Johnson about 20 hours ago 

@ Jason Chau @Jeffrey Barnes - You guys are awesome!!!!!!! Oh no, 
channeling Dimitrios!

2375.  

Griffin about 20 hours ago 

Sorry Lorna, but evidence suggests going to lunch, napping, doing chores, 
and going to the dentist are all much more encouraging of a rapid rise in the 
numbers ;-b

2376.  

Jeff Dickinson about 20 hours ago 

@Daniel I don't think kicktraq has nearly enough exclamation points to satisfy 
@Dimitros.

2377.  

Lorna Hartman about 20 hours ago 

If I keep refreshing, that will make the number go up faster. Right? Right!

2378.  
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Daniel about 20 hours ago 

@Dimitros I've just been using kicktraq to chart daily progress

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily

2379.  

Jeffrey Barnes about 20 hours ago 

@tim I got in touch with SourceFed's Trisha Hershberger and she both 
backed the game and tweeted it to her 85k followers! She's a true fan so 
hopefully it will help! Spread the word, don't quit, we can do this!

2380.  

Grover about 20 hours ago 

Let's rush through $1M!

2381.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 20 hours ago 

@Ryan S - thx for suggesting this.

2382.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 20 hours ago 

@Ryan Nice! Didn't know they had that! So gotta try it out! Will bring my 
lucky egg!

2383.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 20 hours ago 

Why am I seeing a crazed Jerry Lewis constantly checking the tote board 
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numbers during the final labor day hours in my mind? Could I be that crazed 
Jerry Lewis? Is it possible that I know the answers to my questions before I 
asked them?

2384.  

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago 

@Cubase--if you're still looking for things to do in Utah, I heartily second the 
suggestion for Zion Canyon. But really, you need look no further than THIS: 
http://utaholympiclegacy.com/activities/comet-bobsled-ride 
I'm considering a trip to Utah just to do it!

2385.  

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago 

I will post them later (the graphics) (REAL LIFE is calling :( ) 
BUT 1) we are going with 680+ new backers per day now and the number is 
increasing almost by 100 per 24h, 
2) the last 3 x24h increase in pledges are 965$>3491$>10471$!!!!!!!!! 
Yesterday total in pledges was 38604!!!!! 
And now .................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
ALL THE ABOVE NUMBERS ARE WITHOUT HIGH (850$ and up) BUDGET 
PLEDGES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
do the maths we are going up like rocket!!!! 
38604x4=160.000$ +10k+20k+30k+40k=260K 
And without high pledges and................Backers who they will increase their 
pledges 
980+260+!!!!=1240K +++++++++++++++

2386.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 20 hours ago 

@Christina Yes, excellent point. There is a fine balance between "informing" 
and "spamming". The latter can work against you.
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Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago 

@Linda--Yes. It's not ideal, but for anyone who is already planning to 
upgrade--we are going to do a Group Pledge increase on Wednesday night. 
9:00 to 10:00 PST (Cyan time). It's been pointed out that this is 5-6 in the 
morning for Europe, which is tough. If Europe wants to coordinate their own 
Magic Hour, that's ok with me. I tried to pick a time that could span both North 
America and Europe, but it's tough. 
So 9-10 PST on Wednesday night for all planned upgraders!

2388.  

Jim Higgitt about 20 hours ago 

SourceFed are also a good group on YouTube, headed up by Philip de 
Franco, who have a large following. They do lots of computer games stuff 
and I'm sure that at least one of the crew cited MYST as their fav game of all 
time. I've sent in a message, but nothing back so far. If anyone else here 
follows them, may be worth a look.

2389.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 20 hours ago 

Remember not to spam people on Twitter! One or two people tweeting at 
someone is plenty, more would be annoying (unless it's a specific contest or 
call for mass tweets).

Welcome to all the new backers! Great to see so many people joining in on 
this. I know Cyan will bring us something good :D

2390.  

Catalin Paun about 20 hours ago 

Well ... Just backed the project ...I am hopping for a very independent non 
commercial game quality...Go Cyan..I have Riven, Uru, myst and most 
games from Cyan..They have hard puzzles but very good quality 
game..Plenty of out of box thinking..
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LINDA WOLLETT about 20 hours ago 

@Ryan S - was a date & time set for the group pledge upgrade?

2392.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 20 hours ago 

How about Steve Purcell, creator of Sam & Max. He was a big part of a lot of 
early adventure games back when he worked at LucasArts.

2393.  

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago 

Argh. Not "how" to Tweet...should say "who" to Tweet.

2394.  

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago 

For those wondering how to Tweet at next. Try The Oatmeal. He's an 
insanely popular cartoonist, is in the right age range, and is very smart. 
Exactly the demographic. I'm not on Twitter, but he's @Oatmeal

2395.  

Jason Chau about 20 hours ago 

Almost a million...we're so close!!!

Well I've certainly done my bit to spread the word. I happen to be one of the 
admins for the Commodore USA Facebook site 
(www.facebook.com/CommodoreUSA) and have dropped some notes to our 
32,000+ members about Obduction earlier this week - many of whom are 
retro gamers - so hopefully more folks should join the cause...
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Marein Könings about 20 hours ago 

Oh, if someone would like to listen to a good epic music playlist (starts with 
Myst-themed stuff, morphs into other stuff later) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2397.  

Peggy Youell about 20 hours ago 

I have been trying to get Nerdist to post about it for over a week. I do some 
transcription work for one of their writers, and he forwarded my request to 
another writer who a few weeks ago posted an article stating she wanted to 
see Myst work with Oculus Rift. But so far--nothing. :/ (I also tweeted her & 
Chris Hardwick about covering this campaign.)

2398.  

laughingpineapple about 20 hours ago 

@Dimitrios imageshack.us, photobucket, even your social networking site of 
choice works just as well (post image, right click and Copy Image Location or 
some equivalent command on whatever system and browser you're using) :)

2399.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 20 hours ago 

pictures can be hosted on any number of hosting sites. Try imagebam.com. If 
it's something else, I suppose you could try google docs.

2400.  

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago 

OH MY 
GOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!! 
ITS ALREADY STARTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Sit tight we are going up faster than light, we are going up like rockets, fasten 
your seatbelts, open champagnes , spread the word, we will succeed, Cyan 
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will fund OBDUCTION,We are back!!!!!!! 
My charts (excel graphics corrected etc...) showing me clearly that the last 
push already started!!! 
PS: give me a free site to post the graphics!!!!!!!

2401.  

William C. Strohm about 20 hours ago 

@Aura Roy, me too, and I won't even be able to play it (on my present 
computer)!

2402.  

Gabriel Ellzey about 20 hours ago 

@Mat - Somebody mentioned Jeff Dunham was a big Myst fan. I'm not on 
Twitter myself.

2403.  

Aura Roy about 21 hours ago 

@rarified No kidding! I'm tense and I'm just someone who wants to play it!

2404.  

Sean Reynolds about 21 hours ago 

@Matt I have, No bites as of yet. :(

2405.  

rarified about 21 hours ago 

I can't imagine what it is like in the Cyan office right now. Feast or Famine for 
the whole company in four days.
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2406.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 21 hours ago 

87% of Criswell's Predictions HAVE COME TRUE!!!! And the weatherman is 
seeing 
2 stretch goals being reached. For those wondering about contributing 
AFTER the closing bell, KickStarter will not allow that, but PayPal will. Every 
cent through PayPal counts towards OBduction, but ZERO in KickStarter's 
tally. So, the MAIN goal has to be met purely through KickStarter and 
unabiguously before the closing time. It's all or nothing, and if it's nothing, 
then KickStarter will not charge you and Cyan is going to have to refund 
every prepaid PayPal pledge.

2407.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 21 hours ago 

Just posted on their YouTube page. Maybe it'll get somebody's attention. I 
don't know with the new YouTube comment sorting system.

2408.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

Has anybody reached out to some celebs on Twitter via mentions? I know 
there are bound to be some MYST fans out there that would RT about 
Obduction.

2409.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 21 hours ago 

Maybe he can put in into their Nerdist News show they do on YouTube.
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Russell Deitch about 21 hours ago 

PayPal standard is 30 days after the KS campaign ends but the duration is at 
the discretion of the project creator.

2411.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 21 hours ago 

Try this: https://twitter.com/nerdist

2412.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 21 hours ago 

You know, somebody should contact Chris Hardwick of the Nerdist Channel! 
I'd do it, except I have no idea how.

2413.  

Russell Deitch about 21 hours ago 

Hello all! I've decided that 24 hours of comments are too many to read. :)

2414.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

Thanks! I was looking all over the site for that!

2415.  

rarified about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr: At the bottom of this page, both Mac and Windows: 
http://www.strata.com/products/strata_3d_cx_suite/strata_design_3d_cx/feat
urelist.asp
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2416.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

@rarified: Thanks for the link. That's a pretty cool reward. I wonder what the 
system requirements are.

2417.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

@Debra Ahhhhh, cool. Well great to see you anyway, new Debra Johnson! 
What freaks me out is not the fact that you have the same name, but you 
both are fans of MYST! ROFL!

2418.  

Debra Johnson about 21 hours ago 

@Mat - sorry, must be another Debra Johnson (of which there are many!)

2419.  

John F Patterson about 21 hours ago 

@Marein: Could it be that they don't want to deal with Amazon?

2420.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

@Debra Well it's great to see you here... may back from the MYSTralia days!
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Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

@Marein It's a bit of a MYSTery, but people have speculated that there is 
probably less red-tape involved, many companies or investors may already 
have PayPal accounts, plus there are certain flexibilities the higher level 
investors may prefer.

2422.  

rarified about 21 hours ago 

Just noticed this on one of the Strata 3D (modelling software) web sites... 
There are discounts on their software, and even $1 KS backers will get a trial 
edition of the modelling software plus the rocket ship model to view. 
http://www.stratacafe.com/

2423.  

Jose Cardoso about 21 hours ago 

@Tiago How on earth did I not know about this? Thank you!

2424.  

Debra Johnson about 21 hours ago 

KS keeps 5% so if they wait Cyan gets more$ - Is that correct???

2425.  

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago 

@ ALL PayPal will be refunded back if KS is not successful.!!!!! 
Be carefull pledge in here Paypal does not counting in KS ALERT!!! 
At this point we need every $!!!!!!!
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Matthew Farmer about 21 hours ago 

Apparently my reddit posts seem to have picked up some steam. A few 
people have upped their pledges, and a few people from /r/Oculus have 
apparently taken interest, as well.

Reddit is an amazing source for awareness for things of this nature, we 
shouldn't forego it's potential.

2427.  

William C. Strohm about 21 hours ago 

IMHO the key is # of backers now... we presently need 2,111 more.

2428.  

Debra Johnson about 21 hours ago 

@Mat Howdy back - I'm at work so not always watching, but DELIGHTED to 
be here and a part of this!

2429.  

Marein Könings about 21 hours ago 

@Mat: Any idea why that is? Do high-level contributors have a reason to 
avoid KS?

2430.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

You would be surprised how many contributions still flow on PayPal after the 
KS has closed. In fact, in the past, many high-level contributors have waited 
for PayPal before chipping in their contributions.
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Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago 

I believe that once the time is up, the KS pledges will close, but as Tai 
mentioned they will still be able to use the paypal for a while (if the goal is 
reached)

2432.  

William C. Strohm about 21 hours ago 

Tai'lahr, thank you; that seems to me to be very important for Cyan.

2433.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

@William, PayPal donations will continue to be accepted for some time, but I 
don't know how long.

2434.  

William C. Strohm about 21 hours ago 

Newbie at KickStarter, so... when time deadline is reached, and original 
funding goal has been achieved, will funding stay open or will all the potential 
backers that "forgot" to contribute, plus all fence-sitting backers that didn't up 
their pledges (again?) be cut off?

2435.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

@Debra! Hey Deb! Great to see you here again!

2436.  
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Horatio about 21 hours ago 

Kicktraq Day Tuesday 1M Countdown: 11 hours remaining; $25,000 still 
needed

2437.  

William C. Strohm about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr, sorry, I should have asked "How many seeds do you think will be 
in the jar?" - My bad.

2438.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

@William, enough to fund Obduction and some of the stretch goals 
sufficiently for Cyan to make another classic game like Myst which will be so 
successful, it will allow them to make more games and never have to depend 
on a publisher again. :D

2439.  

William C. Strohm about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr, so how many beans do you think are in the jar?

2440.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 21 hours ago 

@Dimitrios: I'm not trying to contradict your predictions. My slm is kind of a 
medium-not-bad-not-good scenario. All I want to say is that we have a pretty 
good chance to make this KS happen. 

Your calculations predict that this KS will collect more than just the baseline. 
I'm happy with that. 

BTW I do not feel offended. No really... I don't... Nope. Lol

Keep up the good work!
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2441.  

Debra Johnson about 21 hours ago 

Coming up on 9:10 am 11-12-13 Cyan time (PST) This would be a GREAT 
time for a high $ backer to pledge!

2442.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

@William & Tomer: Some of us were confident that we did see the future the 
day we signed up to back the campaign. :D

2443.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 21 hours ago 

In my opinion, we NEED another $1,000 level tier!

2444.  

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago 

and dont forget RYAN (CYAN) goal who wants from us to achieve is 20000 
Backers and 8000 likes in fb page https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 
And in tweeter to be synchronized for last days https://twitter.com/cyanworlds

2445.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 21 hours ago 

The minimum Kicktraq says we're going to get is 1,050,000. Maybe we can 
convince it today that we're going to make it.
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2446.  

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago 

@ Mat in an hour or 2 i will post charts that prove what you say!! 
Meanwhile Cyan tweet that whoever wants Stata 3D they can take it also 
using higher tiers!!! 
So i suggest whoever of the high budget backers intend to increase his 
pledge please do it now in order for lower tier slots to be free! 
Its a matter of time the EGG (850$) slots to vanish!!!!!!

2447.  

Nick Gordon about 22 hours ago 

@Tiago. That's how I first read about the Obduction project. Otherwise I 
probably would have never heard about it.

2448.  

Tomer about 22 hours ago 

William - I agree. Kicktraq is a great tool to see the past :-) Seeing the future 
is another thing....

2449.  

William C. Strohm about 22 hours ago 

I'd like to say a word in support of Kicktraq. Although no one can tell the 
future, at this point it provides an excellent picture of the pledging history and 
allows us to use that to paint our own best guess. I particularly like the 
"Projection" as opposed to the "Trend." The shape of that curve is very useful 
for my imagination.
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Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 22 hours ago 

Yes, definitely the beginnings of the final days boost!

2451.  

Cat about 22 hours ago 

Lookin' good out there :)

2452.  

Tiago Regueiras about 22 hours ago 

For those looking for a realRiven here's something to think, hope and 
contribute :-) 
http://www.starryexpanse.com/

2453.  

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 22 hours ago 

Last 24 hours saw a 40k increase!!!

2454.  

Jonathan Poortman about 22 hours ago 

Obduct Me!

2455.  

Jim Higgitt about 22 hours ago 

Hooray for backer 16,500!
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2456.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago 

We WILL hit the million so hard that the entire cavern will shake. And this will 
happen today. My predictions are accurate 70% of the time.

2457.  

Glenn Josephson about 22 hours ago 

so. close. 
oh, and i see some familiar uru names here. hi from firesign. :)

2458.  

Allan Børgesen about 22 hours ago 

That wil be 450 new backers!!!

2459.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

yes, we can get 1 million today by 11PM EST

2460.  

David Thery-Bulha about 22 hours ago 

Eh can we get to the million today ? That would be awesome !

2461.  
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Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 22 hours ago 

Back in Australia, where most of the schools had uniforms, we used to have 
what was called a "mufty day", a day where you could come in your own 
clothes , but in order to do that you would each bring $1 in. Those dollars 
would either go to causes, events, drives, or charities. I'll bet that if some 
teachers today were fans of MYST they could hold an Obduction Mufty Day!

2462.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr: I was thinking of that crazy movie.

2463.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

If we reach 1.8 billion, can I have my own Amateria?

2464.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@Rainer: and he wished for 20,000 backers

2465.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 22 hours ago 

Reminder: 
Don't forget the new goal Ryan mentioned earlier. 
We want to reach 8000 likes on Cyan's Facebook page, 3000 likes on 
Google+, xxxx on Twitter (forgot the number) at the end of this campaign.
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Tai'lahr about 22 hours ago 

Well, Wayne, if you head up a successful Kickstarter to pay for it all, then it 
should be called "Wayne's World" of course!

2467.  

Aura Roy about 22 hours ago 

I can see I'm going to lose a lot of time over the next three days to watching 
the numbers count up. This is so freaking exciting!

2468.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago 

@Helena- we'd need another million or so for that.

2469.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

Let's build everything and call it "Wayne's World". Haha

2470.  

Helena about 22 hours ago 

Screw the real-life Myst island; I want Riven. :-D

2471.  

Cheyenne Kelly about 22 hours ago 

@Marein: Ooh, I'm in! Save a cozy room in a neighborhood somewhere in 
the cavern for me. :)
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2472.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

Oh, wow, what a good idea, building the D'ni cavern. Count me in.

2473.  

Sean Reynolds about 22 hours ago 

Riven Rollercoaster! The Maglev!!

2474.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Tai: How much do you think we'd need to build the D'ni cavern? I feel a 
new Kickstarter coming...

2475.  

Sean Reynolds about 22 hours ago 

@Wayne Hostile takeover! At least i want there offices, such a cool building!

2476.  

Tai'lahr about 22 hours ago 

With 1.8 billion, we could build Myst island in RL. :D
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Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

1.8 billion might buy us our own game company

2478.  

Patricia Johnson about 22 hours ago 

Can't wait for this game to be funded and history to be made! Each pledge 
get us closer to making this happen. Keep spreading the word! We can make 
this happen! 

In an article on PR Newswire...Myst was so revolutionary that it was recently 
added to the Museum of Modern Art and the Smithsonian American Art 
Museum. Obduction will take what Cyan knows about creating deeply 
immersive worlds and apply it to an entirely new game with fantastic scenery, 
incredible architecture, compelling story, and exceptional challenges. "A lot of 
things have changed over the last 20 years," states Rand Miller, co-founder 
of Cyan and one of the creative geniuses behind Myst. "What hasn't changed 
is the desire people have for depth of experience that's easy to access - both 
Cyan and Strata get that."

"The latest version of our 3D application is light years ahead of what Cyan 
used all those years ago," said Ken Bringhurst, Strata president. "This 
sponsorship creates a great opportunity for a Kickstarter backer to get our 
app and to contribute actual 3D content - and be immortalized in - Cyan's 
new Obduction project."

2479.  

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago 

@Mattias My own age. For real.

2480.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago 

1.8 billion would buy you another Myst game, I think.
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Allan Børgesen about 22 hours ago 

@Mattias +Obduction 2 and 3

2482.  

Mattias Thorelli about 22 hours ago 

If everyone pledged 1.1 million, we would end up with roughly 1,8 billion...

2483.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@Sean - You move into Rands house.

2484.  

Sean Reynolds about 22 hours ago 

@Mattias I wonder what they would put in the 1.1M reward tier? A desk in 
there Office, a Myst Prop? A chance to go to the basement in the Cyan HQ 
Lift...

2485.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@ Dimitros: the relevant word is fast. We want "fast" to happen today.

2486.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

@Rainer: lol...nice extrapolation
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2487.  

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago 

@ Horatio the correct time was before 2 hours for 4x24h. Kicktrack has not 
the correct days and time (but it is showing the same progress. >> take 
off!!!!!!

2488.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@ Rainer: just what I was thinking, Haha

2489.  

Allan Børgesen about 22 hours ago 

@Rainer therefore maybe there is a limit of 10 ;-)

2490.  

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago 

OK time to collect statistics at 1800GMT and be back 
soon..............................!!! 
One thing i will tell you now...... 
we are going up fast very fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Sit tight, fasten your seat belts we are going to take off!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2491.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 22 hours ago 

If all 16475 backers would pledge $10,000, Cyan would get $164.75 Mio. 
Unfortunatelly, all this money would be needed to build a house tall enough 
to hold all backers for a one day meeting. 
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If they split it into groups, say 10 backers a day, this would take 4.5 years to 
finish, and Cyan would not find time to work on Obduction. 
All in all a bad idea ^^

2492.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

For those of you using the Kicktraq daily stats, you'll notice that if we pull in 
only $5,000 more on Tuesday than we did on Monday ($35,591), we will 
reach ONE BILLION DOLL...no, wait, I was channeling Dr. Evil for a 
second...ONE MILLION DOLLARS today.

We've already gotten almost $14,000 in the first 12 hours. Let's get that 
remaining $26,000 in the final 12 hours!

WE CAN DO THIS!

2493.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

Yes more worlds than we would have time for, sounds like fun though

2494.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago 

@Matthias: They'd have to make a lot more stretch goals. :)

2495.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

Hope we can zip past 1 mil today !i!i!i!i!i!

2496.  
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Mattias Thorelli about 22 hours ago 

@Tako: Absolutely! And if we had 1.1 million to spare...

2497.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago 

@Jim: OK, way to go there

2498.  

Jim Higgitt about 22 hours ago 

Just upped my pledge again. We are so close!

2499.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 22 hours ago 

I think any of us would take the 10,000 option if we had the money.

2500.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 23 hours ago 

no doubt! :)

2501.  

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago 

if i had the money, i would have pledge already all 10000, 4500, 850 EGG 
and 425 reward tiers. 
That's for sure!!!!!
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2502.  

Bruce Osborne about 23 hours ago 

After you, Dimitrios

:D

jk

2503.  

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago 

CYAN tweet jsut now that if someone wants Stata 3D he can get it also using 
the 2 higher Reward Tiers!!!!! 
So whoever want that, i suggest ........RUN>>>>>>>@4500>>>>>>@10000!

2504.  

laughingpineapple about 23 hours ago 

A good morning to RAWA's mama and Sophie! And to all you people 'cross 
the pond!

2505.  

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago 

@ RAWA's mama goodmorning we will surprise you in a positive way when 
you will return :) 
Meanwhile we are going up faster now...more soon...

2506.  

Clark Davis about 23 hours ago 

tick, tick, tick, tick
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2507.  

Jim Higgitt about 23 hours ago 

Only $7.70 on the 'per existing backer' measure of how close we are. In. The. 
Bag.

2508.  

Tako Shak (KT) about 23 hours ago 

I'll work all day if it means we'll hit a million. :D

2509.  

Lorna Hartman about 23 hours ago 

@RAWA's mama, yeah, this is amazing. Just saw this total for the first time 
this morning!! Good luck with your day and I'm glad Sophie's better. :)

Wow, this has jumped while I was asleep. Awesome, everybody! Welcome, 
new backers!

Morning link post of our PR ideas and resources we've created: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

2510.  

Tai'lahr about 23 hours ago 

Good morning, RAWA's mama and I'm so glad to hear that Sophie is fine. 
Have a great day and we'll try to make it better for you while you're gone by 
raising the numbers. : )
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Wayne Schnitzer about 23 hours ago 

@Jim: We won't settle for less than One Million Dollars.

2512.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 23 hours ago 

Good morning RAWA'S mama. Glad to hear that Sophie ' ok.

2513.  

Jim Higgitt about 23 hours ago 

clarification, 'today' for me is only another 8 hours. I'm sure that the big $1m 
will be hit Cyan time.

Also, good morning RAWAmama.

2514.  

Horatio about 23 hours ago 

@Nick: I'm hoping for a GIT add-on...

2515.  

Jim Higgitt about 23 hours ago 

Good luck Dimitrios. Could you include some exclamation points in your 
graphics? Would feel more genuine ;)

So $990K is 90%, that's got to be doable today, c'mon everyone!!

2516.  

RAWA's mama about 23 hours ago 

LOOK AT THAT TOTAL !!!!! That's $11,000 since 10pm last night !! Oh sorry I 
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should have said Good Morning everyone first, but I was so excited when I 
saw that total :) Wow - Wow - Wow --- I am going to be gone when we fly 
right passed $100,000 today :( I'll just have to be satisfied with seeing where 
we are at when I get home :) :) :) Way to go. have a GREAT day. (By the was 
Sophie is back to her playful self this morning)

2517.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 23 hours ago 

For me that has already passed, and I was not paying attention to it. : (

2518.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 23 hours ago 

Double Disc backer #65 has graced us with his/her presence.

2519.  

Debra Johnson about 23 hours ago 

That's for all the numbers people of whom we seem to have no shortage - 
and good thing!

2520.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 23 hours ago 

@Debra - wow, how nice is that

2521.  

Debra Johnson about 23 hours ago 

Very shortly (1 hour +) it will be 9:10 am 11-12-13 Cyan time (PST) Magical 
day and Great work overnight!!
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2522.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 23 hours ago 

@ Nick Roberts - You mean 1.1 million by 11 pm est?

2523.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 23 hours ago 

which goal, nick? the 1.3? ;)

2524.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) 1 day ago 

I have a strong feeling that the goal will be reached by tomorrow night.

2525.  

Wayne Schnitzer 1 day ago 

Good Morning, nice to see we are off and running already today.

2526.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Frank i told you yesterday that we are trending toward 714 new Backers 
today and 35000+ and the number are increasing. I am preparing my maths 
which i intend to post them as graphics. But i need time :) 2-3 hours
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Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago 

I can hardly wait for all the fun end-of-campaign stuff that will be going on. I 
might have to get off work early on Friday. That is, if I can avoid being 
distracted by this Kickstarter sufficiently to get extra work done earlier in the 
week ...

2528.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) 1 day ago 

Darn, I was looking forward to acquirIng some GIT.

2529.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

Typos *sigh*. Of course "get GIT" is a tad redundant.

2530.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

Funding is about 11 hours ahead of time. Again using my slm (stupid linear 
model). This means that the amount currently pledged should have been 
reached not now but 11 hours later on. Not much margin, but it is still 
possible

Still optimistic. Yep, still I am.

2531.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

Good morning, all! Thanks to achieving 960K before my bedtime last night, I 
was able to get a good night's sleep. How exciting it was to wake up this 
morning and see "overnight" pledges of more than 10K! Obductees: We have 
a very, very good chance - and opportunity - to cross the 1M mark TODAY.

Let's get GIT-R-DONE!
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2532.  

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) 1 day ago 

@Ainia DaFente 
I remember performing several concerts in MOULa. Ah, good times.

2533.  

Michael K. 1 day ago 

@Johann Harding: Yes, beside my iMac27" (no bootcamp!) I would really 
love to see a Wii-U Version for my kids, too. ;-)

2534.  

Mando Productions 1 day ago 

I've just increased my pledge. As a fellow adventure developer :) and an 
absolute Myst fan, I want to see this campaign reach it's goal.

2535.  

Clark Davis 1 day ago 

For John (and because I was absent for $970k): Dibe!

2536.  

Ainia DaFente 1 day ago 

Greetings, Shorah and good morning (here) everyone! Just a quick post 
before I must act Busy and Important (TM) and head to work.

There is an Obduction fundraising concert planned for the eleventh hour 
down in the MOULa cavern. Please feel welcome to attend whether or not 
you plan to donate more than you already have. Details can be viewed in this 
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thread: http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

Hope to see some new faces there on Friday! :D

2537.  

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago 

Is there already a date + time announced, to make our collective mega-
pledge-boost?

2538.  

Mattias Thorelli 1 day ago 

We all rock!

2539.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago 

The Obductees welcome and thank Double Disc backers #62, #63 and #64 
for their generous support and to all ~200 of this mornings backers!

2540.  

Mattias Thorelli 1 day ago 

I would increase my pledge for Occulus support, had I not already upped it so 
far beyond what I thought I was my maximum. ^^; 

Oh my, looking at it, it seems I'm among the 85 out of 16432 people who 
have given the most money! O_o Didn't think of it that way.

2541.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

@narnia: Will do!
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2542.  

narniaozmasar 1 day ago 

@Marein: Thank-you! If you keep posting updated links, that would be 
awesome. More graphs and ways of analyzing the data are always 
welcomed ;)

2543.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago 

11/12/13: the Million Dollar Day!!

2544.  

Aurélien Chauvey 1 day ago 

Just increased my pledged, I really want to see this game happen ! :)

2545.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

@Dimitrios: You'll need to upload the graphics somewhere and post a link 
here.

2546.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

tell me how can i post some graphics?

2547.  
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Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Marein: That's the best graphic I've seen during this whole campaign!

2548.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

It will be very exciting to see a 7 figure number up there. Once that happens, 
all heck might break loose.

2549.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Mattias, it is not impossible for us to reach the stretch goal if we keep 
funding at this rate and also get a nice last 2 day bump.

2550.  

Mattias Thorelli 1 day ago 

I already feel relieved! 

Might it even be possible to reach the stretch goal, I wonder?

2551.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Tiago mine are from my paper i write the numbers everyday!!! on a paper ( 
i am trying to take them at the same hour). I have stats 5 days i think back 
(detailed)

2552.  
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Marein Könings 1 day ago 

I base my daily totals on KickSpy.

2553.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

@Tiago: Mine is from my own spreadsheet in Google docs :)

2554.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

1.000.000$ we are coming and we are coming hot!!!!! I collected todays stats. 
Later i will post my Mathematical lol Analysis :) 
In short: 33000+ and +596 new Backers only in 21 h !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Yesterday night i told you that we are trending towards 714+ backers for 
today and more than 35000+$ without high Budget Backers!!! 
35000$x4=140.000$+970.000$ = 1.110.000$ ! OPEN CHAMPAGNES WE 
MADE IT!!!! 
CYAN IS BACK, WE ARE BACK!!!!

2555.  

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago 

@Marein Where do you guys get those beautifully optimistic (nothing wrong 
with them =D) graphs?

2556.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

This means that, assuming daily pledge levels don't drop from now on (which 
is unlikely), we're going to make it :)

2557.  
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NomadMolly 1 day ago 

uhhmmm that was wowsers

2558.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Wpwsers, great to wake up to this!

2559.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

@narnia: Here's what it looks like right now :) http://puu.sh/5gcsK.png

2560.  

narniaozmasar 1 day ago 

@Marein - Thank-you for the graphic! I suspected this was the case, but it's 
nice to have it confirmed.

2561.  

laughingpineapple 1 day ago 

...and knowing Cyan, it's intentional. Looking up the etymology right now, 
how'd the word get from a geological process to autopsies?

2562.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Johanm i think that we need to help them reveal their next Stretch goal by 
raising the number at 1.100.000$ at least!!!!
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2563.  

Rob Mills 1 day ago 

@Rainer @Matthias Obduction is also (albeit rarely) used to mean autopsy 
in English as well as the geological process. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autopsy

2564.  

Johann Harding 1 day ago 

Wii U Strech Goal! PLEASE!!!

2565.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

Lucky date today: 11/12/13. We'll easily hit a million today!

2566.  

Helena 1 day ago 

@ Salvo: I certainly hope so!

2567.  

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) 1 day ago 

Good morning everyone. Exciting day today! Today is the day we hit a 
million! !

2568.  
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Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

Sweet dreams, John Cosgrove. : )

2569.  

John Cosgrove 1 day ago 

...and sleep!

2570.  

John Cosgrove 1 day ago 

Dibe!!!

2571.  

John Cosgrove 1 day ago 

Richard Garriott retweeted @thxcyan BTW.... that was a highpoint for me ;-)

2572.  

swordswinger710 1 day ago 

Good day peoples! :) I'm loving how every day has been better than the last 
for a week now. My offer is still standing, by the way - anyone who needs a 
logo or the box set of all the Myst games can find them using the links below, 
and half the proceeds will be used towards this Kickstarter. :)

$300 Professional Logo Design - www.lionsongdesign.com or 
http://r.ebay.com/uumV7d 
$200 Myst: The Collection (Brand New) - http://r.ebay.com/iZAh7a 
$100 Myst: The Collection (Used) - http://r.ebay.com/R3T7Zv
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John Cosgrove 1 day ago 

...I need to sleep -_-

2574.  

John Cosgrove 1 day ago 

....c'mon 970k!!!

2575.  

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman 1 day ago 

Are we not all tracking OBduction? For those who did not see this on 
Facebook ... I hope this link works. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php…

2576.  

ChrisD 1 day ago 

Should be funded by tomorrow

2577.  

Mattias Thorelli 1 day ago 

@Rainer: Ah, of course.

2578.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 1 day ago 

"Obduktion" means "autopsy" in german language too :)
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download of Obduction for your computer (Windows or MacOS) along with a digital 
manual. Plus, you'll get access to special backers-only Obduction forums where you 
can share & speculate about the game and interact with the development team. 
You'll be listed in the "Backers" section in the game credits and on the official 
website. Additionally, you'll receive digital hi-res concept art painted by award-
winning artist Stephan Martiniere.

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 

• Pledge $45 or more   

3866 backers 

Digital Collector ============================= You'll receive our Obduction 
digital Strategy Guide, a Digital Art of Cyan Artbook, and the digital version of the 
Obduction soundtrack. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 

• Pledge $75 or more   

2501 backers 

Gimme the Box ============================= Receive an exclusive 
Obduction special boxed edition containing the game for Windows or MacOS. The 
boxed version will be available only through this Kickstarter campaign. Your name 
will be featured in the "Box Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $120 or more   

749 backers 

Show & Tell ============================= Get an exclusive, limited edition 
Obduction T-shirt. You will also get an 8 by 10 print only available via the Kickstarter 
campaign and 3 high quality postcard prints. Your name will be featured in the 
"Show & Tell Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $250 or more   

630 backers 

Art Collector ============================= You'll receive an exclusive 
Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book along with an exclusive Kickstarter 
poster – both will be signed by Rand Miller and the team members. Your name will 
also be in the "Signature Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $425 or more   

77 backers 

Double Disc ============================= NEW REWARD TIER. Receive 
a Kickstarter exclusive Obduction disc-golf disc that will be signed by the Obduction 
team, AND get a Kickstarter exclusive compact disc of the Obduction soundtrack. 
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Both of these items are designed exclusively for (and will be available only through) 
this Kickstarter campaign. Your name will be featured in the “Disc Backers" section 
of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $850 or more 

30 backers All gone! 

Become the Artist ============================ Help us design an item in 
Obduction! Your personalized item has a chance to be seen by anyone playing 
Obduction. You'll provide the look (some restrictions apply), and we will put your 
item in the game. Your name will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the 
credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $850 or more   

30 backers Limited (30 left of 60) 

Egg-sibitionist ============================ Not the artistic type? We'll give 
you another option. You provide an image (that you own the rights to), and we will 
build an exclusive Easter egg that only you will know how to solve. Your name will 
also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards, 
except "Become the Artist")

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $1,100 or more 

25 backers All gone! 

Become the Strata 3D Artist ============================ NEW REWARD 
TIER. The images in the original Myst were created using Strata 3D Software. As a 
special offer, our friends at Strata have generously offered to support the Obduction 
Kickstarter campaign by providing a special Myst version of their Strata Design 3D 
CX software ($600 value) to backers at this special reward level or above. You’ll use 
Design 3D CX to design, model, and texture an (appropriate) item for Obduction! 
Your object will have a chance to be seen by anyone playing Obduction. Your name 
will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. This special Myst 
version of Design 3D also includes some of the surface textures and digital 3D 
objects from the original Myst models. The textures can be used in your own 
models, and you can open the 3D objects and see how they were created. And 
that’s not all! You’ll also receive 5 exclusive hi-res digital images (one image from 
each Age of Myst) rendered from the original Myst models. These are scenes you'll 
recognize, but at the highest resolution possible, and never before released. (+ all 
rewards from $250 level and down)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US 

• Pledge $4,500 or more   

5 backers Limited (25 left of 30) 
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Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================ Spend an entire 
business day at Cyan and visit with the team! Look behind the scenes, ask those 
burning questions, and join us in an exclusive friends and family private launch 
party. Includes lunch, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging. Also receive an 
exclusive Obduction prop; less than 100 of these will be produced - exclusively for 
this campaign and the Obduction team. Your name will also be in the opening 
credits as “Executive Backers” (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 

• Pledge $10,000 or more   

4 backers Limited (6 left of 10) 

Experience Design at Cyan ============================ Experience an 
early Obduction design meeting either at Cyan's studio (travel provided) or via 
Skype, Google Hangouts, or FaceTime (iPad provided.) We'll prep you with 
background info, and you'll watch a brainstorming/problem-solving session play out 
- it might get loud. Later that evening, have dinner with Rand Miller and other 
members of the design team. As the production progresses, you'll be one of the first 
to play an early build and provide feedback to the design team via Skype. You'll 
continue to receive project updates from the producer along with exclusive updated 
builds that you'll be able to play. Your name will be in the opening credits as 
“Supporting Producer." Part of selecting this reward means you must select from 
either 1) lunch, dinner, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging OR 2) latest 
iPad (Wifi internet connection required.) (+ all previous rewards - yes, you will be 
joining us at the launch party, too!)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015 
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